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ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE STUDY
STUDY SUMMARY

(AIS) CAA-RP-87-1

THE REASON FOR PERFORMING THE STUDY was to gain a preliminary overview of
adapting artificial intelligence (AI) and expert system technology to the
theater-level for modeling and for the CAA study process.

THE PRINCIPAL ACCOWLISHNENTS of the study are:

(1) AI software, hardware, and toolkits were surveyed for their applic-
ability to CAA's study and analysis processes.

(2) Al techniques and methodologies were surveyed to determine their
application to CA study process.

(3) A mall demonstration project was developed using the Command and
Control (Ce) logic from CAA's FORCEM simulation model. The code was devel-
oped using the Knowledge Engineering Enviornment (KEE) toolkit on a Symbolics
3670 Lisp Machine.

THE MAIN ASSUMTION4S OF THE STUDY are:

(1) AI/expert system technology may be applicable to military modeling.

(2) Rule-based solutions may be implemented to support computer simula-
tion models used at CAA.

THE SPONSOR was the Director, US Army Concepts Analysis Agency.

THE STUDY EFFORT was directed by Dr. Richard B. Modjeski, Advanced Research
Projects Office of the US Army Concepts Analysis Agency.

COWIENTS AND QJESTIONS may be addressed to the Director, US Army Concepts
Analysis Agency, ATTN: CSCA-RSR, 8120 Woodmont Avenue, Bethesda, MD
20814-2797.

Tear-out copies of this synopsis are inside back cover.
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ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE (AI) STUDY

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1-1. PURPOSE. The Director of the US Army Concepts Analysis Agency (eAz)
tasked the Research Analysis Support Directorate (CSCA-RS) to study adapting
artificial intelligence (AI) and expert system technology to theater-level
force modeling. This study is a preliminary overview of AI technology and
its application to the study and analysis process that is conducted at CAA.

* 1-2. BACKGROUND. CAA examines problems for the Army Staff (ARSTAF) and
major Army commands (MACOMs). Analytic studies conducted by CAA assess
capabilities, develop alternatives, or improve the comprehension of a spon-
sor's problem.

a. Many of CAA's analytic efforts use computer simulation models to
develop a numerical representation of Army combat. The mathematical models
are used to explore quantitative relationships about combat objects, such
as tanks or terrain, and processes such as attrition, movement, or combat
support (CS).

b. Hughes (1984) suggested the following nine categories of military
models:

(1) Battle Planning. The preparation for wartime operations based on
friendly and enemy orders of battle, existing strategic or tactical environ-
ment, and specific missions or objectives.

(2) Wartime Operations. The conduct of the war. Distinguished from
battle planning by available current combat data and known, immediate mili-
tary objectives.

(3) Weapon Procurement. The selection from among competing weapon
systems or characteristics for procurement in the near future.

(4) Force Sizing. Deciding how many weapons of which types to (a)
operate, (b) support, and (c) procure for the future, either in the defense
establishment as a whole, or in a major component such as the Army or the
nuclear weapons arsenal.

(5) Human Resource Planning. The design and operation of manpower,
personnel, training, and assignment systems.

(6) Logistic Planning. The design and operation of all manner of
military logistic support.

j 1-1
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(7) National Policy Analysis. Supramilitary actions that influence,
or are influenced by, military considerations such as arms treaties or sub-
sidies of commercial transportation systems.

(8) Command and Control, Communication, and Intelligence (C31). May
be embedded in any of the preceding seven categories of models but are often
treated as a category by themselves.

(9) Cost. Another type of model which may be embedded in any of the
above categories.

c. The computer simulation models at CAA have been developed using higher
order languages. CAA currently operates over 30 major simulation systems
using 120 computer models. Some of these models require more than 2 million
words of memory, demand more than 12 hours of execution time, and need more
than 100 separate executions per study. Some of the smaller stochastic
models used at CAA often require more than 1,000 executions per study
(Vandiver, 1985). CAA has grouped its models by function. The following
five functional categories have been used to classify CAA models:

(1) Maintain readiness

(2) Direct force modernization

(3) Mobilize and deploy forces

(4) Conduct tactical warfare

(5) Sustain field operations

d. Recent artificial intelligence (AI) technology points to the inclu-
sion of object-oriented programing and rule-based systems in computer simu-
lation programs. Representing knowledge of specialized fields of expertise
may aid in the analysis of complex simulation models. CAA's work in the
development and analysis of models and model output may also be aided by AI
technology. Portions of simulation models, such as command and control
(C2), may be enhanced by using expert system techniques.

e. AI methods may provide a means of developing systems of knowledge
and inference strategies to simulate a military expert's behavior within a
limited domain. For example, an expert advisory system could assist analysts
in structuring the input vectors in the COSAGE Model.

1-3. STUDY PHASES. This study covers the period August 1985 through January
1987. Three development phases were completed. The principal goals of the
study phases were:

a. Phase I - concept development

(1) AI hardware assessment plan

1-2
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(2) Review of CAA's projects by study

(3) CAA's skill assessment

b. Phase II - proof of concept: AI prototype

c. Phase III - final development: Research Paper

1-4. STUDY OBJECTIVES. The AI study objectives wer. to:

a. Survey AI hardware, software, and tool kits that may be used to
enhance CAA's models, methodologies, and studies.

b. Survey CAA's current projects by study, model, and/or methodologies.

c. Survey CAA's skills, knowledge, and abilities to determine what type
of AI equipment and training are most appropriate to accomplish CAA's
mission.

d. Propose ways to match AI technology with CAA models and studies to
achieve near-term applications.

e. Develop a small demonstration project which applies AI technology to
CAA material using tools which are currently available or will be acquired
in the next 60 days from 1 August 1985.

1-5. ASSUMPTIONS. The assumptions of the study were:

a. AI/expert system technology may be applicable to military modeling.

b. Rule-based solutions may be implemented to support computer simula-
tion models used at CAA.

1-3
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CHAPTER 2

AN OVERVIEW OF Al TECHNOLOGY AND CAA MODELS, METHODOLOGIES,
STUDIES, AND TRAINING

2-1. INTRODUCTION. Chapter 2 first provides a conceptual framework for
consideration of Artificial Intelligence (AI) hardware, software, and tool-
kits relative to US Army Concepts Analysis Agency's (CAA's) models, method-
ologies, studies, and training. In the context of CA studies performed
during fiscal year 1985, the framework provides a baseline for judging the
difficulty in transferring AI technology into the Agency. The survey is
targeted primarily at ways to improve the building of models, the manage-
ment of data, and the conduct of studies and analyses. Apart from several
topical categorizations, the survey gives much less attention to the sub-
jects to be modeled and studied than it does to the processes of modeling
and studying. The survey does not cover all subjects presently associated
with AI. For example, speech recognition, image processing, and robotics
may have to be modeled and studied as candidates for battlefield applica-
tion. They have been excluded from the survey on the grounds that they
seem much less relevant to the issues of how to model and how to study.
The chapter is subdivided into five sections. The first section surveys AI
software, knowledge representation, knowledge bases, expert systems, and AI
toolkits. The second section focuses on AI hardware. The third section
surveys CA's models, methodologies, and studies. Section IV analyzes CA
training. The chapter summary is contained in Section V.

Section I. ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE SOFTWARE

2-2. AN OVERVIEW OF AI SOFTWARE

a. Introduction. AI software can be compared with conventional data
driven software. Waterman (1986) suggested the following four categories:

Table 2-1. A Comparison of Traditional and Al Software

Traditional software Al software

Representation Uses data Uses knowledge

Programing techniques Algorithms Heuristics

Processes Repetitive Inferential

* Data bases Numeric Symbolic

2-1
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b. LISP. LISt Processing (LISP) software provides the intelligence
for most AI systems. Pylyshyn, Bledsoe, Feigenbaum, Newell, Nilsson,
Reddy, Rosenfeld, Winograd, and Winston (1980) have suggested that the
fundamental technical issues in symbolic processes in computer science
(i.e., representing knowledge, controlling search, and inference) can be
understood in terms of software development. The fundamental assumption in
Al software is that human thought can be automated (i.e., computed).
Without software the most efficient AI hardware is merely the sum of its
wires and gauges. LISP is the language of choice for most AI programs.
Wah (1987) has suggested that conventional programing languages are in-
adequate for AI programing because of the complexity of programing Al
features and the inefficient symbolic pattern processing. LISP on a LISP
machine allows the language to be directly represented into the computer
architecture.

c. LISP Development. LISP was developed during the 1950s by John
McCarthy (1978). The full exploitation of LISP for symbolic computation
required more flexible computer architectures than were available during
the late 1950s. It was during the advent of Al architectures in computer
hardware during the late 1970s that LISP and its dialects (Common LISP,
INTERLISP, MACLISP, SCHEME, and ZETALISP) developed into the standard lan-
guage for AI research in the United States. Barr and Feigenbaum (1982)
have developed a detailed account of LISP and its applications in Al
research and automatic programing. AI software developers have used LISP
as the basis of simulation language that has been useful for military
modeling.

d. PROLOG. PROLOG is an alternative language and methodology for Al
software development. PROgraming Language for LOGic (PROLOG) was developed
in France in the early 1970s (Clocksin & Mellish, 1984). An assumption
underlying PROLOG is that AI is a type of applied logic. PROLOG uses the
rules of inference, theorems, and proof that are derived from predicate
cal-ulus (applied logic). A PROLOG-like system was adopted as the starting
point for Japan's fifth generation AI effort (Moto-oka, 1981).

2-3. LISP AND ITS DIALECTS

a. LISP Data Structures

(1) Very large-scale symbolic computation requires special hardware
and software tools. These tools need to address the nonnumerical proces-
sing issues of knowledge representation, search control, and mechanisms for
inference. Abelson and Sussman (1985) suggested that a computer provides a
format for expressing ideas about methodology. LISP allows intellectual
control of complexity by building programing abstractions through the use
of data structures. LISP and its dialects provide a reasonable approach to
these issues. LISP provides the programer the ability to code symbolic
processes through the evaluation of lists. Galambos, Abelson, and Black
(1982) have suggested that human symbolic processing (i.e., cognitive proc-
esses involved in using stored knowledge to understand and interpret new
data and events) can be represented in LISP data structures. Although the
program may not use the exact method used by a human would to solve a

2-2
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problem, it satisfices (i.e., is equally acceptable) for the goal. LISP
machines are built around LISP and function as a hardware/software environ-
ment for the programer. LISP environments have no formal operating system.
Instead, LISP utilities provide the programer with all the functionality of
a conventional operating system plus a unique flexibility of a symbolic
language. This total hardware/software environment allows the programer to
use parts of the machine in his code that are not available nor as trans-
parent as in general purpose computers.

(2) LISP data structures make symbolic representation straight-
forward. There are two basic elements: an atom (also called a symbol or
name tag), and a list. LISP lists are made up of two of the five primitive
functions (i.e., a CONS whose CDR is a list). The other three LISP
primitive functions are the CAR, ATOM, and EQ. McCarthy, Abrahams,
Edwards, Hart, and Levin (1985) differentiated LISP from other programing
languages by the following characteristics:

LISP differs from most programing languages in three
important ways. The first way is in the nature of the data.
In the LISP language, all data are in the form of symbolic
expressions usually referred to as S-expressions. S-
expressions are of indefinite length and have a branch tree
type of structure, so that significant subexpressions can be
readily isolated. In the LISP programing system, the bulk
of available memory is used for storing S-expressions in the
form of list structures. This type of memory organization
frees the programer from the necessity of allocating storage
for the different sections of his program. The second
important part of the LISP language is the source language
itself which specifies in what way the S-expressions are to
be processed. This consists of recursive functions of S-
expressions. Since the notation for the writing of
recursive functions of S-expressions is itself outside the
S-expressions notation, it will be called the meta language.
These expressions will therefore be called M-expressions.
Third, LISP can interpret and execute programs written in
the form of S-expressions. Thus, like machine language, and
unlike most other higher level languages, it can be used to
generate programs for futher execution.

(McCarthy, Abrahams, Edwards, Hart, & Levin, 1985, p 1)

(3) LISP objects may be represented by data typed pointers. The
datatype of the object is determined from the pointer plus additional
datatype bits which tag the pointer. Object-oriented style allows simpli-
fication of highly complex programing problems. Datatypes are flexible.
This allows the programer to control the representation and storage of
data. Memory space used by a data object is allowed to grow as the program
is written. This is called dynamic allocation, a feature critical to the
use of lists that change frequently. LISP allows the programer to take an
unknown piece of tagged data and check its type. The flexibility of
datatyping allows the programer to stuff procedural information into
objects' property lists (a data structure usually in tabular form that is

2-3
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associated with each symbol in LISP). All procedures can call each other.
Cohen and Feigenbaum (1982) have called this feature dynamic scoping. This
allows variable values to be passed down the control chain of a program
regardless of where they appear in the program.

(4) LISP uses a list as a fundamental building block. Every LISP
object is represented as a unique place in the LISP machine's memory.
Stored addresses are called pointers. There is only one representation of
a number object in the entire LISP machine. LISP lists are represented in
the LISP machine as a succession of CONSes. The CONS are the backbone that
hold the internal representation of the list in the LISP machine. Figure
2-1 illustrates a LISP CONS. CONS are composed of a CAR (Contents of
Address portion of Register) and a CDR (Contents of Decrement portion of
Register). Both CAR and CDR have grown to denote additional meaning beyond
their historical acronym.

CAR CDfR

CONS

Figure 2-1. The LISP CONS

Gabriel (1985) has suggested that the advantage of determining the type of
an object during runtime computation (and allowing program actions to take
place that are associated with the type of object that was determined) may
be offset by the burden of frequent type decoding on both the machine and
the software.

There is a spectrum of methods for encoding the type of a
LISP object and the following are the two extremes: the
typing information can be encoded in the pointer, or it can
be encoded in the object. If the type information is
encoded in the pointer, then either the pointer is large
enough to hold a machine address plus some tag bits (tagged
architecture) or the address itself encodes the type. As an

is example, in the latter case, the memory can be partitioned

?* 2-4
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into segments, and for each segment there is an entry in a
master type table (indexed by segment number) describing the
data type of the object in the segment. In MACLISP this is
called the BIBOP scheme (Big Bag Of Pages) . . . in most
LISPs, types are encoded in the pointer. However, if there
are not enough bits to describe the subtype of an object in
the pointer, the main type is encoded in the pointer, and
the subtype is encoded in the object. For instance, in S-1
LISP, a fixed-pointer vector has the vector type in the tag
portion of the pointer and the fixed-point subtype tag in
the vector header. In SMALLTALK-80 and MDL, the type is in
the object, not the pointer. In tagged architectures (such
as the LISP Machine) the tags of arguments are automatically
used to dispatch to the right routines by the microcode in
generic arithmetic. In INTERLISP-D operations such as CAR
compute the type for error checking purposes. In MACLISP,
interpreted functions check types more often than compiled
code where safety is sacrificed for speed. The speed of
MACLISP numeric compiled code is due to the ability to avoid
computing runtime types as much as possible. Microcode
machines typically can arrange for the tag field to be easily
or automatically extracted upon memory fetch. Stock hardware
can either have byte instructions suitable for tag extraction
or can arrange for other field extraction, relying on shift
and/or mask instructions in the worst case. Runtime manage-
ment of types is one of the main attractions of microcoded
LISP machines.

(Gabriel, 1985, pp 14-15)

(5) The list structure provides a very flexible data structure. A
list can represent symbolic information such as linked-list structures in
the machine. The CONS can point to any object including another CONS cell
by using its two-part structure to create a pathway to the location of tie
object in the computer's memory registers. CONS tie lists together like
the vertebrae in a backbone. A list is not an object. LISP objects exist
only inside the LISP machine. The user can only view a printed represent-
ative of a LISP object on the computer screen. Lists are CONS whose CDRs
are a list. A LISP list may be a collection of LISP objects. Elements of
a list are the CARS of each CONS. Therefore, since each CONS is composed
of two objects (i.e., a CAR and CDR) the list (i.e., the CONS whose CDR is
a list) cannot be a single object.

(6) Like a vertebrate backbone, CONS link LISP objects together. The
CONS is equal to an element or a node of a list. The length of a LISP list
may be determined by counting the number of CONS. A LISP list is a CONS
whose CDR is a list. LISP lists end in NIL (i.e., the last CDR points to
the LISP object NIL. Figure 2-2 illustrates LISP lists.

2-5
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1. A LIST WITH ELEMENTS 1, 2, 3

I - NIL

1 2 3
OBJECT OBJECT OBJECT

2. A LIST WHOSE 2nd ELEMENT IS A LIST

NIL

7

3. A LIST (HI THERE)

~~NIL

HI THERE

4. A LIST ((HI THERE))

*HI THERE

Figure 2-2. LISP Lists

2-6
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(7) CONS may be linked by CDR coding. CDR coding reduces memory
requirements for storing lists. The two-cell notion of the CONS uses the
CAR, or first element, for symbol storage and the CDR, or second half, for
list storage. The CDR is reduced to a two-bit word that can take only four
values. Three of these values (CDR-NORMAL; CDR-NEXT; AND CDR-NIL) are used
in list storage. The list starts with NORMAL and ends with NIL. CDR-NEXT
and CDR-NIL represent lists as a vector. This is storage-efficient since
CDR refers to a property of the memory, not its contents, and therefore
only the CAR of the CONS is stored. CDR-ERROR, the fourth value, indicates
address objects that are not in a list and are in error.

(8) CONS storage allows programs and data to be stored alike. Barr
and Feigenbaum (1982) have suggested that the internal representation of
LISP is its most important feature:

LISP is unique among programing languages in storing its
programs as structured data. This property is very
important for several reasons. First, it is easy to write
LISP programs that generate LISP expressions and programs,
as in automatic-programing research. Second, functions can
be passed as parameters . . . third, there is procedural
representation of knowledge: LISP procedures for deducing
facts can be stored in a database as if they were facts.
Last and most important is the manner in which LISP can be a
foundation for more advanced languages. The method is to
write an interpreter, in LISP, for a new LISP-like language.
Syntactic constructs of the new language are represented as
multilevel lists just as in LISP itself, making the
interpretation easy to do.

(Barr & Feigenbaum, 1982, Vol II, pp 27-28)

The use of programs as data allows both the interactions with other pro-
grams and an audit trail where a program can explain how it made an infer-
ence (i.e., show its line of reasoning).

(9) Gabriel (1985) has suggested that both LISP machines and general
purpose computers may use additional techniques for manipulating data
structures beyond CAR/CDR and CONS:

In addition to CONS cells, several implementations provide
other basic data structures that are useful for building
more complex objects. Vectors and vector-like objects
(i.e., HUNKS in MACLISP) help build sequences and record
structures; arrays build vectors (in implementations without
vectors); matrices, and multidimensional records; and
strings . . .. Further, many LISPs incorporate abstract
data structuring facilities such as in the INTERLISP
DATATYPE facility, the MACLISP EXTENDED DEFSTRUCT, and
DEFVST facilities, and the LISP machine OEFSTRUCT and FLAVOR
facilities. Several of these, especially the FLAVOR
facility, also support Object Oriented Programing, much in
the style of SMALLTALK.

(Gabriel, 1985, p 12)
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b. LISP Functions

(1) Functions do everything in LISP. Functions are the actors of the
LISP world. LISP functions take a wide and possibly variable number and
type of arguments and return a LISP object. LISP programs are function
calls. Function calls are represented as lists.

la (2) Functions provide the control structure for the LISP programing
lam ge. Functions take arguments, perform some operation, and return a
LIS *object. Functions can be called for effect or value. The application
of functions to arguments guides the flow of a LISP program.

(3) Function definitions provide the steps of a LISP program. The
assessment of arguments by functions guides the flow of control in LISP
programs. Arguments may be symbols (atoms), lists, and functions. Large
LISP programs are composed of many smaller LISP functions. The LISP
systems that are used to write large programs have functions which edit,
debug, trace, and evaluate functions.

(4) The evaluation function (called EVAL) is usually the largest
utility function in the LISP world. EVAL is called implicitly in function
calls. The function EVAL helps to run other functions and, in effect, run
a LISP program by traversing the arguments given and returning a LISP
object (Steele, 1984; Symbolics, 1985(b)). The function EVAL acts as an
interpreter for LISP programs.

c. Dialects of LISP

(1) Most dialects of LISP are incompatible. LISP programs developed
with one dialect often have hardware transportability problems that are
associated with all large-scale development software. Touretzky (1984)
views LISP programing as an aesthetic activity. His review of LISPdialects included five classes of LISP:

(a) MACLISP, COMMON LISP, and LISP MACHINE LISP

(b) FRANZ LISP

(c) UCI LISP and TLC-LISP

(d) INTERLISP

(e) P-LISP

(2) Barr and Feigenbaum (1982) have reviewed LISP programing language
dialects and their applications. Some of the more experimental dialects of
LISP such as QLISP, SAIL, POP-2, and FUZZY are reviewed. Common LISP, a
hybrid LISP composed of MACLISP, SCHEME, SPICELISP, ZETALISP, STANDARD
LISP, and NIL, was reviewed by Steele (1984). Common LISP has become the
DOD standard LISP. The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA)
has written its contracts for the Strategic Computing Initiative (SCI) to

2-8
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use Common LISP as the development language and ADA as the production
language. An overview from the Army's viewpoint can be found in the Army
Soldier Support Institute Reference Book RB 18-155 (1984).

d. LISP Characteristics. Richardson (1983) summarized LISP-based
software as having the following characteristics:

(1) Focus on symbol manipulation and list processing.
(2) Support of representations, which change dynamically.
(3) Support of flexible control by pattern matching

rather than by procedure calls. (pattern matching is an
abstract description of data symbols (i.e., rules) which
partially specifies values that can be assumed where sets of
patterns are matched against memory.)
(4) Supportive programing environments, including:
(a) An interactive (interpreted) language.
(b) A good editor (program construct oriented, not text

oriented).
(c) Debugging facilities (traces, breaks).
(d) Standard systems input/output functions.

(Richardson (1983), p 42)

e. LISP Disadvantages. Barr and Feigenbaum (1982) note the following
historical disadvantages of LISP. Many of the following disadvantages are
no longer valid but provide a historical perspective on the development of
LISP. The disadvantages are:

Ugly syntax. A common complaint about the list-structure
format of LISP programs is that it makes them difficult to
read. The only syntatic items are separators, such as
spaces and parentheses, which provide most of the structure.
This way of representing structure is convenient for the
machine to read, by inconvenient for humans. In practice,
facilities are provided for printing out programs so that
the structure is also indicated with indention. No
attempted alternative formats have caught on (with, perhaps,
the exeception of the CLISP dialect provided in the
INTERLISP system). The utility of LISP's structured
representation of code outweights the nuisance of its
external form.
One data type. Not having distinct data types in harmful

when it prevents type-checking at run time, where bugs can
often be detected early. However, many LISP systems do sup-
port additional data types, such as strings, arrays, and
records (see also QLISP in Article VI.C2).
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Inefficiency. Any language is relatively slow when
executed interpretively. Speed is traded for convenience
and extensibility. Some LISP compilers, however, produce
fairly efficient code: Because of its use in the MACSYMA
system, MACLISP produces very efficient code for numeric
calclations.

Lack of a language standard. Unlike FORTRAN and other
well-known languages, there has never been an attempt to
agree on a standardized LISP. The absence of a language
standard and the proliferation of incompatible versions make
LISP badly suited to be a production language, and in AI
research work there are severe difficulties in transporting
LISP programs to machines running a different LISP.

(Barr & Feigenbaum, 1982, pp 28-29)

Common LISP has been developed under DOD/DARPA sponsorship by Steele (1984)

to attempt a resolution of these disadvantages.

2-4. PROLOG (PROGRAMING FOR LOGIC)

a. Overview. The tradition of Western civilization has associated
Z thought with logic. Many philosophers have entertained the notion that

formal logic was similar to the thinking and reasoning processes associated
with human cognitive behavior (i.e., thought processes). Systems of formal
logic have evolved into a notion of how mankind and man ought to think
(i.e., the optimization of thinking). Newell and Simon (1972) reviewed the
historical development of programing digital computers to play chess at the
Rand Corporation during the 1950s in order to perfect a symbolic simulation
language to model air defense systems. This effort led to programing lan-
guages that used symbolic logic to prove theorems. Nilsson (1980) su -
gested that, in some limited areas of thinking (e.g., problem solving),
artificial intelligence can be conceived of as a type of applied logic.
This assumes that all knowledge can be reduced to logic statements. Pro-
graming for Logic (PROLOG) was created in France during the early 1970s in
order to provide a machine efficient way of programing logic.

b. Predicate Logic. PROLOG is based on the assumption that logic
statements can represent knowledge. Abelson and Sussman (1985) have
suggested that PROLOG was a response to the notion that the control
structure of a programing language can be combined with the operations of a
logic management system. This bidirectional view of programing allows the
goal of mathematical relations to yield multiple ill-defined outputs from a
given set of inputs. Predicate calculus, a form of propositional logic,
was chosen as the rule base for PROLOG's logical manipulation of symbols.
It is also assumed that logic is the optimal vehicle for the manipulation
of symbols. Kahane (1978) has suggested that predicate calculus is
powerful enough to deal with a wide variety of atomic and compound
sentences within the domain of logic. If this is true, then predicate
calculus satisfies a necessary but not sufficient condition for
representation of a wide variety of knowledge structures. Predicate
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calculus represents symbolic logic by use of symbolic predicates, vari-
ables, functions, and constants. Each symbol is called an object. Logical
statements about objects are called predicates. Assertions of logic are
restricted to horn clauses which connect two expressions by the logical
term "or." Predicates indicate interrelationships between objects. For
example, "SHOOT (TANK, GUN)" can be used to represent a domain of knowledge
selected for logical analysis.

c. Logic Representation. Predicate symbols are used to represent the
relationships of objects in a domain of knowledge used for logical analysis.
The atomic formula "SHOOT (TANK, GUN)" can be combined with the atomic
formula "MOVE (TANK, TURRET)" by logical connectives such as "AND," "OR,"
and "IMPLIES." Complex notions of objects and their relationships can be
represented by using building blocks of atoms with connectives. Logical
connectives may also represent the relationship within a formula (i.e., a
horn clause) to create a hierarchy of objects. Formulas may also inter-
relate other formulas. These types of formulas are called conjunctions.
At a higher level of complexity, a conjunction of formulas may describe a
domain of knowledge called a world state (i.e., a world built of blocks of
knowledge or a "blocks world"). Each of the component formulas must obey
the rules of predicate calculus to yield a syntactically correct and logi-
cally legitimate expression called a well-formed formula, or WFF. World
states or block worlds create a logical representation of a global database

(i.e., knowledge base). Logical formulas provide a mechanism to chain back-
ward through this global knowledge base in order to yield an inference.
For example, a query like "Who is Major General Smith's commander?" would
perform a deduction from a database of facts yielding an implication. The
code would be expressed as follows:

( x) Commander-of-(Major General-Smith,x).

Commander (corps, General-Jones),

works-in (corps, Major General-Smith),

and

Works-in (x,y) Commander (x,z) Commander-of (y,z)

d. Task Specification. Programing in PROLOG involves the task of speci-
fying objects. Facts about objects and rules about the relationships among
objects must be specified in accordance with the rules of logic in order to
program in PROLOG. The formulas, or horn clauses, provide a means of struc-
turing a knowledge base. Clocksin and Mellish (1984) have suggested that
PROLOG programs consist of specifications for sets of clauses. Clauses may
be facts about objects or rules about how a problem solution may be inferred
from facts. Formulas are used to enable the matching of one expression to
a template expression (i.e., pattern matching). Unification algorithms go
beyond pattern matching in using the rules of inference to prove theorems
of quantified formulas that match subexpressions. Unification algorithms
control backward chaining (i.e., search). Search may involve an
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algorithmic solution that may be recursive. Harmon and King (1985)
summarized PROLOG programing in the following steps:

(1) Specify facts about objects and relationships.
(2) Specify rules about the objects and relationships.
(3) Ask questions using formal logic about objects and

relationships.
(Harmon & King, 1985, p. 88)

e. Sunmnary. Logic programing provides a series of programing tech-
niques embodied within a language which uses the formal rules of logic to
specify facts about objects and their relationships. These specifications
of facts and relationships yield inferences. In domains where causal
relationships are explicit, PROLOG provides a suitable programing environ-
ment. PROLOG allows programers to build programs by descriptions of
objects, facts, and rules of relationship. Rules of formal logic provide
an inference engine which yields conclusions and problem solutions. The
inference engine is restricted to a backward chaining mechanism in PROLOG,
thereby limiting the variety of ways to search a descriptive global
knowledge base. PROLOG also allows automated reasoning with explanation of
the conclusion. Slagle and Hamburger (1985) have used logic programing
techniques to develop artillery resource allocation algorithms for
assignment functions based on deduced target value relative to the total

.' battle situation. Genesereth and Ginsberg (1985) have listed the following
shortcomings of PROLOG:

(1) Its deductive methods are inadequate to reason analogically or
with uncertain and missing data.

(2) It has no user-specified control of search and inference.

(3) It is difficult to debug.

The Budapest Institute for Coordination of Computer Techniques (SKZI)
released a Modular PROLOG that facilitates programing and debugging PROLOG
in 1976. Epstein (1986) has suggested that this version of PROLOG has been
used for business and industrial applications in Eastern Europe. The
Japanese have adopted PROLOG as the kernel language for their fifth genera-
tion AI effort (Moto-Oka, 1981). This is probably due to the ability of
PROLOG to subsume the features of LISP more easily than the inverse of LISP
subsuming the features of PROLOG (Yokoi, et al., 1982). The structure of
PROLOG appears to be well suited for parallel processing architectures
which have been declared as a major milestone in the Japanese fifth
generation effort. The fifth generation computer is a very elegant series
of machines which perform fast computation with numbers, symbols, and
concepts. The computers will be built using advanced architectures with
VLSI/VHSIC technology and gallium arsenide (GaAs) materials. In contrast,
the first generation computer was characterized by vacuum tubes. The
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second generation of computer machinery was developed with transister.
Increased speed in the third generation resulted from the incorporation of
microcircuits into computer design while the fourth generation allowed this
effort to continue with the use of silicon materials. Paragraph 2-11
develops the notion of AI hardware in greater detail.

2-5. Al SIMULATION LANGUAGES

a. Introduction. The use of LISP as an interpretive language can allow
higher order languages to be written. Barr and Feigenbaum (1981) suggested
the method to compose an interpreter, in LISP, for the target language.
The syntactic constructs are literally written into the LISP language as
hierarchical lists. Tables 2-2, 2-3, and 2-4 illustrate a LISP (and its
utilities) interpreter (Cassels, 1985b, 1985c, and 1985d) for a standard
SIMSCRIPT syntax (Johnson, 1984). Table 2-5 illustrates an application
program for a job shop using the LISP interpreter (Cassels, 1985a).

2-13
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Tabl 2-. ASIM4SCRIPT Interpreter Written in LISP
Table -2. A (Cassels, 1985d)

(page 1 of 3 pages)

:1 -Mods: LISP: Syntax: Common-lisp: Package: SINSCRIPT: Lowercase: Yes--

sThis file contains the schedulet and other routines which make the
:: simulation work

i:function used to suspend the current process

(detsubst suspend 4)
Istack-group-return tosand))

;;; function used to activate a given process

(defoubst activate (process)
-(send *runnable-processes* sfilo process))

i:function used to wait a given amount of time

(defmacro wait (amount Goptional (time-unit :days))
(let ((wait-time (ecase timen-unit

((:days sday :units tunit) amount)
((hours :hour) *(/ a&mount *hours*))
((:minutes :minute) *(/ &amount *hours* miinutes))i))

(let ((wait-tine wait-time))
(when (> wait-time 0)

(send *timer-hoapw tinsert Oprocess* (+ *time* wait-tims))
(suspend)))))

work is a synonym for wait

(deff work #'wait)

.. convert time to days

(defun sim-time (days hours minutes)
(declare (values days))

(days UI (+ hours (/ minutes *minutes*)) *hours*)))

.. split a time into components, for pretty-printing

(defun time-parts (days)
55 (declare (Values days hours minutes))
St (multiple-value-bind (whole-days part-days)
* (floor days)

(multiple-value-bind (whole-hours minutes)
(floor (* part-day. *hours))

(values whole-days whole-hours (0minutes *Uinutes)))

2-14
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Table 2-2. A SINSCRIPT Interpreter Written in LISP
(Cassels, 1985d)

(page 2 of 3 pages)

-ij-'the external-event process

(define-process external-evet't-goeeatoc
(external -event a)

(loop for (time function) in external-events
do (wait (- (oval timse) *time*))

(oval function)))

i:the scheduler

(defun start-simulation (external-events)
(let ((*time* 0)

('imer-heap' (%l:make-heapj)
(*runnable-procemss (make-instance 'fifo-set))
(*Process* nil))

(activate (make-.xternal-ovent-genotator eoxternal-event a external-ovents))

(loop until (send 'runnable-procesosm :is-empty)

do (loop until (send 'runnable-proesases* : is-empty)
do (setq *Process* (send *rurmable~rocosses' tremove-first))

(lot ((status (send *process* :continue)))
(case status

(:abort (signal sxys:abort)))))

:after running all processes runnable at *time*, tick the clock
(advance-clock))))

.. the clock 3cheduler

(de fun advance-clock 0)
(multiple-value-bind (ignore time non-empty)

(send 'timer-heap' :top)

(when non-empty
(setq *time* time)

:activate all processes for this time
(loop with (process start-time process-)

do (sultiple-valu-setq (process start-time process-p)
(send *timer-heap* :top))

while (and process-p
(- start-time time))

do (send 'timer-heap' sremove)
(activate process)))))
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Table 2-2. A SINSCRIPT Interpreter Written in LISP
(Cassels, 1985d)

(page 3 of 3 pages)

;it what a resource does when you request it

(defmthod (resource trequest) (amount priority)
tignore priority) f for now
(cond ((Q number-f-units amount)

(de*t numberO-of-units amount))
(t
(send *process* :set-waitLng-for-resource self)
(send *process* %set-w&Ltinq-for-unLts amount)
(send processes-waiting tfile *process*)
(suspend)
(send wproces* : set-waiting-for-units 0))))

*:: what a resource does when you relinquish it

(de*fmthod (resource :relinquish) (amount)
(incf number-of-units amount)
(loop until (send processes-waitLnq :is-empty)

• a process - (send processes-waiting :first)
a request-amount - (send process :w&itinq-for-units)
while (Z number-of-unLts (send process :waitinq-for-units))
do (send processes-waitiLnq :reive-fist)

(activate process)
(decf number-of-units request-mount)))

: function used to request a resource

(defsubst request (resource units &optional (priority 0))

(send resource -request units priority))

*$: function used to relinquish a resource

(defsubst relinquish (resource units)
(send resource :relinquish units))

4
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Table 2-3. SINSCRIPT Definitions Written in LISP
(Cassels, 19850)

(page 1 of 3 pages)

-* odeg LZSP: Syntas Common-lispi Packaqes SINSCPIPT; Lowercase: Yes -

its This file contains data stsuctuare defintitionis used by the Simsaript system

z: definitions of Siasagipt sets

(defflavor got

I(set nil) I
4) 3

(detmethod (set zSiae (3
(lenatb set))

(detnethod (set :is-eepty) 0)
(nll get))

(defoethod. (set :imr-in-set) (item)
(mber item set))

(defsethod (set a$first$ (I
(when (null met)

(fervr 'The set is emity)
(first set))

(doe~to (set : remove-first) (0
(when (null not)

(fcrer 'The set is ety1))
(pop set))

(defoethad (st 3ramove) (item)
(lot ((new-set (delet* itemt set)))
(when (eq new-set net)

(terror "The item isn't in the *at'))
(setf set ne-set))

(defflavor life-set
* (0

(set))

(defuethod (lite-set : file) (item)
(push itemi set))

* (dofflavor fifo-set
(Sot-ead)

* (set))

(defuethod (tifo-set letter ainit) (iqnorel
(matf set-end (loat set)))

(detmethod (fifeet tile) (item)
flat ((new-set-end (noons item))
(matt (odi set-and) new-set-end)
(setf set-end new-set-ed)

(defoethod. (ffo-eet lafter Iremove-first) (0
(when (null set)

(matf set-end floaf set))))

(detnethod (fif-eet tatter treneva) (iteml
(cond ((null set)

(matf set-end (loat set))
((eql item (car set-end))
(Bett not-end (last set))))

(compi le-flavor-mathods life-set fife-set)
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Table 2-3. SINSCRIPT Definitions Written in LISP
(Cassels, 19850)

(page 2 of 3 pages)

(doff lavor averaqe-tallier
4 ((total 0)
4 (number 0))

(xqettable-instance-variable total number))

(defaethod (average-tallior :average) (
(if (zerop number) 0

(total nuftoc))

(dafmethod (averae-tallior sreset) (
(setf total 0)
(set f number 0))

(defauthod (average-tallier inow-value) (value)
(mcf total value)

%' (met number 1))

a' (compile-f laver-,methods average-tallior)

:variables used by the Siascript system

(defvar *Process*) : currently-running process
*(defvar *timer-hoap*)
SI(dofvar *runnable-processe) ; r1FO mot of activated processes

(defvar *time*) : simulated time, in day.
(defvar *hours* 24) ; number of simulated hours in a day
(defvar *minutes* 601 number Of SiMuAIted Mint*S in~ an hour

P. (defun find-variables (variable-initialization-list)
(mapear $'(lambda (variable-initialization)

(etypecase variable-initialization
(cons (first variable-initialization))
(symbol variable-initialization)))

variable-initialization-list) 2

P (defflavor resource
((number-of-units 0)
(processes-waiting (make-instance 'fife-set))
(processes-using nil))

0)
(:qettable-instance-variables numer-of-units processes-waiting processes-using)
(:initable-inatance-variables numbr-of-units))

(dofmacro define-resource (name attributes)
(lot ((attribute-nms (find-variables attributes)))

(progn (def flavor *name *attributes

(resource)
(zinitable-instance-variables f attribute-namss)
(:qettable-inatance-variables * Iattribute-nams))

(defmacco *(intern (string-append ME-name)) (&rest arqs)
(declare (arglist akey *Iattribute-nsms number-of-units))
'(make-instance 1..name ,@&cgs))

(compile-flavor-mothoda *name))))

2-18
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Table 2-3. SINSCRIPT Definitions Written in LISP
(Cassels, 19850)

(page 3 of 3 pages)

i:thia is how the 31mscript system represents PrCeases

S (defflavor process
((stack-group Imake-stack-group 'Simacript Process'

.: :regular-pdl-sixe *o2200
~.. :special-pdl-size 200

(waiting-tor-resouroe nil)
(waiting-for-ullts 0))

C: aettable,-inatance-variablea waiting-for-reeource witinq-for-units))

(dofmethod (process :after :init) (ignore)
(stack-group-proaet stack-group Isend &elf :procoss-stuff)
(forward-atack-group-bindings stack-rouap))

(defun forward-stack-group-bindings (stack-group)
'(lot ((binding-stack-top eyeszbinding-stack-pointer)

* (binding-stack-low sy. :*bindIng-stack-lol))
(aetf Cays: sq-binding-stack-pointer stack-group)

Cays:Wmnk.-pointer-off set systdtp-iocativo
Cays: eq-binding-stack-low stack-group)
(syst~pointer-difference binding-stack-top

binding-stack-low)))
(loop for mvy-pointer - binding-stack-low

then cays:4Amk-pointer-of feet sys: dtp-locative my-pointer 2)
for his-pointer - (sys.-sg-binding-stack-low stack-group)

then (systtmake-pointer-offaet sya:dtp-locative him-pointer 2)
until (mys: %pointer-lesvp binding-stack-top my-pointer)
; ; forward his binding stack to mine
do (mys:Op-st ore-tag-and-pointer hima-pointer

my.: dtp-es3ternal-value-cell-pointer
* - my-pointer)

(notf (location-contents (sys: tnake-pointer-offset os:dtp-loc ative
p him-pointer 1))

* (location-contents Cay.: omake-pointer-off met oys:dtp-locative
my-pointer UUH)

(defmethod (process :process-stuff) 0I
(condition-came C

(send seltf rces
tsym:abort (stack-group-return :abort)))

(stack-group-return :done))

(defimethod (process :continue) C
(funcall stack-group nil))

(dafacro define-process (name attributes &body body)
(lot ((attribute-names (find-variables attributes)))
'(proqn (defflavor name attributes

(process)
(:initable-instance-variables * @attribute-names))

(defamthod (.nams :process) 0)
,@body)

* (dafmacro .(intern (string-append "MAKE-" name)) igreat ergs)
(declare (arglit &key *attribute-nsme))
'(make-instance '*name .#ergs))

(compile-flavor-mathods .nama))))
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Table 2-4. SINSCRIPT System Declaration Utilities in a LISP Program
(Cassels, 1985b)

-Mode: LISP: Syntaxi: Zetalisp; Package: USER: Lowercase: Yes--

idetpackage simscript
(:U20 syubolica-coinon-lisp convsn-li2p-global)
(:colon-nme :external)

(:export *process-

* hours-
*miutes*
fifo-set
lifo-set
average-tall Ler
define-resource define-process
request relinquish activate work wait

* aSim-ti me
start-simulat ion))

defpackage sIMacript-user
(:use symbolics-conman-lisp comnn-isp-global simscript)
(:nicknames sm-user))

(defsystem Stmacript
* (*namne 'Prototype Simscript")

(;pathnameo-default "Stony-Brook.>Cass>51~mscript>-)
(:package simscript)

(:module definitions )-Simscript-detilnitions")j
(.module code ('Simscript-system-)

(:compile-load definitions)
(:compile-ioad code (:fasload definitionsuM
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Table 2-5. A SINSCRIPT Job Shop Program Written in LISP
(Cassels, 1985a)

(page 1 of 2 pages)

-S- ~ds LU?, Synta Comson-lisp; Vpackagei SZNSCP':-USLjk: Lowercoes Yoam-

:i: Preabl

(dofver *production-centorao

* (detvor ecycle-tism-tallier*)

(detvar *laat-report-date*)

(defstruct task

duration)

(dofine- resource producti on-center
(machine-type))

(define-process job

(arrival-tim
(routing-ost (mako-inatance 'fifo-aet))H

(loop for task in routinq-aet
do (request (toak-door task) 1)

(work (taak-duretion task) *hours)
(relinquisah (teak-doer task) 1))

(send *eyclo-tins-tallierO :tnsw-valu* (- *time- arrival-timet))

(defun main (mechin.-allocatioh external-events)
(lot ((*production-centera,

(loop for (machine-type number-of-unita) In mechine-allocetion
collect (mek*-production-conter :machine-type machine-type

:number-of-units nujuber-of-units)li
(-last-report-dato. 0)
(*cycle-tIm-tallIer* (meke-inatance a&verage-tellIeri)

(start-simuslation external-oveitafl(

(defun jobinit (tasks)
(lot ((routing-amet

(loop for (machine duration) in tasks
collect (make-tak :doer (find mAchine

-production-centers-
teat * (lamtbda (m p)

(sql m (mend p :mchin-type),,)
duration duration)))

(activate (make-job :arrival-timma -time-
routing-aet rout ing- aet)))

(defun analysis 0

(format t '-S& X A KPL Z JOB SHO0P SI M U L AT 1 0M')
(format t. -36Rr"TrMGPMAOD. - sir #ms. To -sir ms.-

* ( *lat-roport-dot** hours-)
St~me *hous*))

*(format t '-2&JOBS COMPLETEDl ouPJHG rpCroo -D
(send -cyce-tim-tallier* inumbern)

(format t "-GAVEPAGE CO9CLETION TIME -4.lF HRS.-
(* (men~d *cycle-timm-tallir* :average) 'hours')

(setf -laat-report-daste *time*)
C send -cyclo-tim-tallier- reset))
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Table 2-5. A SINSCRIPT Job Shop Program Written in LISP
(Cassels, 1985a)

(page 2 of 2 pages)

(main "((forg 1) (saw 1) (press 2)
(lathe 3) fa.1111U (shaper 1)
(grinder 1) (welder 1) (drill 2)
(finish 1))

S(((mim-tie 0 0 00)

(lobinit '((saw 2.0) (lathe 10.00)

(ornder 2.00) (shaper 4.00) (finish 2.00))))

((aim-tim 0 0 30)

(jobinit '((forge 1.00) (shaper 1.00)

(lathe 2.00) (shaper S.00) (mill 6.00))))

((am-timn 0 2 30)

(Cobinit " ((sew 1.00) (welder 1.00)
(drill 2.00) (lathe 4.00) (mill 2.00))))

((aim-time 0 2 45)

(jobinit '((drill 0.50) (welder 2.00)
(press 1.00) (welder 1.00) (finish 2.00))))

((aim-tim 0 4 00)

(analysis))
((aim-timn 0 4 30)

(jobInIt '((m111 10.0) [lathe 2.00) (shaper 4.00))))

((aim-tim 0 1 00)

(analysis))

((a im--t ime 1 0 0)

(analysis))

((aim-time 2 0 0)

(analysisi)

tXAMP LI JOB SNap a L9ULhT1O%

RIPORTING PERIOD 0.0 lSs. TO 4.0 RhS.

JOeS COMPLTIED nURING PERIOD 0

AVZRkAG COMPIJT OM TIME 0. C MRS.

rX AMP LE9 J 0 8 S N 0 P S 1 N U L A T I 0 N

REPRMING PERIOD 4.0 MRS. TO 6.0 MRS

JOS COSrL.TED DURING PERIOD 0
AVJRAGE COLMTIOM TIME , 0.0 "PS.

E X A M P L K J308 SH OP S M N U L A T . 0 N

REPRTING PERIOD 0.0 HRS. TO 24.0 HRS.

JOSS COMTMD DURIG PERIOD S
AVERAGE C aSLTIOW TIME 14.6 MRS.

L XAM P LE J 0 8 S " 0 P S 1 M U L A T : 0 N

REPORTING PERIOD 24 0 MRS. TO 46.0 MRtS

JOBS COWL,,TMD 0RING PERIOD 0
AvTAGE COmrLTEo TimE 0. .KRA.
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b. Object-Oriented Progrming for AI Simulatlon

(1) Introduction. Two unique contributions from* AI software to com-
puter science which overlap in their development are the notion of objects
(Stefik and Bobrow, 1986) and the mathematics of object inheritance with
program and data (Touretzky, 1986). Both concepts are used in object-ori-
ented programing. Object-oriented program methodology may be distinguished
from the object orientation of LISP as a pointer system (i.e., ZETALISP).
Object-oriented programing is the convergence of many languages. The pro-
graming features of these languages form a class of programing techniques
which may be useful for simulation and modeling if standardized. The pro-
graming techniques use objects as entities (i.e., who are attributes of
data and procedures) to send messages that affect other objects. The
objects may be composed of other objects and instantiated with a pattern of
variables to model complex objects and their processes in the real world.
The simulation of these objects with message passing allows the simulation
of effects among data and procedures represented by these objects. Quali-
tative simulation about the physical world (Bobrow, 1985; Kuipers, 1986)
has proven useful for planning and understanding the dynamics and kine-
matics of complex real world problems in physics and chemistry. Bellman
(1978) has demonstrated that many AI techniques can be applied to opera-
tions research and decisionmaking problems. Simon and Newell (1958) sug-
gested that heuristic problem-solving techniques like object-oriented pro-
graming may allow operations research to structure a better class of pro-
blem for management decisijnmakers. Object-oriented programing techniques
may allow greater fidelity of simulation at the same or lower investment
cost in programer time and effort. The payoff in combat simulation may be
enormous.

(2) Generic Objects. Generic objects can be used to model real-world
objects at a very high level of abstraction. Object-oriented programing
uses the notion of objects to create global structures that can be speci-
fied by a wide variety of attributes. Generic objects may be created as
programer-defined data types. Some of the attributes of objects may be
unknown. These generic objects may produce objects that are instantiated
with some values associated with the generic object but not other values.
This allows a programer to build specifications at a later time or omit
specifications from some objects in a set of objects. This level of ab-
straction also allows programers to build simulations without complete
specification of structure or function.

(3) Objects, Instances, and Inheritance. Generic objects may produce
other objects instantiated with specific values from some or all of the
slots in the generic object. Networks of these related objects also allow
lower order objects to inherit attributes of one or more higher order
objects (multiple inheritance). The features of multiple inheritance and
instantiation allow objects to maintain a functional relationship with
other sets of objects while maintaining a unique identity.

(4) Message Passing. Messages are used to simulate complex inter-
actions among objects. This enables a programer to structure the design of
a simulation while it is occurring. Messages can be used to specify
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operations to be performed (i.e., procedural calling). This enables
objects to have simulated behaviors that can be combined with structural
relationships. Similar objects can interpret operations to be performed id
a similar manner while different objects can interpret the same message to
perform a different operation. Stefik and Bobrow (1986) suggested that the
data abstraction feature of message passing is unique to the object-
oriented class of programing languages. Message passing among hierarchies
of highly related objects appear to provide a perfect tool for modeling the
interaction between "things" and "processes" in complex and ill-defined
problems (i.e., systems). This notion was also supported by Dockery and
van den Driessche (1984) in the event-stepped simulation of command and
control. Waterman (1986) has also suggested that message passing can allow
new options in simulation such as concurrent and asynchronous simulation:

Like rules, objects and message passing provide a natural
way for handling processes where the wealth and variety of
data configurations determine reasoning paths. Objects and
message passing also provide a way to specify concurrent,
asynchronous operations; it's possible to simulate many un-
related processes occurring at the same time. For example,
in SWIRL (Simulating Warfare in the ROSS Language), command
centers can send locate-and-destroy messages to air force
bases while ground radars are communicating with filter
centers about the latest targets detected.

(Waterman, 1986, pp 98-99)

c. Rand's AI Simulation Languages. Three language were built by the
Rand Corporation for simulation. Each language uses more sophisticated Al
techniques than its predecessor. The three languages--ROSIE, ROSS, and
ABEL--have reflected the hardware and software technology available at the
time of their development. Klahr and Waterman (1986) give an overview of
AI research at RAND which includes the background of these three languages.

(1) ROSIE. Many of the conventions useful to simulation in another AI
language called SMALLTALK and a simulation language called SIMULA were in-
corporated into the first Rand simulation language called Rule Oriented
System for Implementing Expertise (ROSIE). Waterman and Hayes-Roth (1982)
evaluated ROSIE and found that the English-like code of the language
provides a natural link between the programer and the user. Data and
assertion (rules) are stored in a relational (global) data base. Fain, et
al. (1985) designed the rule-oriented data base to be structured by a user-
developed interpreter. Computer simulation models written in ROSIE were
found difficult to modify, and the language has not been used in recent
years.

(2) ROSS. An object-oriented simulation language called Rule Oriented
Simulation System (ROSS) (McArthur & Klahr, 1982) was developed at the Rand
Corporation to simulate behavioral analysis of real-time situations. Many
complex simulations were developed with ROSS that analyzed military command
and control behavior and combat decisionmaking. The object-oriented,
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message-passing format allowed the analysis of indirect effects of an

object's interaction with a whole system. Complexity in simulation can be
simplified by instantiation of a generic object with a myriad of attribute
values. ROSS was used to build two battle management simulations. Simula-
ting Warfare in the ROSS Language (SWIRL) (Klahr, et al., 1982) was used to
simulate an air penetration by Red forces attacking a Blue defensive area.
Tactical Warfare in ROSS Language (TWIRL) (Klahr, et al., 1984) used ROSS
to simulate a hasty river crossing from the march. In this simulation TWIRL
provided a testbed for analysts to design strategy for C3 electronic
countermeasures, electronic warfare, and electronic combat. Nugent and
Wong (1984) used ROSS in a unique and exciting way. The concept uses a
notion developed earlier by Bonasso (1981) of the Battlefield Environment
Model (BEM) which simulated Red unit signatures that were tracked on the
battlefield by Blue (NATO) sensors. This information was fed to an expert
system (called the ANALYST) to determine battlefield tactical deployment.
The threat event generator, target data base, and sensor models used ROSS
software on a VAX 11-780 hardware configuration. The ANALYST program
received the VAX output while running on a Symbolics 3670 Al machine. The
ANALYST was used in a DARPA AirLand Battle Management (ALBM) technology
insertion experiment by Zymlemen (1986). The ANALYST software with a LISP
machine was placed into a C2 operational environment of an Army infantry
division. The graphics, windowing (i.e., mouse sensitive menus), and
inference explanation features of the ANALYST were readily accepted by all
levels of the command. Dockery (1984) and Dockery and Van den Driessche
(1985) also used ROSS to develop a simulation which demonstrated cause and
effect for C2 . Gunsch and Hebert (1983) used ROSS to write a generic plan-
ning task simulator for a HAWK missile battalion command to use when choos-
ing emplacement sites for firing batteries.

(3) ABEL. ABEL was developed as a preprocessor for the C language by
LaCasse (1984). Shapiro, Hall, Anderson, and LaCasse (1985) suggested that
ABEL evolved from a hand-translation of ROSIE into a simpler "pseudo-ROSIE"
and the development of an automatic translator to convert the pseudo-ROSIE
to C language. ABEL is not interpretive and generally runs 500 to 1,000
times faster than ROSIE according to Davis (1984). ABEL was used to pro-
gram Al techniques such as production rules, goal-directed search, and pat-
tern matching algorithms into the Rand Strategy Assessment Center (RSAC).
The global model combines wargaming with analytic simulation by allowing
gamers to input gamer logic at various levels in the simulation or by pro-
viding the program logic by default. ABEL is an Al-like simulation language
designed for production runs of the RSAC model.

g. Criteria for Al Simulation Languages. The general criteria for a
good Al simulation language would be similar to the same criteria for the
LISP language outlined by McCarthy (1978):

(1) Computing with symbolic expressions rather than
numbers; that is, bit patterns in a computer's memory and
registers can stand for arbitrary symbols, not just those of
arithmetic.
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(2) LISP processing that is representing data as
linked-list structures in the machine and multilevel lists
on paper.

(3) Control structures based on the composition of
functions to form more complex functions.

(4) Recursion as a way to describe processes and
problems.

(McCarthy, 1978, pp 219-220)
h. Army Applications. A study by the Army Science Board Ad Hoc

Subgroup on Artificial Intelligence and Robotics (Army Science Board, 1982)

suggested that the Army Model Improvement Program (AMIP) be provided with
the means to incorporate the new operational concepts made feasible by AI.
The principal problem to implementation of AI concepts was found to be
slowness in adapting technology-driven changes into existing programs
before the changes were made obsolete by future technology and future
threats.

2-6. KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION AND Al KNOWLEDGE BASES

a. Overview. The knowledge base is a computer data memory that is
executable and provides power to the inference engine (i.e., interpreter)
in an expert system software. Knowledge base programing methodologies map
knowledge used by experts to solve problems. Knowledge bases contain both
declarative (i.e., what to know) and procedural (i.e., what to do) types of
knowledge. A favorite maxim of knowledge engineers in the AI community is
"the power is in the knowledge (i.e., knowledge base)." A knowledge base
can be defined as a global data base consisting of rules, facts, objects,
and values. The assumption underlying a knowledge base is that it can
sufficiently emulate human knowledge by using these facts, objects, rules,
and values as data. Generally, the data in a knowledge base is equivalent
to a data structure where pieces of knowledge are contained within that
data structure. A notion of a knowledge base is for data to describe facts
about an object, while knowledge is used to describe relationships among
sets of objects. Knowledge representation can also be thought of as a
multilevel notion of elements similar to that used in modeling, simulation,
and analysis. Knowledge needed in building the model, specifying the
input, modifying the model, and running the study can be conceived of as
separate domains of knowledge interconnected at higher levels (i.e.,
knowledge interconnected by metaknowledge). The development of knowledge
bases is a methodology that is only beginning to exist. Knowledge-based
programs used by expert system software for industrial applications is
about 3 years old. Methodologies for knowledge-based systems of any large
size (i.e., greater than 2,000 rules) do not exist at the present time.
Current knowledge systems are also limited at the present time to storage
of human expertise in computer memory. Users can extract information from
a knowledge base by using other software (e.g., an inference engine).

*- Knowledge bases are often used in conjunction with inference engines and
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other software utilities (i.e., user interface and explanation software) to
yield a total system that emulates a human expert. When configured
properly, the system will use its knowledge base to assist the user in
formulating more precise questions for performing problerm-solving
operations. Lesgold (1983) has suggested that representing expertise
involves programing and refining discipline-specific knowledge and domain-
specific strategies for use of that specialized knowledge. A
characteristic of expert use of knowledge is flexibility in problem
solving. Knowledge representation in human expertise is developed by
increasing the amount of knowledge and practice with the knowledge base
(i.e., the growth of judgmental reasoning). This representation
methodology is not possible with current computer software systems.
Expertise must be captured at its peak performance in the human expert and
mapped into machine memory. The developmental aspect of human expertise is
lost to the software system. The development of self-modifying systems
will probably require a different methodology than that of attempting to
capture human cognitive processes in machine memory. Symbolic
representation of complex procedures of human knowledge must wait for more
sophisticated software and faster multiprocessor hardware (i.e., single
instruction multiple data (SIMD) and multiple instruction multiple data
(MIMD) architectures) which emulate neurophysiologic processes. The fol-
lowing subparagraph reviews the current state of knowledge representation
methodologies applicable to CAA and its mission. Some of the issues for
military modeling and simulation are also addressed.

b. Knowledge Representation Methodologies. Knowledge representation
6involves programing a combination of data structures and interpretive pro-

cedures in a computer program. List-and-pointer data structure languages
(i.e., LISP/PROLOG) can be used to represent facts and heuristics (i.e.,
rules of thumb used by experts). Complex AI software systems such as
expert systems assume that most knowledge within a domain of human
expertise can be structured into computer memory. Garzia, Garzia and
Zeigler (1986) have suggested that the mixing of knowledge representation
techniques with traditional simulation models results in a hybrid
knowledge-based simulation system:

The synergy between discrete-event simulation and the
approaches that programmers take to develop artifical-
intelligence software took some time to become apparent, but
it is not being extensively exploited. AI knowledge-
representation schemes are being incorporated into
simulation models, resulting in so-called knowledge-based
simulation systems. Such schemes can be used to organize
information about the nature of the objects involved in
simulation, speeding the development of new models.
Knowledge systems can be embedded in the simulated system to
model intelligent agents. A research group at Rand Corp.
has been developing a simulation environment for war games
in which humans can play against simulated intelligent
opponents that model varying strategies and temperments.
AI techniques also have great potential to improve modeling
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and simulation methodology. Expert systems encoding
knowledge about simulation techniques may lessen the need
for modelers to be experts in simulation programming, as
well as advising on the selection of models or their
components for specific purposes, and interpreting
simulation results with expert statistical judgment. But
progress in this area is not likely to be rapid.

(Garzia, Garzia, & Zeigler, 1986, p 35)

The most useful methodologies currently used for knowledge representation
involve rules, objects, active values, and logic.

(1) Rules. Rule-based systems assume that most human knowledge can
be represented by "IF-THEN" rules and procedures. Newell and Simon (1972)
suggested that most types of intelligent processes involved in human
problem solving can be represented with fidelity and detail by "IF-THEN"
rules. Rule-based or production systems use descriptions of symbols (i.e,
rules) to characterize relevant situations and corresponding actions.
Rules allow computer programs to compute changing data without a structured
flow of control in the program. This method is useful when the data cause
a lot of branching to occur during execution. When the "IF" in the rule is

satisfied with facts, the "THEN" portion of the rule fires and causes some
action to be performed. Hayes-Roth (1985) has characterized all rule-based
knowledge representations by the properties that they:

e Incorporate practical human knowledge in conditional
IF-THEN rules.

* Increase skill at a rate proportional to the
enlargement of the knowledge base.

e Solve a wide range of possibly complex problems by
selecting relevant rules and then combining the results
in appropriate ways.

9 Adaptively determine the best sequence of rules to
execute.

@ Explain their conclusion by retracing their actual
lines of reasoning and translating the logic of each
rule employed into natural language.

(Hayes-Roth, 1985, p 921)

Rule-based knowledge representation methodology partitions both the problem

and the solution into understandable modules. The knowledge base (i.e.,
data memory) consists of rule data as symbolic expressions and facts as
assertion about properties of the rules. The knowledge base is processed
by an inference engine which computes the rule and facts against a working
memory of temporary assertions to yield problem solutions or inferences
with an explanation. The knowledge representation with rules is very
restrictive to the problem domain. Attempts at a general problem solver
(Newell and Simon, 1972) were unsuccessful. Problems are restricted to a
narrow domain which must be specified in advance by the end-user and the
expert.
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(2) Objects. The notion of an object as a way to represent knowledge
borrows heavily from the work on concept behavior in cognitive psychology.
Concepts are any describable regularity of real or imagined events or
objects. Characteristics which specify a concept are called defining
attributes of the concept, and there are many rules and principles for
describing binary partitions and relationships within and among concepts.
Objects are similarly defined. Bobrow and Winograd (1985) suggested that
an elegant organization for declarative knowledge is to focus it on a set
of conceptual entities with attached descriptions such as objects. The
notion of an object as being represented only by a description and its
ability to inherit procedural as well as declarative properties is useful

*. to capture the underlying complexity of data and knowledge. Stefik and
Bobrow (1986) defined objects as:

. . . entities that combine the properties of procedures and
data since they perform computations and save local state.
Uniform use of objects contrasts with the use of separate
procedures and data in conventional programming.

(Stefik & Bobrow, 1985, p 41)

This definition allows objects to function as both a knowledge represent-
ation methodology and a programing style. The object-oriented programing
style is strong and effective when used as an add-on to LISP. The layering
and abstraction of objects used to represent pieces of human memory is a
powerful knowledge representation methodology. Object-oriented methodology
represents instructions and data with objects. Hierarchies of objects can
inherit properties from one or several objects (i.e., single and multiple
inheritance). Objects can be related in the computer knowledge base by
inheritance sets and message passing protocols. Within the class of
objects, knowledge representation methodologies are the frame. Frames are
used to represent objects. The notion of frames was developed by Minsky
(1975, 1985), Bobrow, and Winograd (1977, 1985). Frames are data struc-
tures that internally define the interrelationships between embedded bits
of declarative and procedural knowledge. Procedures within a frame can be
attached to attribute descriptors of objects called slots. Slots can be
used to activate the inference process of entire software systems. Slots
may store values, sets of rules, attributes of objects, and procedural
information. Slots may be used to attach complete or partial attributes to
objects. Procedural information written in another language (i.e., LISP or
PROLOG) can be attached to a frame. Frames also provide a global parti-
tioning device for sets of production rules. This feature may serve as a
management system for rule sets contained within the knowledge base.

(3) Access-Oriented Knowledge Representation. The structure of an
access-oriented knowledge base is linked to using active values in a nested
hierarchy with software demons. An active value is a procedure that is
called when program data are read into the knowledge base or are changed.
The concept of an active value was developed from the Al hardware notions
of bit-mapped graphics (i.e., a computer screen display where each pixel
image is tied to a memory cell) and bit boundary block transfer (bitblt)
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(for performing Boolean operations graphically, such as dragging graphical
parts from memory onto a computer screen and across the computer screen
with a command or mouse click). Stefik, Bobrow, Mittal, and Conway (1983)
defined active values as structures which have procedures that are invoked
when variables are called. They are like electrical circuit probes that
can be placed at various points in a circuit without changing the value of
the circuit. In software the active value converts a variable reference
into a procedural call. Th6 concept of an access-oriented knowledge base
is tied to a graphic superobject that aggregates active objects in a simu-
lated environment. Alan Kay developed the notion of access-oriented know-
ledge bdse methodology during the 1970s at XEROX PARC (Perry & Wallick,
1985). Kay (1984) provided a detailed explanation of access-oriented know-
ledge bases in electronic spreadsheet application programs. In more com-
plex software, a demon may be added to probe the values of variables and
trigger computation or drive graphic images. An access-oriented knowledge
base is composed of nested active values (i.e., procedures that can call
other procedures). Active Values are tied heavily to graphic displays that
will use demons to trigger processes when they are changed. Teitelman and
Masinter (1983) advocated the use of graphics as a tool for program
development:

Finally, we have not really begun to explore the use of
graphics -textures, line drawings, scanned images, even
color - as a tool for program development, for example, the
system might present storage in a continually adjusting
bargraph, or display a complicated data structure as a
network of nodes and directed arcs, perhaps even allowing
the user to edit this representation directly. This is a
rich area for future development.

(Teitelman & Masinter, 1983, p 27)

The use of access-oriented knowledge bases for parallel AI architecture is
currently under development by DARPA and Xerox Palo Alto Research Center
(PARC). New developments in Active Values have used the concept as a pro-
graming technique which is independent of graphics.

(4) Logic as a Methodology for Knowledge Representation. Represent-
ation of a knowledge base by logic assumes that a programer can describe
human knowledge entirely in terms of logic. The common logic represent-
ations are propositional logic and predicate calculus similar to the basis
of PROLOG. Predicate calculus, the more common format, uses predicates
such as "IS" to address one or more objects. Logical assertions "IS-GREEN
(TANK)" (i.e., the tank is green) are true or false. Logical assertions
addressed by predicates may be linked by logical connectives such as "AND,"
"OR," "NOT," "IMPLIES," and "EQUIVALENT." The causal form in which know-
ledge is represented by logical statements may be used to create a declara-
tive semantic which is not tied to the statement's intended use. Tables,
graphs, and charts may be linked with a declarative semantic type of lan-
guage. The flexibility of a declarative semantic type of language allows

*coding of partial or incomplete information about a domain by using logical
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operators and variables. The programer uses variables to refer to objects
in establishing a logic knowledge base. Nilsson (1980) suggested that
model logic represented by worlds semantic (e.g., blocks world) could be
entirely embedded in first order logic. Logic knowledge bases are
processed by PROLOG-like theorem proving utilities in order to reason about
the knowledge. Genesereth and Ginsberg (1985) suggested that automatic
reasoning of logic knowledge bases is nondeterministic because it uses
multiple inference paths before proving a desired result. A more advanced
hardware system is probably needed to fully use the scope and resolution of
logic knowledge bases for more general applications. Currently available
hardware is found in the Japanese fifth generation PROLOG machines, but it
is not for distribution outside of Japan.

c. Search and Control in Knowledge Bases. Search and control of the
knowledge base can be considered an art form and a separate topic within
the study of Al. At present, there is no generally efficient and effective
technique for searching and controlling problem solving in very large know-
ledge bases. The representation of knowledge with a high degree of
fidelity and validity is a necessary but not sufficient condition for
reasoning about that knowledge. Search of a knowledge base involves
determining an initial starting point (i.e., an initial state), choosing a
correct path or paths (i.e., problem space) and using minimal resources and
effort to derive a solution (i.e., goal state or inference).

d. Uncertainty Management in Knowledge Representation. Facts and rules
comprising the data structures and interpretive procedures in a knowledge
base are not always consistent or entirely certain. Representation of un-
certainty in knowledge bases uses a certainty factor which is added to the
fact or rule. The explicit use of uncertain, missing, and conflicting
information in knowledge representation uses concepts from the larger
domain of approximate reasoning in philosophy. Approximate reasoning is
the critical notion needed to build constrained, modular software that
parses (i.e., self-modifies) its own reresentation. Bobrow (1986) and
Kuipers (1986) have suggested that approximate reasoning can allow a func-
tional model of a system to explain causality in terms of the system's be-
havior (i.e., increments of state transitions in components or objects in
relation to changes in the total system). Weld (1986) has extended this
notion to the representation of aggregation in simulation. The following
theories for using uncertain information are usually employed in Knowledge
Representation in Al Knowledge Bases:

(1) Fuzzy Logic: Zadeh (1981, 1985) extended two-valued syllogistic
reasoning to allow an indication of doubt in the major premise, the minor
premise, or the conclusion. This was accomplished by appending arbitrary
predicates which serve as quantifiers in each term of the syllogism:

In a different approach which is outlined in this paper
syllogistic reasoning is employed to provide a basis for the
formulation of rules for combination of evidence.
Classically, the major and minor premises in syllogistic

I
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reasoning are allowed to contain only the standard quantifiers
'all' and 'some'. For example the paradigmatic syllogism
Barbara is expressed by the rule

All A's are B's
All B's are C's
All A's are C's

where A, B and C are arbitrary predicates in two-valued logic.
This syllogism expresses the transitivity of set containment
and, as such, provides the basis for property inheritance in
knowledge representation systems.

In a more general sense which is employed in this paper, a
syllogism is an inference rule of the form

QI A's are B's
Q2 C's are D's

Q3 E's are F's

where QI, Q2, and Q3 are numerical or, more generally, fuzzy
quantifiers (e.g., 80 percent, most, many, few), and A, B,
C, D, E, and F are crisp or fuzzy predicates (e.g., greater
than 5, small, tall, heavy). The predicates A, B, ..., F
are assumed to relate in a specified way, giving rise to
different types of syllogisms...

(Zadeh, 1985, p 417)

Zadeh (1986) has suggested that classical probability is subsumed by fuzzy
logic. This extension allows crisp and fuzzy propositions to represent the
meaning of uncertain events and dependencies and allow systematic inferring
from all such representations.

(2) Dempster-Shafer Theory of Evidence: This theory of evidence allows
the use of confidence factors derived from a belief function based on the
subjective judgment of evidence about missing or incomplete information.
Shafer (1976, 1986) developed a representation methodology where belief in
a proposition X was defined by the subinterval (s(X), p(X)) of the whole
interval. The lower term, s(X), represents the support or minimum value
for the likelihood of proposition X. The upper value, p(X), represents the
most optimistic plausibility or maximum likelihood of proposition X. Dempster
(1968) developed a formalism to combine reasoning from disparate sources
based on an extension of Bayesian inference procedures. The formalism is
called a FRAME OF DISCERNMENT (Theta) and is defined by Shafer (1986) as a
list of possible answers to a question about which probability judgments
are made to yield a correct answer. The Dempster-Shafer theory of evidence
allows the modeling of a very ambiguous knowledge source, such as the opera-
tion of a collection of military sensors.
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2-7. AI DATABASE MANAGEMENT

a. Introduction. The use of large computer simulation models requires
an effort in organization, structure, and maintenance of databases. CAA
uses external and internal data in several ways. In large simulations,
data are preprocessed and aggregated. The results of this preprocessing
and aggregation are entered as input into a large simulation model.
Results from the large simulations are in turn used as input into post-
processors. The postprocessors analyze amCIdisaggregate data. The evalu-
ation of AI methodologies for database management takes a molar (i.e., an
unanalyzed mass) approach to management of large data files and Army
records used at CAA.

b. Database Management Tasks. The study of computer management of
large files of data is a subarea within computer science. File size and
complexity have grown as an inverse function of the access speed of general
purpose computers. The complexity of programing computers to quickly
access and store files has outstripped the capacity of the nonexpert user
to understand the process. This trend has resulted in the development of
languages which buffer the user from the details of writing, reading and
reorganizing, and backup of data files. The role of user-friendly query
and file-management languages that give the end-user a relational view of
the data files has become critical to the use and management of large data
base file systems by non-experts. The needs of data base management tools
according to the CAA database manager were:

(1) Intelligent access to what the model needs.

(2) Transparency (i.e. user-friendly processing of data).

(3) Efficient file manipulation.

(4) Quality assurance/error analysis.

c. AI and Database Management. The self-organizing and
self-documenting features of the LIST Processing (LISP) language may also
be used to control data files. The ability of LISP languages to run
programs as active data structures may allow effective data base management
without a high cost in human or machine efficiency. Al computer languages
have allowed the development of architectures that are ideal for database
management. AI languages and methodologies allow file independence,
sharing, and integrity (i.e., uniformity between data and the real objects

they represent). Roussopoulos (1986b) has suggested that the central issue
in using knowledge bases for AI applications in database management is
transfer to technology:

I dare to predict that the dawn will be definitely gone when
we all recognize that the knowledge base is the most funda-
mental component of any system and that all other components
are engineered in and around the management and control of
information .... The management of complex and
continously evolving factual knowledge is very different
from that of the 'snapshot' database captured in commercial
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systems. The question is: how are we going to evolve from
where were are to the database systems of the information
age .... Ten years ago, when some of us were advocating Al
techniques for better information processing some considered
the idea as 'illusionary' and others as 'prophetic.' Lets
hope that our visions will materialize again.

(Roussopoulos, 1986b, p.Z-S)

The CONS structure of LISP allows access to the entire database. The
address sequence and pointer sequence of the CONS allow tracking of the
entire storage memory of the data base. Barr and Feigenbaum (1982) have
suggested that large database facilities have always been possible in LISP
and its dialects because of the property list feature of the language:

Database facilities were present in a crude form in the LISP
property-list feature. The next level of complexity is
represented by the multiple-index scheme of SAIL
associations. Next about the use of fixed-form associations
is the structural pattern-match as a general retrieval
mechanism, found in PLANNER, CONNIVER, QLISP, and FUZZY ....
To sum up very briefly, LISP introduced a simple and
flexible data type and a way to represent functions as data.
PLANNER introduced the general associative database, and
CONNIVER improved it by the addition of contexts. QLISP and
FUZZY increased the power of the database by defining
special data types and putting everything into a
discrimination net. SAIL went in another direction,
developing an efficient multiple-index scheme. Finally,
POP-2 showed how a wide range of data types can all be
treated in a clear and uniform way.

(Barr & Feigenbaum, 1982, p 44)

Semantic node methodology (i.e., the structuring of databases as a col-
lection of classes of objects) would allow browsing of the database and
selective retrieval and processing of data within files. The use of
message passing in frame-based methodologies driven by a procedural orien-
tation (i.e., pattern-matching and demons) would allow relational, hierar-
chical, and network databases to be used in conjunction with an object
oriented AI database. These AI methodologies would model a database around
user requirements rather than machine requirements. Roussopoulos (1986a)
has suggested the use of object datatypes in database technology for an
Engineering Information System (EIS) application:

An EIS deals with abstract data types representing objects,
Object Data Types (ODT). Many of these require specialized
software for storage, display, and processing. ODTs hide
the internal structure of compound objects from external
access operators and leave all the intraprocessing to

.
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special purpose operators. Objects and inter-object
relationships are stored, accessed, and managed by a
database system that is suitable for handling meta-data.
Schematics, graphs, images, rules, windows, texts,
spreadsheets, voice, video, etc., are some of these UDTs and
simulators, plotters, tailored access methods, etc., make up
some of the software for processing. This list is by no
means exhaustive and it only samples generic types of
software which abounds current engineering applications.
Redundant multiple representations of the same data is
necessary to support the multiplicity of tools and users.
Managing collections of these advanced objects and their
meta-data is different than managing atomic data entities in
a database system. Often meta-data is needed to be
described by meta-meta-data and so on. Typically, meta-
data, referred to as the intension of the database, is used
to interpret and control the data, the extension, of the
level below. The database is thought of as having multiple
specification levels each of which serves as the intension
of the next level's extension. Convenient languages with
recursion for accessing and manipulating objects at all
levels of this hierarchical specification are needed.

(Roussopoulos, 1986a, pp 1-2)

d. Future Directions. The management of databases by the user rather
than by machine requirements offers many advantages to CAA. The incor-
poration of data bases within knowledge bases would allow multiple user
requirements to be incorporated into database management. AI graphics,
menus and operators to control the software and the machine would allow
assistance to the end user in query of the database. This would allow CAA
study users to participate with application programers in database manage-
ment. In turn this would allow a dynamic model of data which would reflect
the real world of data (i.e., the end user would incorporate his logic and
requirements into the management of the database). Project AMBER developed
by Intellicorp and released in January 1987 is an example of LISP based
software which allows the mapping (i.e., transforming information from one
form to another) of a database into a knowledgebase using a frame
representation. This database management tool allows interactive browsing
of the knowledge and query by reformulation of the knowledgebase.

e. Database Issues for Military Modeling and Simulation

(1) Integration of Knowledge Base Techniques with Existing Data.
Both corporate and military communities are wedded to numeric data bases.
The transition to models that address the same databases in conjunction
with knowledge-based systems will be difficult. If the amount of invest-
ment in traditional databases is considered, a more practical approach will
be to use knowledge-based techniques to address existing data bases.
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(2) Multiple Knowledge Sources. Military knowledge tends to be
organized into doctrine. The representation of knowledge from multiple
domains remains a difficult problem for present knowledge representation
techniques. The problem of weighting multiple sources of knowledge accord-
ing to their validity or importance is a current research issue within the
Al community.

(3) Missing Information. The absence of data or information often
provides a clue to human problem solvers. There does not appear to be a
methodology capable of representing missing knowledge within a total know-
ledge representation scheme at the present time.

(4) Nonspecific Search (browsing). The ability to browse database
information which will later become organized is important to managerial
level end-users. Larson (1986) suggested that browsing frees a user from
the prerequisites of database management systems. Browsing can replace or
supplement the requirements that the user understand the names and types of
objects being searched as well as enabling notions of database logic struc-
ture. Intelligent database software is not available which will allow the
users' ill-defined notions of what they desire and the vague understanding
of the data to be used in structuring the search of the database. The
search of nondomain-specific information in very large databases or know-
ledge bases used in conjunction with databases will be a critical problem
for large-scale applications of Al techniques. Jakobson, et al. (1986)
created a set of software packages that serves as an intelligent database
assistant. The software serves as a front-end for multiple databases.
Database expertise is written into the software and mixed with sophisti-
cated user utilities such as natural language queries (i.e., typed English
sentence input into software windows with mouse controls). Milne (1985a&b)
suggested that Army Information Management expert systems require an empha-
sis on displaying the information in order that a commander may view the
implications of a possible choice without the system making the decision.
it is clear that very sophisticated browsing capabilities will be required
in any future systems for military simulation. Systems of stored facts and
data will be encapsulated by answer-generating code that allows an end-user
to gain maximum insight from a simulation.

2-8. EXPERT SYSTEMS IN AI SIMJLATION

a. Overview

(1) Introduction. Expert systems are an applied subfield of Al pro-
graming. In essence, expert system software mimics the reasoning processes
of human experts in limited topic areas. The software is designed to per-
form problem solving in a specialized (i.e., bounded) area of expertise
called a domain. The domain knowledge is encoded in the knowledge base of
the software system. Expert system software is somewhat like word process-
ing software. Parts of the software read a database of raw text (i.e., a
knowledge base) and provide structure (through an inference engine) to
yield a formatted product (i.e., an inference). Expert systems can be
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conceived of 3S d programing methodology which produces computer software
that mimics the reasoning processes of human experts, sometimes surpassing
it, for limited topic areas. Expert system software has been used 'with
great success in problem solving within narrow domains of human knowledge.

(2) Analysis of Expert Systems. Expert system software consists of
%(1) a knowledge base; '2) an inference engine; and (3) users' interfaces.

waterman 41986) has listed five steps in building expert system software:
(1) problem identification; (2) system conceptualization; (3) formaliza-
tion; ,4 j implementation; and (5) testing. The CAA purpose for using
expert system software would De to capture expertise in simulation models
and the study process.

(3) Expertise in Expert Systems. In a review of the acquisition of
expertise, Iesjolj 1933) has suggested that the process is Jynamic and not
fixed. Tris notion may have serious implications for military modeling
applications. The use of expert system software may be the only known
method of codifying some military knowledge (i.e., doctrine) in a usable
format for simulation. Expert systems appear to be required for flexible
problem solving in large simulation models. They can deal with some kinds
of uncertainity and complexity better than any alternative now in
existence. A distinct possiblity exists in the near future to use expert
system software to fuse real-time sensor and intelligence data with stored
knowledge bases to yield an online operation decision-aiding system for
nilitary commanders at all levels if command. Hayes-Roth (1981b) has
suggested six functions that expert system software can now perform:

a Use expert rules to avoid blind search.

* Reason by manipulating symbols.

* Grasp fundamental domain principles and weaker
jeneral methods.

e Solve complex problems well.

* Interact intelligibly with users.

* Interpret, diagnose, predict, instruct, monitor,
analyze, consult, plan, or design.

(Hayes-Roth, 19b1b, p 106)
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b. Components of an Expert System

(1) The Basic System. The basic components of an expert software
system are a knowledge base and an inference engine. The basic notion is
that a knowledge base is searched by an inference engine for the answer to
a problem. Figure 2-3 illustrates the basic software that is required to
mimic a "cognitive process" in machine intelligence. Knowledge (i.e.,
judgments, facts, rules of thumb) from the human is stored in the knowledge
base and is extracted and organized by the inference engine.

KNOWLEDGE _._ I NFERENCE

BASE ENGINE

Figure 2-3. The Basic Expert System

The knowledge base is normally tailored to a narrow domain of expertise.
The inference engine serves as an interpreter of the knowledge base
program. Together the system can be used to make inferences about new
data.

(2) Complex Expert System Software. Complex software components in
expert systems are generally difficult to operate by the end-user without
machine and software support. Most expert systems in industrial use have
many supporting utilities. Meyers (1986) expanded the basic notion of the
expert system software to include utilities that make the system easier to
use by nonprogramers. This system is illustrated in Figure 2-4. Two ad-
ditional subcomponents are added to each part of the basic expert system.
The knowledge base was expanded to include (1) assertions about the problem
(i.e., declarative knowledge in working memory), and (2) knowledge
relationships (i.e., formulas about the interrelationships of the

2
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information within the knowledge base). The inference engine was expanded
to include (1) search strategies (i.e., how to look at the knowledge base
for information needed to make inferences), and (2) an explanation tracing
utility (i.e., software to provide an audit trail of how an inference was
made). This system is enhanced by heavy interactive graphic routines and a
natural language preprocessor to allow nonprogramers to query or provide
information to the system in plain English text. The tracing utility and
the graphics are useful in development and refinement of expert systems.
The use of complex expert systems has the potential for allowing military
decisionmakers to directly control simulation methodologies through
powerful man/machine interfaces. Zadeh (1985) has suggested that fuzzy
qualifiers (i.e., multivalued or fuzzy logic) can provide a methodology for
the management of uncertainty in expert systems. Conventional two-valued
syllogistic logic (i.e., categorical syllogisms) have all, some, or no
quantifiers replaced with multivalued or fuzzy quantifiers such as many,
few, 1-99 percent, etc.

FSER GRAPHICS ASSERTION SEARCH

UERY 0 KNOWLEDGE TRACE
JTILITIES RELATIONS

USER INTERFACE KNOWLEDGE BASE INFERENCE ENGINE

Figure 2-4. Complex Expert System Software
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c. Development of Expert Systems. The development of expert system
software generally follows the principles of good software development.
Expert system software differs from general software development in its
output. Expert system software output is congruent but not isomorphic to
real-world problem solving. Figure 2-5 illustrates the interrelationship
of real-world problem solving and expert system software output.

REAL WORLD

PROBLEM RESULT

ENTITIES INFERENCE
OPERATIONS
DESCRIPTIONS __ EXPLANATION
RELATIONSHIPS REASONING
PROCEDURES

THE EXPERT & PROGRAMERS INTERPRETATION
REPRESENTATION OF KNOWLEDGE OF THE RESULT

PROGRAMING
LANGUAGE
OBJECTS No RESULT
PROCEDURES COMPUTE

Figure 2-5. The Real World vs Machine Problem Solving
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Denning (1986) suggested the following distinction be made between shallow
and deep expert systems:

Shallow systems are designed for speed. In their limited
databases they store more facts than rules. The proofs of
their conclusions are usually short, and most of the con-
clusions strike observers as being straightforward conse-
quence of information in their databases. They often give
poor results when applied to problems other than those for
which they have been tested. Examples include a system to
generate production schedules using bin-packing heuristics
and a system to answer electronic inquiries for technical
information. Deep systems derive their conclusions from
models of phenomena in their domains, using first principles
embedded in the model. The proofs of their conclusions are
usually long, and some conclusions may strike some observers
as anything but obvious. An example is Dendral, a system
that when given spectral data, generates diagrams of
chemical compounds using ball-and-stick atomic models.
Other prominent examples include qualitative physics
programs which determine states of behavior of physical
systems.

(Denning, 1986, p 81)

Both the programer's representation of the problem and the end-user's
interpretation of the result must develop over time. Hayes-Roth, Waterman,
and Lenat (1983) have suggested an incremental technique to build expert
system software. The technique consists of: (1) identification (scoping
of problem requirements); (2) conceptualization (finding concepts to
represent knowledge); (3) formalization (designing structure to organize -

the software development effort); (4) implementation (formulating soft-
ware); and (5) testing (validating software). The capture of human exper-
tise in software may require severe delimitation (i.e., bounding) of the
problem and will affect the generalizability of the result. Since expert
system software captures a snapshot of (hopefully) fully developed exper-
tise, great care must be taken to build all the areas of knowledge required
to solve problems in the target domain.

d. Current Expert System Applications for Military Simulation

(1) A reasonably long-term goal of expert system software is real-
time inference on the battlefield. Simulated systems are a necessary step
toward this goal. Hayes-Roth (1981b) suggested AI applications to modeling
and simulation involved the addition of new capabilities, languages, and
architectures to the discipline of military operations research. The new
capabilities focus on methodologies which are nonprocedural means to manage
entities and involve the end-user in the model building process. Languages
such as LISP approach encoding in English-like words and provide an under-
standable explanation of the system's action. The most revolutionary ad-
dition to modeling and simulation is in the new architectures available.
Improvements in the architecture of simulation allow models to focus
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simulations toward specific questions and compute selected data to provide
output which is relevant to the question. At the present time, expert
systems can quickly apply simpl6 knowledge to measurements of combat and
rapidly reach an inference about the underlying combat conditions. This
gives the simulator or model user aggregates of higher level information.
The ability of the software to encode self-knowledge of its deep structure
and operation creates an audit trail for the user to gain a detailed under-
standing of the decision rules of the simulation. This characteristic of
expert system software to encode self-knowledge could lead to self-modifi-
cation based on the results of the simulation (i.e., learning). At
present, expert system software will allow the model logic of military
simulation to approach human thought and judgment more closely than any
other technique.

(2) Hayes-Roth, Waterman, and Lenat (1983) have developed a classi-
fication scheme of 10 categories of specialized problem solving expertise
currently programable on expert systems. These systems can:

(a) Interpret and infer situations from sensor input.

(b) Predict and infer consequences (i.e., what-if).

(c) Diagnose and infer errors and breakdowns from sensed and
observed data and knowledge.

(d) Design a configuration under constraints.

(e) Plan and design actions.

(f) Monitor by comparing measured and observed data to vulner-
abilities in plans.

(g) Debug and prescribe fixes for breakdowns.

(h) Repair using plans that prescribe a fix or solution.

(i) Instruct by diagnosing, debugging, and repairing of learned
behavior.

(j) Control systems by interpreting, predicting, repairing, and
monitoring system behaviors.

(3) Kline and Dolins (1985) drafted 47 guidelines for chosing AI
techniques in developing expert system software. The taxonomy found in
Appendix F may be a useful guideline for developing expert system software
in a military and general purpose environments.

(4) A well-managed knowledge base and expert system library would
allow a model builder to structure pieces of existing expert system soft-
ware into unique software systems for problem solving simulations at CAA.
DARPA is presently conducting experiments with networks of expert systems.
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2-9. AI TOOLKITS

a. Introduction. Toolkits are computer programs that are used to build
AI software. The most common application of a toolkit is building expert
system software. Toolkit software typically contains an inference engine,
knowledge acquisition aids, and user/programer helper utilities. AI tool-
kits create a development environment. Ideally the toolkit can also link a
programing environment (hardware, software, and programer) with the user as
shown in Figure 2-6.

HARDWARE

SOFTWARE

USER

TOOLKIT

PROGRAMING

ENVIRONMENT PROGRAM ER

Figure 2-6 Artificial Intelligence Toolkit Environment

If large complex LISP programs are built with many programers using small
and sometimes interrelated functions, a toolkit may be required. Toolkits
are also useful for testing and documenting LISP programs. The effect of a
toolkit as part of a total development/production environment was clearly
defined by Teitelman (1969):

In normal usage the word 'environment' refers to the
aggregate of social and cultural conditions that influence
the life of an individual. The programer's environment
influences, and to a large extent determines what sort of
problems can (and will want to) be tackled, how far he can
go, and how fast. If the environment is cooperative and
helpful (the anthropomorphism is deliberate), the programer
can be more ambitious and F oductive. If not, he will spend
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most of his time and energy fighting a system that at times
seems bent on frustrating his best efforts.

(Teitelman, 1969, p 5)

Design consideration of an AI development or production environment needs
to work backward from the study sponsor(s). The action officer, study
director, programer, toolkit, software, and hardware all need to be con-
sidered in tailoring an environment for the development and production of
AI software. In effect, this would provide a custom design for each study
effort. A suitable starting point to develop a total environment for AI
would be in the area of human factors engineering. The Human Engineering
Guide to Equipment Design (VanCott & Kinkade, 1972), the Army's Human
Engineering Guidelines for Management Information Systems (Hendricks,
Kolduff, Brooks, Marshak, & Doyle, 1983), and the Psychology of Human
Computer Interaction (Card, Morgan, & Newell, 1983) provide suitable
starting points for this type of design effort.

The AI toolkit provides a powerful starting point for custom design of
simulations and studies. The AI toolkit allows the scoping of a study
effort and the design and development of software that is unique to the
end-user's purpose and cognitive problem-solving style. The organization
of the end-user's cognitive style of problem solving, problem conceptu-
alization, problem-solving strategies, and solution utilization can be in-
corporated into the study effort with AI toolkit software. McCune and Dean
(1985) suggested that the toolkits will allow reasoning about the domain of
application in order to tailor the product to the user:

Future tools will have the ability to be highly tailored to
suit the needs of the particular situation, including
management hierarchy, application domain, other tools
available in the programing environment, and idiosyncracies
of tool users. Obviously, this level of variability goes
well beyond the simple parameterization or runtime options
found in many tools today. Modeling large bodies of facts
and preferences requires knowledge representation from AI.
Modifying these bodies requires an ability to elicit new or
modified knowledge from users or to learn by observation.
These areas are among the most difficult in AI research, but
the potential is tremendous.

(McCune & Dean, 1985, p 4)

Toolkits provide a powerful environment for rapid prototyping of more
complex software. The user interfaces provide the capability for the
sponsor to input his thought pattern, problem-solving style, and person-
ality directly into the program structure. Harmon and King (1985)
developed three categories for evaluating AI toolkits:

(1) Small System Building Tools. Tools that can be run
on personal computers. These tools are generally designed
to facilitate the development of systems containing less
than 400 rules.
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(2) Large Narrow System Building Tools. Tools that run
on LISP machines or larger computers and are designed to
build systems that contain 500 to several thousand rules but
are constrained to one general consultation paradigm.

(3) Large Hybrid System Building Tools. Tools that run
on LISP machines or larger computers and are designed to
build systems that contain 500 to several thousand rules and
can include the features of several different consultation
paradigms.

(Harmon & King, 1985 p 92)

The assessment of toolkits was delimited to large hybrid system building
tools and large narrow system building tools. Small system building tools
were assessed to be inappropriate for CAA's large models although some sup-
porting tasks that aid model development and simulation could be supported
by microcomputer AI toolkits. The use of AI toolkits for report documenta-
tion and publication may provide valuable assistance to study directors and
management support in the study processes. The use of large hybrid system
building tools for CAA prototypes is desirable for several reasons. First,
it allows users to become familiar with the maximum capacity of both the
software and the hardware that is required to grow toy problems to indus-
trial-sized (i.e., CAA-sized) production-level expert systems. Second,
there is a savings in "learning cost" since personnel have to acquire pro-
ficiency on only one system.

b. Large Narrow System Building Tools. This class of toolkits has been
adapted from expert systems that have been previously built. The knowledge
base (i.e., rules) have been extracted and modified, and the expert system
becomes a toolkit to build other expert systems. The remaining interpreter,
scheduler, and inference engine have usually been optimized on a specific
knowledge base. This narrow development of the toolkit may restrict its
applicability (i.e., generalizability). The following large narrow systems
were judged to be among the most applicable to CAA and its mission:

(1) MACSYMA. MACSYMA was developed as a computer algebra software
system at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). MACSYMA is writ-
ten in LISP and can be run in an interactive or batch mode. MACSYMA allows
a user to compute complex mathematical problems such as indefinite and defin-
ite integrals, and discrete Fourier transforms. The user may solve algebraic
equations, systems of linear equations, and systems of nonlinear equations.
Parts of the software also address solution of differential equations. The
toolkit allows the users to focus on the abstract nature of their problem
and address its procedural aspects while allowing the software to solve the
routine computational aspects of the problem. The requirement that the
users explicitly specify the representation of an expression as input allows
users to gain relational insights into the problems they are solving. The
results of the problem can bechecked by the software. There is also the
option to qeierate FORTRAN code automatically. Pavelle, Rothstein, and
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Fitch (1981) evaluated MACSYMA and concluded that a wide variety of math-
ematical applications are possible with this toolkit. Symbolics (1985a)
has cited over 3,000 applications in government and industry that have used
the MACSYMA toolkit.

(2) TIMM. The Intelligent Machine Model (TIMM) is a FORTRAN-based
toolkit for progranling knowledge acquisition. TIMM is an induction-based
system that is menu driven and is very user friendly. The user enters a
large number of examples into the program. The software converts the ex-
amples into a rule and proceeds to build a simple rule-based system. The
assumption of the toolkit authors was that many simple rule-based systems
could be linked together to form a powerful expert system. Cooper,
Kiselewich, and Weeks (1985) argued that such a system is sufficient for
knowledge representation and extraction of pattern from global data bases
(i.e., pattern matching). Since patterns are nested, FORTRAN appears to be
a difficult implementation language for knowledge representation and pro-
graming search strategies for large expert systems. TIMM appears to be a
useful tool in the initial stages of building a large expert system, but a
user would need another tool to complete the job. CAA used TIMM to build a

*prototype automated decision module for the McClintic Theater Model (Cooper
and Pennington, 1983a). The module consisted of 10 submodules containing
263 FORTRAN subroutines that were built around TIMM and the wargame. Cooper
and Pennington (1983b) suggested that a great number of low-level support
routines were needed to provide utility services that interacted with the
wargame. The knowledge base of the prototype contained a knowledge body
(Cooper, & Pennington, 1983c) which consisted of stored sets of rules listed
in tables. These rules were used for decisions in the wargame and post-
decision analysis.

(3) RULEMASTER. RULEMASTER software assists the programer in struc-
turing the knowledge base of an expert system program. The toolkit has a
component for inducing rules from examples. A separate component is also
available for expressing the rules in an organized format. The knowledge
base is developed using both declarative knowledge (i.e., simulated situa-
tion states and theorem provers) and procedural knowledge. Procedural know-
ledge is used to structure condition-action pairs of rules to allow the
program to reach a goal or solve a problem. Facts and rules that are un-
certain are incorporated with fuzzy logic (i.e., probabilistic monotonic
logic). RULEMASTER has been used in developing an expert system program to
aid in forecasting violent thunderstorms (Riese & Zubrick, 1985) and to aid
decisionmaking in environmental regulation (Hadden & Hadden, 1985). RULE-
MASTER is programed in C language. The software will run on either the VAX
or the SUN hardware systems.

(4) OPS 5. The Official Production System version 5 (OPS 5) was devel-
oped at Carnegie-Mellon University. Forgy (1981) developed OPS 5 under
DARPA contract to provide a tool for programing both knowledge and control
structures for cognitive modeling (i.e., human memory and problem solving).
The toolkit uses a production system architecture. This system employs a
set of rules called production memory in a global database (i.e., data
memory). An inference engine executes the production cycles by
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pattern matching. Brownston, Farrell, Kant, and Martin (1985) suggested
that OPS 5 serve as the basis for a family of production system programing
tools that can be used for research and development. OPS 5 uses BLISS,
MACLISP, or FRANZ LISP for its interpreters. The OPS 5 toolkit is
presently on CAA's VAX 11-780 hardware.

(5) PICON. Process Intelligent Control (PICON) was developed by LISP
Machine, Inc. (LMI). It has been used as a software development toolkit
for building expert systems that monitor industrial process control in
real-time simulations. The toolkit is frame-based in that it can represent
a single concept by properties that ascribe it (i.e., the defining
attributes of the concept). Additionally, the software system can use
rules to structure the knowledge base. Expert system software built with
PICON is used to monitor process interruption of large complex systems such
as a chemical plant or nuclear reactor. Systems that monitor up to 20,000
variables can be built with PICON. A knowledge base of over 500 rules can
be structured with the PICON software toolkit. There is a graphics package
available that can assist in structuring the knowledge base. PICON also
has a simulation capability. PICON is currently written in ZETALISP and C
languages and will run on Symbolics or LMI hardware.

(6) NOTECARDS. NOTECARDS was developed by the Xerox Palo Alto
Research Center (PARC). The toolkit was written with very friendly user
interfaces to assist a nonprogramer in structuring knowledge. The program
allows the user to mix text, digitized maps, graphs, pictures, and charts
with text and graphics. The software will allow the user to tie nodes of
material.together with user-defined interrelationships. The inference
engine will search the knowledge base and yield causal inferences. The
toolkit is programed in INTERLISP-O and runs on the Xerox 0-series
(Dandelion, Dolphin, and Dorado) LISP machines. DARPA has developed a
Golden Tiger Workstation (XEROX 1186 AI machine with a Notecards toolkit
and SMALLTALK-80 style LISP). This workstation has been used by the CIA
for intelligence analysis and studies. The laser-graphics printer, when
added to the workstation, allows the output of publication quality text,
graphics and illustrations. The Golden Tiger Workstation has provided an
intelligent study director workstation for both study and analysis pur-
poses.

(7) PERSONAL CONSULTANT. The PERSONAL CONSULTANT software toolkit
was developed by Texas Instruments (TI) to aid a programer in rapid proto-
typing of expert systems. The toolkit was based on the classic medical
expert system called EMYCIN. The system production rules are tied to
EMYCIN logic. The programer that uses the PERSONAL CONSULTANT does not
need to know LISP if he can narrow the problem to fit the predefined
functions already embedded in the software. Under these circumstances, the
system is sufficient to structure the knowledge base. There is also a
frame-based system available for building a knowledge base. The software
has many utilities to help the programer build an expert system. Color,
traceback subroutines, and a regression analysis package would probably be
useful in developing simulation applications. The inference engine can
develop an explanation of its forward and backward rule chains. A class
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inheritance methodology is used to structure the rules. The PERSONAL
CONSULTANT has aided programers in building expert system software that
contains up to 400 rules. Most of the current applications of the toolkit
have been in building expert systems in the business analysis area. Expert
systems for policy and rate selection for insurance (i.e., risk analysis)
and equipment fault diagnosis have been built with PERSONAL CONSULTANT.
The software toolkit is written in LISP and runs on a TI Explorer LISP
machine. A microcomputer version has also been written for the TI business
microcomputer and the IBM PC.

c. Large Hybrid System Building Tools. This class of software tools
allows the programer to develop applications at the leading edge of tech-
nology. Rule-based systems of over 500 rules can be built and documented
using this class of software. The construction of a theater-level expert
system with any degree of resolution will probably require the use of this
software. It appears that these toolkits, although expensive, are a cost-
effective means of prototyping large and complex decision support systems
for combat analysis. The use of a toolkit may aid the scoping of large
systems that need to be refined at a later date. The use of such a soft-
ware tool is a necessary but not sufficient condition for building a valid
theater-level expert system within time and budget constraints usually
imposed on CAA. The following large hybrid system building software tool-
kits were evaluated as the most appropriate for CAA's missinn:

(1) KEE. The Knowledge Engineering Environment (KEE) is the premier

software toolkit of large hybrid systems. KEE evolved from an expert
system that was used for genetic research. KEE supports all major method-
ologies for knowledge representation (frames; production rules; procedural
orientations; and object orientations). The frame block attributes may be
varied by the programer. This restriction of values on slots (i.e., attri-
butes of a concept) when used in inheritance (i.e., values of a frame that
are passed on to a more detailed resolution) provides a constraint method-
ology for searching the knowledge base. A worlds feature allows multiple
hypothetical situations to be represented in a manner that allows merger,
comparison and contrast. The inference engine can use forward or backward
chaining. Active values (demons) and variables are used in the rule
system. The graphics use icons (active images) to change values in the
knowledge base and show these changes on the computer screen. The toolkit
may be extended with a software package called SIMKIT. This extension
allows the programer to create and verify a model. The SIMKIT allows
expert system software to input different scenarios, and make decisions
within the simulation while the simulation is in progress. The programer
may also use SIMKIT to analyze the output of the simulation. Both con-
tinuous and discrete event simulations can be built with SIMKIT. Contin-
uous probability distributions (normal, uniform, exponential, and lognor-
mal) and discrete probability distributions (Poisson and step) can be
generated within SIMKIT and tied to slots in the frame representation
methodology. KEE was written in INTERLISP and has been updated in common
LISP. It runs on all AI hardware systems. Mainframe and microcomputer
versions of KEE are available. Friedland and Kedes (1985) used KEE to
model a DNA molecule and analyze gene sequences. Although the structure of
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DNA has been proximally defined, the degree of complexity and uncertainty
in modeling the DNA molecule and its function at the chemical level may
approach the problems in modeling land combat. Faught (1986) has reviewed
the current applications of KEE to engineering problems.

(2) ART. The Automated Reasoning Tool (ART) allows rule-based know-
ledge representation with options for frame and procedural methods of know-
ledge base representation. ART evolved from an expert system used to
interpret radar signals from space flight operation at NASA. Its inference
engine allows both forward and backward chaining. It also contains a
viewpoint subroutine which allows temporal and hypothetical reasoning in
the knowledge base. Hypothetical reasoning allows the inclusion of contra-
dictory solutions in the inference process. Temporal reasoning allows the
modeling of time states. A planning and scheduling subroutine reduces
search space in the knowledge base compiler which produces fast running
procedural code and indexed databases. ART was programed in LISP and runs
on LMI, TI, and Symbolics AI machines. A version is also available on the
VAX, and a future release will run on the SUN. Production versions of
expert systems developed on ART have been adapted to run on the IBM PC.

(3) SRL. The Schema Representation Language (SRL) software toolkit
is now called KNOWLEDGECRAFT. The software for developing the knowledge
base uses a frame-based methodology for knowledge representation called
schemas. The software was originally designed for expert system
development in robotics. Object-oriented, rule-based, and logic-based
knowledge representation methodologies are also included. The schema
method can use a metaknowledge methodology which organizes frames by
utilization. Slot values may also be organized within frames by using the
metaknowledge methodology. Procedural attachment of functions to slots may.
be programed by using the demon subroutines that are also part of the
software package. The inference engine has forward and backward chaining
mechanisms. A user-designed search algorithm is also allowed. The
software has a discrete simulation language embedded within the software
toolkit. The error subroutine can be modified by the programer to allow
sensitivity of the system to vary. The graphics subroutines allow zooming
on various levels of resolution using the mouse. Windows may be programed
to allow two-dimensional transformations and scrolling of information
within a window. Unique to toolkits of this size and scope is a natural
language subroutine that provides an interpreter to allow English, French,
and German text to be typed into the system and transformed into code. The
software is written in COMMON LISP and will run on LMI or Symbolics LISP
machines. A version for the VAX 11-780 using the VMS operating system is
available. The software toolkit has been used in the development of a
manufacturing forecasting system for logistic management.

(4) LOOPS. LOOPS is a research prototype toolkit that is sold but
not presently supported by the Xerox company. The software toolkit was
developed at the Palo Alto Research Center (PARC). Bobrow and Stefik
(1981) suggested that the goal of LOOPS was to make the programing para-
digms of knowledge engineering simple and easy to learn. The software
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allows procedural-oriented, object-oriented, access-oriented, and rule-
oriented knowledge-based structuring methodologies. The software also
allows the programing paradigms to be used in conjunction with each other
or to be integrated together for programing and debugging knowledge bases.
The procedural methodology allows inheritance in the knowledge base to be
displayed graphically with active values. This allows interactive browsing
with a terminal screen. The program can modify or edit objects in the
knowledge base and change inheritance relationships. The software toolkit
also contains a rule compiler that keeps the LISP code in correspondence
with the rules and allows the compiled program to rm faster. The toolkit
has extensive support for debugging. The software is programed in
INTERLISP-D and runs on the Xerox D-series LISP machines. Stefik, Bobrow,
Mittal, and Conway (1983) developed an economic application using LOOPS to
simulate independent truckers for instructional purposes.

Section II. ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE HARDWARE

2-10. AI ARCHITECTURE

a. Overview. The original symbolic computing was done on an IBM model
704 (Levy, 1984). Due to the requirements for large amounts of main memory
and processors, a special class of hardware was developed. Bawden, et al.
(1979) have suggested that the advantage of a LISP machine is to give the
user the ultimate personal computer. The user is given full use of the
main memory, the throughput capacity of the processor, and the disk. The
computer allocates to the user this processor from a pool of processors,
each tied to its own piece of main memory and disk. When the user is
finished, all these elements return to the pool in the machine:

The LISP Machine is a personal computer. Personal computing
means that the processor and main memory are not time-
division multiplexed; instead each person gets his own. The
personal computation system consists of a pool of
processors, each with its own main memory, and its own disk
for swapping. When a user logs in, he is assigned a
processor, and he has exclusive use of it for the duration
of the session. When he logs out, the processor is returned
to the pool, for the next person to use. This way, there is
no competition from other users for memory; the pages the
user is frequently referring to remain in core; and swapping
overhead is considerably reduced. Thus, the LISP Machine
solves a basic problem of timesharing LISP systems.

(Bawden, et al., 1979, p 348)

b. The MIT LISP Machine

(1) LISP machines grew out of a project started at the MIT computer
science department. The first AI machine was developed at the MIT AI
laboratory in 1976. This machine was called the CONS. The CONS was a
diskless machine that had to be collocated with a PDP-11 for I/O and
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memory. The CONS machine evolved into the CADR machine. The CADR machine
can be considered the first standalone Al machine. The CADR runs a 32-bit
microprocessor using a paged virtual memory with 256 words per page. The
CADR had a recursive descent compiler. This allowed AI programers to back
into or out of execution orders in their software.

(2) LISP words on a MIT LISP machine are larger than those on most
"general purpose computers. The LISP machine uses a 32-bit word that is
CDR-coded to reduce memory storage. All versions of LISP use pairs of
pointers in memory which are stored jointly. CDR coding depends on LISP
list structure which has a two-part list called the CONS. The first
element of the CONS is called the CAR. The rest of the list is called the
CDR. Two bits of the LISP machine word are used to indicate the value of a
CONS pair (i.e., the two-word list element is the CAR of a CONS, which is
followed by a CDR) and their storage in the memory of the LISP machine.
Tne CDR-code field may have the value of "CDR-NORMAL, "CDR-NEXT," and "CDR-
NIL." Regular storage is given the value of "CDR-NORMAL." Compacted LISP
code is given the value "CDR-NEXT." The last CONS is given the value "CDR-
NIL." This has become the standard notion for LISP words.

(3) Much of the power of a LISP machine is gained through its archi-
tecture that is designed to handle function calls. In LISP, everything is
effected with function. Function calls on a list use the CONS on the LISP
machine to gain efficiency. The function call and function return features
of the LISP machine set it apart from general purpose computers. The LISP
machine and its software will allow a function to take arguments and to
return a LISP object. Variables referenced by the function may be bound or
set by the user differently. Calling a function opens a stack buffer in
the machine. The programer can push arguments onto the stack in a nested
fashion similar to APL. This process is normally not visible to the pro-
gramer. The functions that "push" or "pop" elements onto or from the front
of a list which is stored in global type variable are very useful for pro-
gram development and debugging. All LISP expressions are functions.
Stacked hardware allows recursive function calling. Gabriel (1985) de-
scribed the advantages of stacked hardware for function calling in a LISP
machine.

During a function call, the arguments are computed and then
pushed onto the temporary stack. The function call instruc-
tion specifies the function to be called, the number of
arguments, and what to do with the results (ignore them,
push them on the temporary stack, return them as the
caller's result, or accept multiple values on the stack).
The caller sees if there is room in the stack buffer for a
new frame, checks for the right number of arguments, and the
legality of the function being called. If all is well, the
caller builds a frame and copies the new arguments to it.
The frame itself may be up to 220 words long. &REST
arguments are handled by passing the callee a pointer to a
CDR-coded list of the arguments from earlier in the stack
(created either by the current caller or by some previous
caller). This avoids the necessity of variable length data
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in the main part of the frame. The caller then transfers
control to the called function, which ultimately issues a
return instruction. The return instruction insures that the
caller's frame is in the stack buffer, removes the called
function's frame, and replaces the caller's copy of the
arguments with multiple returned values, if any; otherwise,
it places the single returned value in the appropriate
place.

(Gabriel, 1985, p 39)

Therefore, LISP machines have the advantage of using stacked hardware
*" managed by processor hardware that moves arguments to registers that call

and return functions. Gabriel (1985) has also suggested that most LISP
implementations use call and return of functions in 25 percent of the total
execution time.

c. Architecture in Support of LISP

(1) Much of the flexibility of LISP on a LISP machine is derived from
the use of pointers. Pointers are addresses in memory registers. A large
amount of memory is required to run LISP programs. Since LISP pointers are
addresses in physical memory registers and LISP memory contains nested
pointers and data, the use of memory tags is needed to distinguish pointers
from data. The tags of arguments call the right routines by microcoded
instruction sets. Matthews, Manuel, and Krueger (1986) suggested that
special hardware features are required to fully exploit the LISP language.

The system designer or software developer moving into
symbolic processing soon finds that choosing an intelligent
workstation requires a knowledge of the unique features of
LISP architecture. These features include the extensive use
of multiple variables and data types, the use of garbage
collection to control data traffic, a linear address space
that uses a large number of data structures, and an extended
data-tagging system field. A LISP machine that effectively
implements these features in hardware takes advantage of the
idiosyncrasies of the LISP environment. To implement the
internal LISP features, the LISP machine must have a very
large microcode memory. It must also have a variety of
extra internal registers to take care of data tagging.
Finally, the machine must have a dual-pointer stack to track
data movement within the large abstract address.

(Matthews, Manuel, & Kruger, 1986, p 95)

(2) Memory is a computationally expensive item (in both machine
cycles and physical space) in processing LISP software in conventional
computers. This is less costly in LISP machines because of the use of
pointers. Matthews, Manual, and Krueger (1986) pointed out that special
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hardware features designed into LISP machines allow memory requirements of
LISP not to limit the utility of the language:

A LISP machine has a very large microcode memory (typically
16 Kbytes x 50 to 60 bits). In such a machine, LISP source
code is not executed directly, but is compiled down to a
virtual machine code (macrocode). The microcode then inter-
prets the macrocode. To allow interpreted execution of LISP
source code, a compiled LISP interpreter program is always
resident in the system. Many of the internal LISP features,
such as the virtual memory management and garbage collection
are implemented in microcode. Since the microcode is resi-
dent in the system changes, executions and modifications can
be easily made. In the data paths of a simple LISP machine,
a register file drives one input of the ALU, and the other
ALU input is driven by a bus. On this bus is a second
register file, stack cache, virtual memory address register,
memory data register, LISP macrocode location counter and
macrocode instruction buffer. The ALU output drives the
machine's main data bus. This bus feeds data back to the
data path sources and to parts of the control section. In
parallel with the ALU is a shifter/masker which also drives
the main data bus. Each machine instruction uses the ALU or
the shifter/masker to perform its operation. To eliminate a
separate tag processor, tags are implemented as the top few
bits of the data word and the normal data paths are used for
tag processing. The shifter/masker is added to make tag
processing, which involves many bit manipulations, more
efficient. The shifter/masker consists of a barrel shifter
and a full width programable AND gate. The barrel shifter
shifts a data word any number of bits in one operation, and
the masker allows any number of bits in the shifted word to
be masked off. It then combines the masked word with a
back-abstract address space in a real-word machine that has
limited physical memory space, a variety of techniques must
be used to implement memory management. These techniques
are collectively known as garbage collection.

(Matthews, Manuel, & Krueger, 1986 pp 97-98)

LISP pointers need to include the memory location and the memory partition.
Each LISP pointer contains a virtual memory address which is converted into
physical memory. Gabriel (1985) suggested that the tagged architecture and
encoding of pointers allows runtime management of typing by the LISP
machine:

LISP supports a runtime typing system. This means that at
runtime it is possible to determine the type of an object
and take various actions depending on that type. The typing
information accounts for a significant amount of the com-
plexity of an implementation; type decoding can be a
frequent operation . . .. There is a spectrum of methods
for encoding the type of a LISP object and the following are
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two extremes: the typing information can be encoded in the
pointer or it can be encoded in the object . ... In tagged
architectures such as the LISP machine), the tags of argu-
ments are automatically used to dispatch to the right rou-
tines by the microcode in generic arithmetic
Microcoded machines typically can arrange for the tag field
to be easily or automatically extracted upon memory fetch.
Stack hardware can either have byte instructions suitable
for tag extraction or can arrange for other field
extraction, relying on shift or mask instructions in the
worst case. Runtime management of types is one of the main
attractions of microcoded LISP machines.

(Gabriel, 1985, pp 14-15)

(3) Garbage collection is an important architectural feature needed
to support LISP software. LISP list creation, storage, and manipulation
use large amounts of virtual memory. Since LISP pointers and their objects
are allocated to a portion of memory, this LISP pointer and object space
progressively become "garbage" as pointers and objects become inactive
(i.e., unreferenced). Garbage collection is generally accomplished by
following all active pointers in an old memory space. These LISP pointers
and their LISP objects are copied to a new memory space leaving only
garbage. This freed memory space is then reclaimed. Baker (1979) has
reviewed the allocation of memory space in relation to garbage collection.

(4) The technical manuals for the LMI Lambda (List Machine, 1984),
Symbolics 3600 series (1984), and Texas Instruments Explorer (1984) provide
detailed technical information on AI architectures in support of LISP as
weli as some differences in this first generation of AI machines to grow
out of the MIT CADR. The Xerox AI machine was developed out of an earlier
MIT TX-2 machine. The Alto and the Xerox D-series AI machines had bit-
mapped display systems and a mouse (a computer peripheral for manipulating
screen images). These features were later incorporated into the other
commercial AI machines developed out of the MIT CADR technology. Bit-
mapped graphics are considered by some computer hardware traditionalists as
a mixed blessing. These memory-heavy graphics require a vast amount of
paging and virtual memory. The requirement for a machine to yield under-
standing as well as speed, costs machine memory and machine cycles. The
Xerox AI machine and its development have been reviewed by Perry and
Wallich (1985).

2-11. AI HARDWARE

a. The assessment of AI hardware was limited to dedicated AI systems
with RAM memory greater than 1 Mbyte. The dedicated AI systems have wrap-
ped their hardware around the conventions of the LISP language and tend to
run LISP more effectively and efficiently than general purpose computer
systems. The overview of symbolics LISP machine architecture by Moon
(1987) generally supports the notion that specialized AI hardware is
required to program large-scale Al applications software. Winston and
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Brown (1979) suggested an "AND" logic gate metaphor from electrical

engineering to illustrate LISP machine hardware. Although somewhat dated,
the concept illustrated in Figure 2-7 provides a good illustration of the
additional features required in processing symbols and relationships. In
the figure, the first grouping refers to memory and memory management. The
second group deals with microcode. The third group deals with using LISP
as an implementation language above the microcode level. The fourth group
deals with service (Winston & Brown, 1979, p 341). The requirements for a
LISP machine are generally similar to those of general purpose computers:

. . . these are but a few of many things that must be right
to have a viable processor for LISP. The diagram in the
figure is meant to suggest an AND gate--having most of the
listed features does not do much good. Having all of them
properly brought together is the source of the LISP
machine's revolutionary power.

We stress that these demands are not the idiosyncratic
demands of a particular language. Rather, they are the
demands always pressed by any language that supplies the
data representation and manipulation features inherently
required by intelligent information processing. We also
stress that having these features does not make the LISP
machine less capable at more traditional computing tasks.
The demands of intelligent information processing are a
suoerset of tne demands of ordinary good computer design.

(Winston & Brown, 1979, p 342)

Gabriel and Masinter (1982) and Gabriel (1985) reviewed LISP implementation
on general purpose computer architectures and AI machines. Future Al
architectures that are under development are reviewed by Mathews, Manuel,
and Kruegar (1985, 1986). Experimental AI architectures are detailed by
Schneck, Austin, Squires, Lehmann, Mizell, & Wallgren (1985), and Hillis
(1985). Matthews et al. (1985) has suggested that many advances in AI
architectures will be possible with custom-designed, very large-scale
integration (VLSI) switch circuits:

"VLSI is the key to future machines, so the question is how
to use VLSI technology. There are three general approaches
which can be taken: 1) creating uniprocessor architectures
with internal parallelism, 2) creating an architecture to be
a collection of specialized processors working cooperatively
and 3) moving to massively parallel architectures".

(Matthews, Manuel, & Krueger, 1985, p 1.2-7)
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Figure 2-7. Requirements for a Powerful List Processing Computer

The design of megabit VLSI microchips is a complex task. Mead and Conway
(1980) have suggested that design aids are needed in VLSI chip design.
Chao (1983) has suggested the use of computer graphics for VLSI systems
design. The use of expert system software may also be useful in designing
VLSI chips used in multiprocessor system architectures. Kaisler (1986) has
suggested that many AI applications will require parallel processing
architectures. The latest and best work in Al architectures appears to
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suggest that computing human intellectual processes may require a great
deal of raw computer power that is directed to its computing job with a
great deal of precision. Brute force computing alone does not appear
adequate to reproduce intelligent processes on a machine. Massively
parallel computing architectures appear to give a great deal of computing
power and manage complexity in a way similar to that of the human brain
(McClelland and Rumelhart, 1986; Rumelhart and McClelland, 1986). It is
unfortunate that in its present state of development, specific parallel
processing AI architectures may be needed for each domain-dependent
application. In the specialized domain of automated chess playing the use
of VLSI technology has advanced very rapidly. Until recently computer
chess was largely restricted to machines playing other machines. Within
the last year (Berliner, 1986; Berliner and Ebeling, 1986), the leading
machine has beaten four human chess masters in tournament games. The great
power of this automated chess machine was achieved by wrapping the software
into the VSLI hardware features:

The SUPREM architecture is realized in Hitech, CMU's
(Carnegie-Mellon University's) chess machine/program. The
hardware can process approximately 200,000 chess positions
per second. This includes generating a move, and incre-
mentally maintaining all representations and the values that
these generate, and retracting all these when the time comes
to back-track in the search (this allows rapid movement
through the search space with fast evaluation of the nodes
in the knowledge representation)... It is in the method of
move generation and evaluation where we differ from previous
efforts. Our move generator is based on the parallel
computation of all possible legal moves, of which there are
only about 4,000. This means that there can be no more than
80 'ever-possible' moves by one side to a single square.
The identification of which of these ever-possible moves is
possible in the current position is performed on an array of
64 identical custom VLSI chips, one for each destination
square. The fact that all moves are recognized simulta-
neously by different agents allows each agent to evaluate
its a priori choice for best move to its square. It is then
possible to choose among the best moves that each of the 64
chips tenders.

(Berliner & Ebeling, 1986, pp 5-7)
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b. Appendix D contains an Al hardware analysis for AI machines currently
available. Figure 2-8 illustrates the relationship between AI hardware and
general purpose machines. The notion of parallel matrix multiplication
forms driving computer hardware development was stated by Charlesworth and
Gustafson (1986) and was developed into a method to analyze new hardware by
Cooper (1986):

11. The CAA 'Hardware Space' figure includes a 'Tendencies
Key' to the special notation. That key is intended to
suggest--
a. n- 2 to 512. Coarse to mid-grained parallelism in

processors and perhaps also memories.
b. n- greater than or equal to 1000. Very fine-grained

parallelism in processors and perhaps also memories.
c. M- memory. A separately identifiable memory unit re-

gardless of whether it is fairly small or very large.
d. iP- fixed point processor. A processor definitely

providing fixed point processing in hardware. It may per-
form floating point operations via software. The emphasis
in symbolic and very fine-grained parallel processing tends
toward iP. Much so-called scientific computing can be per-
formed with iP's if the parallelism is fine-grained enough.
e. fP- floating point processor. A processor definitely

providing floating point processing in hardware. It may and
usually does also provide fixed point processing in hardware
(largely for addressing computation) but some parallel
systems calculate memory addresses apart from the fP proces-
sors. (A famous classic computer, the CDC 6000 series pro-
vided hardware floating point multiplication but not fixed
point multiplication.) The usual tendency is to think of
scientific processing and fP as going hand-in-hand. But fP
need is often more a result of aggregation in the sense of
providing only coarse- to mid-grained parallelism. In the
terms of a numerical analyst, needing or not needing fP is
very much influenced by the mesh or grid size used to dis-
cretize a space and/or time continuum.
f. v- vector(processor). Although there are different

ways to perform vector processing, the tendency intended
here is largely one of specialized pipelining rather than
distributing elements to many essentially scalar processors.
In particular, if a 'v' appears as a modifier within a paral-
lel symbol in the figure, vi implies some sort of special
vector device 'added on' on each processor node.
12. The composite symbols within the vertices of the figure
use nesting of parentheses consistent with ordinary alge-
bratic and English.
13. The '*' symbol represents multiple copies of the fol-
lowing expression (consistent with parentheses).
14. The composite symbol 'P,M' is to suggest that processor
and memory are distinct. The symbol 'PM' is to suggest an
architecture in which a processor and memory tend to blend
into a single entity -- as in some of the massively parallel,
very fine-grained systems.
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15. The distinction between local and shared memories is
symbolized as --

(n*(P,M) local memory
((n*P)M) global memory

This distinction is one of the most crucial with regard to
model formulation. The first kind of generic parallelism,
(n*(P,M)), for practical purposes, forces an object-
oriented, message passing formalism. It permits total
memory 'n times' the address space of a single processor;
the net practical address space may be reduced by
requirements to clone copies of program and data across
nodes. Software utility developers appear to be many years
away from providing tools that can automatically object-
orient an originally non-object-oriented (i.e., process-
oriented) formulation. Very few analyst-programers appear
to have mastered the art of writing original object-oriented
models that slide directly into parallel achitectures.
16. The second kind of generic parallelism, ((n*P)M),
forces all the processors to use the same address space.
Some parts of the global memory may have to be reserved as
local to each of the separate processors. Object-
orientation and message-passing formalism are not required
for this kind of parallelism. Formulation of large-scale
models is difficult, but some analyst-programers believe
that global parallelism makes model formulation inherently
easier than for local parallelism.

(Cooper, 1986, pp 24-25)

At this stage of development, AI hardware needs to be used in conjunction
with general purpose computer hardware in order to provide an environment
that is useful for analysis. The notion of yolking symbolic and numeric
hardware and their supporting software together is useful. There is a
possibility that the resulting metacomputer can have an efficiency greater
than the sum of its components.

c. Al hardware provides an optimal means to manipulate graphs and tree
structures used in Al software. AI hardware has been optimized on symbolic
processing and is therefore not an efficient medium for large-scale numeric
applications. Although numeric applications have been shown to run effi-
ciently on AI hardware (Gabriel, 1985), it can generally be concluded that
AI is not appropriate for many general purpose applications. The develop-
ment of AI software, toolkits, and applications programs appears to lag the
introduction of new AI hardware by 24 to 60 months.

d. Table 2-6 illustrates the development of CAA's computer hardware
from 1981 to 1985 (Hurd, 1985). The acquisition of computer hardware shows
a smooth growth which appears to parallel the development of computer hard-
ware technology.
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Table 2-6. CAA Computer Systems Vital Statistics, 1981-1985

Sperry 1100/80 System 1981 1985

Number of CPUs 2 4
Memory (in mega-words) 2 4
Disk capacity (in mega-words) 708 2,645
Number of tape drives 7 8
Number of printers 5 4
Communications system GCS DCP

Number of active terminals 18 32*

* 36 additional ports available to support (100+) PCs
Current ports can also support additional terminals

Note: 1 Mega-word = 1,048,576 words = 4,194,304 characters (bytes)

VAX 11/780 1983 1985

Memory (in mega-bytes) 2 8
Disk capacity (in mega-bytes) 512 922
Number of terminals 6 14
Number of tape drives 1 1
Number of printers 1 1
RAMTEK graphics stations 3 7

Superset PGM Workstations 4 5
(4 PGM-I) (3 PGM-1)

(2 PGM-2)

TEKTRONIX Graphics Terminals (workstations) 2 3
(4014, 4081) (4014, 2-4107)

Microcomputers 1981 1985

OSI CP-IVD 2 2
Apple II 1 1
IBM PC 3
IBM PC-XT 5
INM PC-AT 30

SYMBOLICS Workstations

3670 1
3740 1
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Section III. CAA MODELS, METHODOLOGIES, AND STUDIES

2-12. AN OVERVIEW OF CAA MODELS, METHODOLOGIES, AND STUDIES

a. Overview. Most analytic studies conducted at CAA use computer simu-
lation models. Historical data on theater-level war are over 40 years old
and do not reflect advances in technology and weaponry. Combat simulation
models bridge the gap between historical records of war and expected effects
of new techniques osi-theater-level battles. Combat simulation provides a
tool to study the effects of varying doctrine, organization, and equipment
mixes on theater-level combat. This section is limited to observations
about theater level models and their applications outlined in Army Regu-
lation 5-11 (US Army, 1983). The theater level models are part of a linked
model hierarchy that includes models of corps/division and combat/support
(i.e., battalion) task force levels of scope. The model hierarchy of com-
puterized combat simulations is called the Army Model Improvement Program
(AMIP). A variety of models at each force level are developed to serve as
training, interactive (man/machine wargames), and automated simulations.
These models evolve to adapt new technologies to the needs of the Army.
The Army Models Committee (US Army, 1986) influences the models and the
linkage between the models. The computer simulation model allows fore-
casting and decisionmaking to be made under controlled quantitative condi-
tions. This has proven extremely useful for analysis and development of
Army policy and doctrine. Model methodology allows for the systemic con-
figuration, calibration, and control of the modeling process. Methodology
controls the mathematical and nonmathematical logic that is implicitly and
explicitly embedded in the combat simulation models. This section reviews
models by their characteristics and purposes. The evaluation of the models
will provide some insights into issues involved in modeling land combat.
Models used by CAA during fiscal year 1985 were considered in this evalua-
tion.

b. General Characteristics of Combat Simulation Models. The modeling
of theater-level land combat is an abstract impressionistic enterprise (e.g.,
it contains no reference to weapon ranges within a line of sight). Tiede
(1978) has suggested that modeling ground combat requires a level of dif-
ficulty surpassing air or sea combat modeling.

The question of incorporating the effects of theater level decision-
* making . . . may be useful to extend the reasoning to this level

for the sake of the completeness of the argument. The establish-
ment of the initial conditions for the high-resolution combat
models should reflect two different kinds of theater level
decisions:

9 Policy decision for the engagement of extended range tar-
gets not included in the high-resolution model

e Decisions that allocate resources to the combined arms
forces modeled in the high-resolution modelModels to implement policy decisions for engagement of extended-

range targets are essentially tactical air campaign models
The allocation of resources (to include missions and general
plans for operation) to corps/divisions is a more complex
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problem than the engagement policy problem. This, too, is
an optimization problem in that the theater commander is in
fact establishing a campaign strategy for both air and
ground forces. The degree to which this process is relative
and dependent on information flow is not well understood at
this time

(Tiede, 1978, pp 160-161)

The resolution and complexity of the physics and terrain in land combat
often exceed the limits of algorithmic representation. Three levels of
combat models were suggested by Tiede (1978) to describe land warfare.
Descriptions of land warfare are generally represented by: (1) controlled
troop exercises; (2) wargaming; and (3) computer modeling. Due to limita-
tions on size and time, CAA uses only wargames and computer modeling for
its studies program on theater land warfare. Most wargaming at CAA is of
the rigid type (i.e., descriptions of forces are represented by control
elements and rule sets). Wargaming is also limited to computer assisted
games used for studies of strategy and planning. The difficulty in train-
ing theater-level battle players (i.e., players that have the ability to
abstractly conceptualize battles beyond the earth's horizon) limits the use
of these models in studies at CAA. The model of choice for theater-level
analytic studies at CAA is a fully automated (i.e., no human interaction
with the model) computer model. Computer models used at CAA are classified
according to the following characteristics:

(1) Acronym (popular identifier)

(2) Name

(3) Size

(4) Category/Interest Code

(a) A - Active

Suffix G - computer graphics program

Suffix M - model or multimodel system

Suffix S - support routine

Suffix U - utility routine

Note Gi - interactive graphic option(s)

Note Go - supplemental graphics option(s)

(b) C - Conversion/Test
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(c) D - Development

(d) I - Interest (i.e., developed outside CAA)

(e) 0 - Outside (i.e., used by CAA outside Agency)

(f) S - Standby (i.e., available in-house)

Appendix E contains a detailed description of the models of interest to
CAA. More comprehensive listings of models used in the area of land combat
simulations can be found in the Deputy Under Secretary of the Army for
Operations Research Catalo5 of War Games, Training Games, and Combat
Simulations (US Army, 1983) and the Joint Chiefs of Staff Catalog of

* Wargaming and Military Simulation Models (Quattromani, 1982).

c. Model Paraneters. Some of the informal descriptors of CAA models
include physical measures such as lines of code, amount of core storage,
and run time. For example, FORCEM consists of over 130,000 lines of code,

,/ takes 2 million Sperry 36-bit words, and runs over 24 hours on the Sperry
1100/84 computer. Because models at CAA are under constant modification,
no strict description using these parameters is kept. Other model
parameters such as sensitivity, validity, transportability, and usability
(i.e., the ability to modify the model) are applied on an individual basis
to the model by the user. Since most CAA models simulate the allocation of
resources, they can be classified on the assumptions they make about the
nature of allocation. Most CAA models assume a deterministic relationship
between theater-level combat attrition and the allocation of resources.
Stochastic assumptions of resource allocation incorporated in economic/cost
modeling have been used to a lesser degree at CAA.

2-13. CAA MODELS IN FY 1985 BY PURPOSE. Twenty-seven models were used at
CAA for studies conducted in fiscal year 1985. These models can be classi-
fied by purpose into five categories listed in Table 2-7. These categories
are only generally descriptive of the CAA models. Because many of the CAA
studies are bound into models, the study and the modpl often appear the
same. Appendix E contains the complete names and descriptions of each
model.
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Table 2-7. CAA Models Used in FY 1985 by Function

1. Maintain Readiness (five models)

PRIM
E-DATE
NAPM
P SAM
P FAN

II. Direct Force Modernization (three models)

MICAF/AFP
RECPOM
ARQ

III. Mobilize and Deploy Forces (five models)

MOBREM
TRAN SMO
SITAP
RIM
CAMP

IV. Conduct Tactical Warfare (nine models)

CO SAGE
CEM
F OR GEM
C FAS
F OM
TPM
AT CAL
P UTAR
NUFAM

V. Sustain Field Operations (five models)

F AS TAL S
TARMS

* WARRAMP
GAS STRAT
PFM
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2-14. CA METHODOLOGIES. Methodologies are often used to compute values
within a simulation model. Other times, a methodology is used either to
aggregate values that are inputs to models or to disaggregate model output.
Occasionally, a methodology is used to process data independently (as in a
cost study). A survey of operations research tools and techniques conducted
by CAA's Management Division in December 1985 yielded no consistent defini-
tion or pattern of use for methodologies. Many studies and models were
cited as a tool or technique used at CAA during 1985 to accomplish studies.
The following methodologies were cited as used by CAA in the performance of
the study process in 1985:

(1) Combat Modeling

(2) Analog Modeling

(3) Statistical Analysis

(4) Mathematical Programing

(5) Queuing Theory

(6) Time Series Analysis

(7) Computer Assisted Wargaming

(8) Economic Analysis

(9) AI/Expert Systems

(10) Experimental Design

(11) Computer Programing

(12) Preparation and Presentation of Data

(13) Computer Simulation

(14) Superset Graphics

(15) Digital Modeling

(16) Political/Military Gaming Techniques

(17) Support Operations Modeling

(18) Cost/Benefit Analysis

(19) Bayesian Analysis (informal)

(20) Data Base Research
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(21) Learning and Adaptive Systems

A re-analysis of the operations research techniques used in the fiscal year
1985/1986 Study Program yielded a more coherent picture. A management
analysis of 115 studies yielded 10 methodologies that were distributed as
follows:

(1) Political/Military Gaming (1 study)

(2) Al/Expert System (2 ,tudies)

(3) Econometric Forecasting (2 Studies)

(4) Network Analysis (3 studies)

(5) Analytic Modeling (5 studies)

(6) Economic Analysis (7 studies)

(1) Computer Assisted Wargaming (9 studies)

(8) Mathematical Programing (19 studies)

(9) Combat Simulation (32 studies)

(10) Statistical Analysis (35 studies)

It appears that a clearer pattern of methodology use emerges over time.
This pattern may be more of a function of the size and scope of the studies
conducted at CA than of the utility of any single methodology. Moglewer
(1984) suggested another possible explanation for this widely disparate
view of methodologies. It was suggested that the United States used
inauctive cognitive processes to approach operations research in defense
planning and the operational art. Essentially, this approach attempts to
describe, measure, explain, predict, and theorize in order to reach an
induction. This approach is the converse to the Soviet approach of begin-
ning with theory and proceeding to measurement in order to verify a deduc-
tion. The results of the CAA survey of methodologies appear to confirm
this conclusion.
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2-15. CAA STUDIES. Studies at CAA are conducted under the guidelines
established in the Army Studies Program (Army Regulation 5-5).The essence
of CAA study effort is to give the Army staff an internal analytic capabil-
ity to study its policy and doctrine in relationship to external require-
ments such as Congressional legislation. CAA's study output is utilized by
the Army in a similar manner to the Air Force's use of the Air Force Center
for Studies and Analyses. During fiscal year 1985, CAA performed 49
studies. CAA studies that are beginning, ongoing, or will be completed in
fiscal year 1986 can be grouped by purpose into the following five
categories:

(1) Develop Planning, Programing, Budgeting, and Execution System
inputs

(2) Analyze mobilization, deployment, and operational capabilities

(3) Design Army force alternatives

(4) Maintain force data bases

(5) Improve analytic techniques

A precise count of studies that take place in each category during any
given year is difficult to obtain. Many studies begin in one fiscal year
and overlap two fiscal years. Other types of studies combine several study
efforts under one study. For example, the Light Helicopter Fleet Study is
actually a family of studies. The general range of the CAA study effort is
between 45 and 65 study completions per fiscal year. To gain insight into
the CAA study program, a benchmark was created using Hughes' (1984) classi-
fication categories for models and the 49 studies completed at CAA during
fiscal year 1985. The analysis of studies should give a snapshot of the
study process (Table 2-8).

The analysis of the study process was based on a sample of studies con-
ducted during two fiscal years in a peacetime environment. It is very pro-
bable that the proportion of studies devoted to any one category would
change drastically during wartime.
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Table 2-8. Fiscal Year 1985 CAA Studies by Model Category
(page 1 of 2 pages)

I. Battle Planning (24.5 percent)

1. Army Force Planning Data and Assumptions, FY 85-94
2. Measuring Improved Capability of Army Forces
3. Mid-Range Force Study - 84
4. Total Force Capability Assessment FY 90 Army Movement

Requirements
5. Division Combat Sample Library
6. Force Level Analog Modeling Evaluation
7. Special Forces Requirements
8. Army Strategy Processing Model - Test I
9. Defense Planning Questionnaire - Army Mobilization Analysis
10. Nuclear and Chemical Assessment Data
11. Support Force Requirements - Northeast Asia
12. Army Force Planning Data and Assumptions, FY 86-95

II. Wartime Operations (0.0 percent)

III. Weapons Procurement (6.1 percent)

1. AH-64 Operational Availability/Inherent Availability
2. Maximizing CH-47 Corps/Division Flying Hours
3. Division Air Defense Special Study

IV. Force Sizing (16.3 percent)

1. Light Infantry Division Capability Analysis - Firepower and
Survivability

2. Light Corps Capability Analysis - Corps Analysis
3. Light Corps Capability Analysis - Airborne Corps Firepower

Potential
4. Measuring Improved Capabilities of Army Forces - Improved

Allocation to Achieve a Capability Target
5. Measuring Improved Capability of Army Forces - POMCUS/PURE

Excursion
6. MAXFLY - Planned Storage of Aircraft
7. Tank Distribution Analysis
8. TRASANA Aircraft
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Table 2-8. Fiscal Year 1985 CAA Studies by Model Category
(page 2 of 2 pages)

V. Human Resource Planning (20.4 percent)

1. Network Analysis Planning Model
2. Unit Replacement System Analysis
3. Wartime Manpower Planning System Casualty Estimates
4. Network Analysis Planning Model - Judge Advocate General Corps
5. Army Awards Analysis (Reserve Component)
6. Armor Resource Training Study
7. Casualty Replacement Rates
8. Wartime Manpower Planning System FY 87-91
9. Casualty Estimation for Contingencies

10. Evaluation of the Military Entrance Physical Strength Capacity
Test

VI. Logistic Planning (18.4 percent)

1. Overview/PARCOM Turnkey Projects
2. Improved Methods of Automated Logistic Systems Development
3. Development of the Analytic Requirements Model
4. Analytic Assistance to Tank-Automotive Logistic Office
5. Transportation Model Comparison
6. Transportation Workload Forecasting Study - Implementation
7. Southwest Asia LOGCAP Estimate Study
8. Army Physical Inventory Control Procedures
9. Wartime Requirements for Ammunition and Materiel, Korea FY 90

VII. National Policy Analysis (10.2 percent)

1. Program Forces Capability Analysis - FY 90
2. Program Forces Capability Analysis - FY 92
3. Integrated Warfare Scenario Study
4. Joint Program Assessment Memorandum - Army Movement

Requirements
5. OMNIBUS Capability Study

VIII. Command, Control, Communications, and Intelligence (0.0 percent)

IX. Cost (4.1 percent)

1. Management of Information Analysis
2. MICOM Industrial Fund Operations
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2-16. CAA STUDY PROCESS, ISSUES, AND ANALYSIS. The CAA study process is
designed to be responsive to study tasks formulated for near-term Army staff
requirements as outlined under Army Regulation 5-5. Figure 2-9 illustrates
the study process and its desired attributes (Vandiver, 1986). This para-
digm represents a baseline notion of interaction of human expertise, compu-
ter hardware, and computer software in the CAA study process. It also pro-
vides a structure to integratp the effects of new technology and procedures
into the CAA study process. An informal analysis of CAA studies using this
paradigm of the CAA study process has indicated that a large portion of the
entire study process is devoted to tasks that are outside the computer runs.
The processes of preparing study directives, collecting and preparing input
data for the study and the model, postmodel analysis, and study report gen-
eration rely on human expertise and appear to consume a great deal of study
time. This appears to be a profitable area for the application of expert
systems technology since it historically captures the study process in soft-
ware for a future generation of analysts. Expert systems technology would
also have the additional benefit of standardizing CAA study procedures.
Networking expert systems software (i.e., distributed expert systems) would
potentially speed the CAA study process by several orders of magnitude.
The addition of symbolic processing capability to the model exercise portion
of the process may add speed and flexibility to both the model runs and the
overall study process by enabling the simulation to redirect itself during
runtime. The coupling of symbolic architecture with numeric simulation
engines would allow implementations of models that share files across a
hierarchy of submodels. This would allow a customization of a new model to
fit the requirements of the data and the study being conducted. An added
benefit of coupling a hierarchy of models would be that selective data col-
lection during runtime could be analyzed at different levels of resolution
for different studies. The preceding notion of the-applications of AI tech-
nology to the CAA study process and CAA models may have some generalizabil-
ity to other study processes and other models.,within the Army Model Improve-
ment Program (AMIP). AI technology, symbolic hardware and software, and
the functional approach to modeling (i.e., the relations and behavior of
objects within a simulation) may offer a dimension of speed and power to
the analytic community. These attributes are not presently available and
do not appear to be within the developmental limitations of current techno-
logy used by CAA or AMIP.
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Figure 2-9. The CAA Study Process
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Section IV. CA TRAINING

2-17. CAA TRAINING

a. Introduction. CAA is a highly professional organization which
trains toward excellence in performance. Appendix G provides an analysis
and assessment of CAA skills during fiscal year 1985. The following
assessment of CAA's training is provided to enhance the training effort
toward excellence.

b. Tasks for Training in Al. Training in AI will tend to resemble the
notions of the National Football League's training for championships. Team
training is developed through management of individual skills in pursuit of
organizational goals. Individual specialists need to be trained in terms
of their task behaviors. Job task analysis is the critical variable in
establishing individual training plans for user and programer level person-
nel. Education produces discriminate learning that focuses on producing
task-related behaviors in individuals. Group training targets aggregate
performance of individual members toward achievement or organizational
goals. Feedback of individual performance must be inputed intp a group.
The analysis of this feedback is used to replan the training of the
individual and the group. This process of training draws heavily on human
factors research. Interdisciplinary teams such as those usually composing
an AI effort must train as a group in order to achieve a coordinated
effect. Training effectiveness analysis needs to be performed at CAA to
analyze individual performance in term of the group or study team goals.
Specialized training from AI teams requires the same care in planning and
analysis that CAA normally uses in its study programs.

c. Training for Excellence in Al. Training CAA personnel in Al skills
will require specialized training assistance from outside the Agency. The
use of AI languages and skills is new to personnel at CAA. A few individ-
uals in the Agency are generally acquainted with LISP and PROLOG from com-
parative programing courses in universities. No person within the Agency
is skilled in building expert system software. As a minimum, AI software
programers need training to perform:

(1) Programing of LISP/PROLOG

(2) Application of AI methodologies

(3) Application of expert system software

(4) Application of knowledge representation methodologies

(5) Application of automatic programing methodologies

(6) Creation and use of symbolic databases

The development of new skills at CAA will take an analysis of present skill
levels within CAA and a plan for transfer of technology and training for
new Al technology. In planning for AI training it is essential that the
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tasks required by the individuals within the Agency be separated from the
Atasks that must be achieved by the organization. In general, technology

flows through organizations while technology transfer takes place through
people. Dalton and Thompson (1986) have developed a four-stage model of
professional career development which may be used to diagnose the organi-
zation and the individuals within it. The stages and their application to
the organization are:

In Stage 1, for instance, employees work under the direction
of others as apprentices, helping and learning from one or
more mentors. In Stage 2, they demonstrate their competence
as independent contributors. In Stage 3, they broaden and
act as idea leaders and mentors for others. In Stage 4,
they provide direction for the organization.
The four-stage model helps define what assignments are appro-
priate for each stage, and provides a framework for frank
center discussion and training. For a company, the model
can lead to professional development efforts and are less
piecemeal. The organization can develop anticipatory pro-
grams rather than 'put out fires.'
For employees, the model crystallizes what is expected of
them at each stage. But more significant, it helps them
recognize that ultimately they are responsible for their own
careers. Organizations where career development efforts are
linked to business needs are less likely to have these efforts
cut off or ignored during 'bad times' such as the current
slump in the computer industry. Thus the first step in
implementing a professional development program is for manage-
ment to determine the human resources needs of the company,
by answering three major questions:

a What human resources are needed to implement the organ-
ization's strategy or business plan?

e What training and experience will ensure that the
organization's strategy can be implemented effectively?

* How critical to the organization is the retention of
Stage 3 and Stage 4 employees (typically those over
age 40), who really know how to use the system to
make things happen?

Once these questions have been addressed, the next step is
to develop a profile of the workforce including such data as
age, seniority, length of job assignments, educational level,
and field of interest for each employee. Information on
recent educational activities, like evening classes and com-
pany courses, are also useful, as are job performance ratings
and salary.

(Dalton & Thompson, 1986, p 43)

The skill levels for military officers and civilian workers are listed in
Appendix G. This breakdown can provide a baseline for management to analyze
current capabilities, experience, education, and training in planning for
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AI technology transfer into CAA. Professional assistance to management
from other Army agencies specializing in training development would be
helpful in attempting to design training plans for AI technology for CAA.

d. Training for Transfer of Al Technology. The focus of a training
program in AI can be directed toward using individual skills to transfer AI
technology into the organization. A profitable area of focus, subject to
verification by professional training analysts, would be to look at the
following areas:

(1) Development of an in-house research staff in Al.

(2) Training/education of the application programers in Al.

(3) The use of New Equipment Training Officers (NETOs) from the Army
Materiel Command to plan transfer of technology for new AI hardware, soft-
ware, and methods.

(4) Conduct human engineering studies of man-in-the-loop in the CAA
study process.

(5) Conduct a reverse engineering and fault analysis of CAA models
and studies in order to feedback new refinements for future training into
the training plan.

(6) Use Intelligent Computer-Based Instruction to teach LISP.
Carnegie-Mellon University (Reiser, Anderson, & Farrell, 1985) has such a
program. It includes:

(a) Audit trail of training.

(b) An error/fault analysis system which keeps track of systematic

errors for groups of learners (i.e., buggy rules/bug catalogue) in order to
improve the training system.

(c) An ideal student model (i.e., a simulation of the programing
knowledge ideal students use in solving LISP problems).

(7) Use Los Alamos National Laboratories to train analysts in LISP
and Al:

(a) The 17-week knowledge-based systems education course appears
adequate to training application level AI programers in the theory, funda-
mental applications, and tools of Al.

(b) The training may need to be augmented by a further simulation
training to meet the needs of CAA's models and studies mission.

c) The projects required for the training course could be coordi-
nated with organization goals identified in a prior training analysis.
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(8) Use TRADOC schools for AI manager and programer training.

(a) An information paper (ATZH-CLC-A dated 28 October 1986 Subject:
Army Artifical Intelligence Training Available at Fort Gordon) has
indicated the availability of the following training during CY 1987:

1. Knowledge Engineering and Basic Expert Systems Building Course
* (2 weeks)

2) . Advanced Course in AI Theory and Expert System Building (4
* weeks)

3. Expert Systems Architecture and Advanced Skills in Object

Oriented Programing Course (8 weeks)

4. Complete AI Training (14 weeks)

5. Introduction to AI in the Army (4 hours)

(b) The use of internal Army resources appears to be a very cost-
effective alternative to training CAA application programers in AI tech-
niques.

Section V. SUMMARY

2-18. SUMMARY. This chapter of the AI Study has provided a survey of AI
software, toolkits, and hardware. The models, methodologies, studies, and
training of the United States Army Concepts Analysis Agency were also

-. surveyed. The description and analysis of these areas will provide the
background and the basis to draw the conclusions and recommendations of the
study.

.-
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CHAPTER 3

SUMMARY AND OBSERVATIONS

3-1. SUMMARY

a. The Artificial Intelligence Study (AIS) was 6onducted to meet the
following objectives:

(1) Assess AI hardware, software, and toolkits that may be used to

enhance CAA's models, methodologies, and studies.

(2) Assess CAA's current projects by study, model, and/or methodology.

(3) Assess CAA's skills, knowledges, and abilities to determine what
type of AI equipment and training are most appropriate to accomplish CAA's
mission.

(4) Propose ways to match AI technology with CAA models and studies
to achieve near-term applications.

(5) Develop a small demonstration project which applies AI technology
to CAA using tools which are currently available.

b. A survey of Al technology and CAA models, methodologies and studies
was made. AI software was reviewed. LISP and PROLOG were reviewed in
detail. Al simulation languages were also analyzed. Object-oriented pro-
graming for AI simulation was reviewed. A sample SIMSCRIPT program convert-
ed by Cassels (1985b, 1985d) into LISP was successfully run on a LISP
machine. Knowledge representation methodologies were examined. Expert
system software was surveyed for its applicability to CAA simulation models,
and a comparison of the logic and use of AI software toolkits was made.
Ten toolkits of a size and scope applicable to CAA's mission were reviewed.

c. A literature review of AI architecture and AI hardware that supports
LISP was made. A three-dimensional notion to classify computer hardware
was introduced. Other AI hardware and architecture were examined and
analyzed. A summary of the hardware 3nalysis is in Appendix D.

d. CAA models and methodologies were reviewed. General characteristics
• of combat simulation models and model parameters were used to describe CAA

models and methodologies. The 27 models used by CAA for studies in fiscal
year 1985 were categorized by purpose. A summary of CAA's models is in

*' Appendix E.

e. The CAA study process was reviewed. The 49 studies conducted at CAA
during fiscal year 1985 were classified by model category.
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f. Al aoplications to CAA database management were analyzed. A recom-
mendation for future directions was also given.

g. An analysis of training at CAA was made. The analysis relied on a
skill assessment conducted during fiscal year 1985. A summary of the skill
assessment is in Appendix G.

3-2. OBSERVATIONS

a. The following observations are reported for the Al study objectives:

(1) In response to study objective 1: assess AI hardware, software,
and toolkits which may enhance CAA's models, methodologies, and studies.

(a) AI hardware, software, and toolkits provide an opportunity for
the application of jump-ahead technology applications to CAA's models,
methodologies, and study process. AI software may require specialized hard-
ware for its development.

(b) The traditional notion that the available hardware defines the
problem, models, and study capability of CAA is obsolete. User problems
and software requirements may now be drivers for hardware acquisition and
software development. The rapid prototyping of AI systems allows greater
end-user involvement in model applications.

(c) The structure of AI hardware and software allows an audit trail
of vendor, developer, and user logic to become embedded in the machinery.
LISP-based models provide an audit trail which allows users and developers
automated documentation and a graphic map of the model logic and action.
Steele (1984) has suggested the use of the LISP property list for code doc-
umentation.

d) Simulations based on VLSI chip technology may occur at great
speeds. Because machine logic may be hardwired into silicon (e.g., VLSI
chips), specific hardware like the TI compact LISP machine can be configured
with VLSI chips to process great numbers of simulated military objects with-
in theaters at high speeds.

(e) Several different types of numeric and symbolic computers may
be coupled (yoked) together for modeling. The resulting metacomputer would
appear to have a capability that is greater than the sum of its parts.

(f) The use of artificial intelligence will allow C31 systems with-
in models to degrade the simulation of intelligent behavior that is modeled
in steps. Rather than going from 100 percent to 0 percent in one step under
increasing levels of battle stress, modeled C31 behavior can simulate human
sensory overload behavior. The use of artificial intelligence in C31 logic
in models to degrade modeled human performance gradually under stress allows
a model to have a higher fidelity of simulation in the C31 structure.

3-2
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(g) The user of fuzzy logic can replace two-valued syllogistic logic

in combat simulation model logic:

from: (two-valued syllogism)--

all/no A's are B's
all/no B's are C's
all/no A's are C's

to: (fuzzy syllogism)--

some,few,many, 1-99 percent A's are B's
somefew many, 1-99 percent B's are C's
some,few,many, 1-99 percent A's are C's

(Zadeh, 1985, p 417)

(h) It is possible and perhaps desirable to mix real-time simulation
with sensor (i.e., situation reports) and database (i.e., AMSAA data) inputs
into CAA models. The possibility to use mixes of simulated and sensor data
in models may increase the fidelity of CAA simulations and allow theater-
level models to become more useful for planning, problem solving, and the
development and analysis of doctrine.

(i) Generic AI technology may be used to build rule-based/object-
oriented models for multiprocessing architectures.

(j) The logic programing and logic machine technology being developed
in Japan may be useful for CAA.

(k) AI technology can increase the utility and flexibility of theater-
level simulation. Components of models may be fitted to the data, allowing
customization of CAA models to sponsor requirements and new data.

(1) Decision support systems can use AI technology in simulations to
support hypothetical constructs about future situations (i.e., ask "what
if" questions).

(m) AI technology has applicability within CAA models in model repre-
sentation, determination of variables for decisionmaking (threshold), battle-
field representation, resolution (zooming), decision analysis, and real-
time performance.

(n) AI technology may be used to evolve simulation from procedural
representation of physical constructs toward declarative representation
(objects). This, in effect, would link the physical representation of the-
ater variables to decisionmaking using object simulation.

(o) The observed successory development of hardware, software, and
practical applications typically requires overlapping intervals of 24 to 60
months.

3-3
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(2) In response to study objective 2: assess CAA's current projects
by study, model, and/or methodology.

(a) Problems of model improvement may be tied to the CAA study
process.

(b) It is more useful to look at the process of studies than to
analyze each individual study. The Vandiver (1986) notion of the CAA study
process is an appropriate tool to assess CAA studies conducted during FY
1985.

(c) CAA sponsor requirements drive changes in studies, models, and
". methodologies; therefore, it is important to consider the sponsor when

adding AI technology to CAA's studies, models, and methodologies.

(3) In response to study objective 3: assess CAA's skills, knowledges,
and abilities to determine what type of Al equipment and training are most
appropriate to accomplish CAA's mission.

(a) Technology transfer requires attention to people variables first.
Transfer of AI hardware, software, toolkits, and methodologies requires an
organization commitment to integrated individual and team training.

(b) AI machinery and software allow the complexity of problems in
model building to be shunted away from the human being and into the computer.
This notion of man-machine systems also allows for human judgment to become
historically embedded inside the machine for future use.

(c) The construction versus the use of expert system software
*. requires two different types of abilities. The use of expert system soft-

ware with very friendly user interfaces is easy and requires no programing
skills other than the ability to think clearly. The development of expert
system software is difficult, time-consuming, and expensive. It requires
many resources applied with the best plans of management.

d) Human factors are critical in the development and transfer of
AI technology into CAA man-in-the-loop (man-machine), workspace analysis
for workstations, training, and training effectiveness analysis.

(e) Expert systems may be used for: job analysis, organizational/
project design, customizing studies around personnel capabilities, and aid-
ing nonprogramers to judge model validity.

(4) In response to study objective 4: propose ways to match AI tech-
nology with CAA models and studies to achieve near-term applications.

(a) An effective match for near-term applications between AI tech-
nology and CAA models and studies can be summarized using the Vandiver (1986)
notion of the CAA study process and its desired attributes.

3-4
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(b) Al hardware and software may be used to increase the speed and
effectiveness of the preparation of study directives and preparation of
reports and presentations. An intelligent study director's workstation
could be developed or adapted from the CIA analyst workstation. The applica-
tion of expert system software and intelligent study director workstations
(Al workstations with graphic digitizer and datafile inputs, interactive
graphics, and a laser printer) would provide a qualitative and quantitative
improvement of the CAA study process. Intelligent workstations would aid
the productivity of study teams.

(c) The use of symbolic graphical systems offers opportunities to
improve all aspects of the modeling and studies process. For example, it
is now possible to visually track the formatting, input, and flow of data
through a model in real time. Emphasis should be given to graphic and expert
system applications for preprocessing of models and the analysis of outputs.
Graphics may also aid the efficient preparation of study directives and
study reports. Graphics should be emphasized as a high payoff, quick return
on investment technology.

(d) Systems of networked expert systems software may allow intelli-
gent control of preprocessing, model exercise, and postprocessing of simu-
lations. These types of software would also allow intelligent and efficient
formulation of study requirements in terms of the capacity of the data and
the models available at CAA and the analysis of model outputs. The network-
ing of expert systems to control the entire CAA study process is possible.
This network of expert systems would aid human intellectual efforts at CAA.
Given a problem and an available data set, a possible extension of expert
systems would be to adapt parts of models to the given problem/data context.
Development of this network would require a large-scale research effort.

(e) It is possible for expert systems to mechanize the best military
judgment, experience, and reasoning within model logic. The use of machine
intelligence to explain reasoning from new facts and data can allow accumu-
lated military knowledge to control doctrine development, decisionmaking,
decision analysis, and training.

(f) Expert system software may be used to develop simulation soft-
ware. Expert system software may be a necessary but not sufficient condi-
tion for structuring parallel processing software and hardware. The capa-
city for human decisionmaking becomes overloaded beyond seven to nine alterna-
tives. Expert system software could ease the cognitive workload involved
in developing algorithms and programs for parallel computers.

(g) The use of LISP machines for general software development would
allow an increase of programer productivity. The use of LISP machines would
allow rapid prototyping of conventional software that runs on traditional
computers. The programing environment of LISP-based models would allow a
programer to rapidly prototype incremental development of large models by
using the interpretive features of the LISP language. The interlanguage
calling capability of the CAA LISP machine allows access to CAA simulation
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languages (i.e., FORTRAN and maybe SIMSCRIPT). The tools for program devel-
opment that are currently available on the LISP machine such as the symbolic
debugger, incremental compiler and dynamic linker may speed-up program devel-
opment by an order of magnitude. The use of templates in coding allows
fewer coding errors to occur unnoticed. This notion of program development
is similar to the assertion by Barr and Feigenbaum (1982) that AI programing
languages have highly developed programing environments:

To sum up briefly, AI programmers must impose
some workable organization upon a large set of
interacting modules, one that is flexible enough
to allow constant modification, correction, and
growth of the system. The support provided by a
good programming environment is essential.
In looking further at the question of why AI

languages tend to have highly developed environ-
ments, it is also significant that the programming-
support system of a language often resembles an AI
system in its own right. It may rely on a large
database describing the program and consist of
several modules (editor, debugger, etc) that inter-
act strongly. Consider, then, the advantages of
developing environment facilities in an AI language,
presumably the one being supported.

Although one's wish list of programming-support
features might be endless, the following list
includes the most important ones:

1. An interactive language, that is, one in
which statements can be typed in as commands
and are executed immediately. Compiler-based
languages are generally not interactive.
2. A good editor, if possible, one that can
deal with a program according to its struc-
ture as a program (not just as text composed
of characters).
3. Interactive debugging facilities, that
is, breaks, backtraces, and facilities for
examining and changing program variables.
4. Input/output routines. The most common
input/output actions should be specially sup-
ported by standard system input/output func-
tions, so that the programmer is not burdened
with such details.

(Barr & Feigenbaum, 1982, p 66)

(h) LISP-based model development concepts may be useful in CAA's
model development and application efforts. Model development in LISP is
possible for ADA or another higher order language (HOL) by using interpreter/
translator or automatic programing facilities. A LISP to SIMSCRIPT inter-
preter/translator may be immediately useful.
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(i) AI technology will require continuous updating of the
management plan in order to keep the application of new technology current
with new developments. CAA must accept some risks in adopting high
technology to achieve jump-ahead advances in simulation, the study process,
and operations research.

(5) In response to study objective 5: develop a small demonstration
project which applies AI technology to CAA material using tools which are
currently available or will be acquired in the next 60 days from 1 August
1985.

(a) The demonstration project using the Knowledge Engineering
Environment (KEE) software toolkit on the symbolics LISP machine has shown
that CAA's FORCEM command and control model logic can be duplicated in an
AI environment.

(b) Expert system software does not replace intelligence but multi-
plies intellectual processes with the power of machinery. This effect is
similar to a bicycle multiplying human kinetic energy.

3-3. APPLICATIONS OF OBSERVATIONS. The following applications are
identified for implementation of the observations:

a. The application of AI technology to the preparation of reports and
presentations should be given first priority by CAA. This area of applica-
tion is the most cost effective, has the lowest risk, and offers the
highest payoff. The planned acquisition of the Xerox Star and a laser-
graphics printer for the Publications Center should be accelerated by the
Agency. An adaptation of the Golden Tiger Workstation (Xerox 1186 AI
machine with a Notecards Toolkit, SMALLTALK-80 style LISP, and desktop
publishing capabilities) from the current configuration used at the Central
Intelligence Agency (CIA) to that required by study directors at CAA should
be considered. One or more intelligent study director workstations could
be given to each study director and networked to the CAA mainframe computer
and the Publications Center. A separate study of the effectiveness of the
analyst workstation at the CIA should be considered. The study could
include the requirements needed to adapt the CIA analyst workstation to the
requirements of CAA study directors. Based on the results of the study, a
contract through DARPA should be considered to provide Engineering
Applications Research (DOD Research Category 6.4) for adapting the
software, toolkits, and hardware used in the CIA analyst workstation tr.
needs of the report generation, study presentation, and study dlrect,.
preparation processes at CAA. The contract could include networkin -
study directors' workstations to existing and anticipated CAA cc-, ,,

hardware.

b. An interrelated series of expert system software pr '

written for collection of input data, preparation of ifl,
analysis of output for CAA models. This software woj'!
and efficiency of the CA models. An additional ' ,,
would be to provide an audit trail for the -A.
models.
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The codification of the judgments used in model application could also be
used to train new analysts and provide a historical record of the process
for model improvements.

c. AI technology can be used to upgrade the judgment and expertise of
the command and control logic in CAA theater-level models. The present
logic of command and control is that of the analyst coding the model. The
use of an Al toolkit may duplicate the existing model logic of FORCEM. The
expertise and judgment of senior Army officers can be captured through the
use of experimental design in a wargaming environment that is an analytic
surrogate of FORCEM (i.e., FORGE). This expertise can then be transferred
into the model systematically with the LISP-based toolkit. A CAA study in
the use of intelligent command and control augmentations to FORCEM using
the Knowledge Engineering Environment (KEE) toolkit and the Symbolics LISP
machine should be considered.

d. Training of personnel is the key variable in the transfer of AI
technology. A TRADOC training plan for the adaptation and use of AI
technology at CAA should be considered. Army New Equipment Training
Officers (GS-1710 series) could advise CAA on the proper instructional and
training requirements needed for all new AI hardware, software, and
toolkits.

e. The integration of AI systems and software with existing CAA
hardware, software, and databases is possible and desirable. The
development of a SIMSCRIPT interpreter/translator using symbolic programing
tools would be a logical first step in this direction. This would enable
application programers to debug and improve existing code with the power of
the LISP machine.

f. The symbolic LISP machine should be used in new software
development. This hardware provides the fastest development environment in
existence for the prototyping, coding, and debugging of higher order
languages. CAA application programers should be trained in using the LISP
machine to develop programs in FORTRAN, SIMSCRIPT, COBOL, and other higher
order languages used at CAA.

g. The application of AI graphics appears to hold great promise to im-
prove the speed and effectiveness of the CAA studies and modeling process.
A concerted effort to integrate Al graphics -into CAA should be made, espe-
cially interactive graphics applications developed for simulations (i.e.,
Xerox LOOPS, Intellicorp's SIMKIT). The visualization of data as it is
input into a node, is processed by the model, and is formatted as output
may be extremely useful for model users and developers. A prototype effort
in visual programing of CAA data flow through a theater-level model is an
appropriate area for research for program application and the debugging of
model code.

h. The use of AI technology in programing parallel machines should be
explored. The use of expert system software may be able to reduce the com-
plexity in programing and debugging theater-level software. Any

3-8
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exploratory efforts in parallel machines should include the use of AI tech-
nology in software development and maintenance.

i. AI technology should be used to analyze CAA models and studies.
Information on the software reliability of CAA models can be studied with
expert system software. A cumulative record of software reliability and
study fault analysis should be kept within the Agency. Historical trends
of software and studies can be analyzed to suggest improvement and improve
quality control. Expert system software can use a simple rule-based system
to suggest model revisions and improve the formulation of study directives
to the sponsor's immediate and long-term organization requirements (i.e.,
cumulative studies by a sponsor may be used to shape the direction of
future studies). A knowledge-based system of CAA studies and model use may
be useful to analyze the study process.

J. An effort to modernize CAA database management with AI technology
should be started. The use of expert systems software, AI toolkits, and
LISP machines to assist structuring databases for studies and models can
improve the speed and effectiveness of this process. The use of
intelligent front-end software to allow browsing databases is useful to
analysts for scoping the effort required to use a model for a study. A

*. separate research effort needs to be made in AI applications for database
management.

k. The CAA Advanced Research Projects Office (ARPO) should pursue
short-term applications research and long-range research. This would
exploit most aspects of Al developments.

1. An effort to monitor Japan's development in fifth generation
technology in the literature should be considered. The Japanese efforts in
PROLOG and PROLOG machines could be followed.

m. A monitoring of and adaptation of DARPA research in the Army's
AirLand Battle Management Program should be considered for CAA use.

n. The integration of the CIA world database into CAA models should be
considered. The world database provides a worldwide terrain map.
Intelligence data gathered under the assumptions of the world database and
added to CAA terrain maps in CAA models could avoid a source of systematic
error. The CIA world database is based on AI technology. It could provide
a good entry point to integrate AI technology into the CAA models. Its use
could allow congruent intelligence estimates (i.e., estimates using the
same assumptions) to be entered into CAA models.
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o. An optimal configuration of numeric and symbolic hardware is desir-
able. Research may be conducted into the optimal mix of existing hardware
for CAA data and software needs. Yoked designs appear possible and
desirable.

p. In any contract development of AI needs, the specification of perfor-
mance of AI systems and the addition of AI components to systems should be
considered carefully. The development of the RSAC, for example, specified
AI be used in-the development of the model. The programing of RSAC in C
language allowed the use of pointers and tables in the decisionmaking algor-
ithms. The final product lacked a trackable explanation facility for deci-
sions in the model that LISP would have provided. The development of future
models at CAA should consider the cost/benefit and risks associated with AI
based simulation models of land combat.

q. The concept of building from specification is optimal in an environ-
ment when the problem is well understood. When the problem is ill-defined,
an incremental approach to model development and problem analysis may be
fruitful. The application of AI technology to combat simulation models
would require years of incremental development. The following paradigm
could be used:

Product analysis

R Prototype

Design &Refine/
implement

Figure 3-1. Al Technology Transfer Paradigm

This approach would allow a flexible development of models to occur. It
would allow for the inclusion of new technology and the addition of new
missions into the CAA studies and analysis programs.

r. Command and control applications rely heavily on judgment and doc-
trine. This appears to be an excellent area to begin a development and
demonstration project of AI technology. Within this area there is an excel-
lent opportunity for AI technology application in the following subareas:
planning, communications, reaction (force deployment), models of human cogni-
tion for C2, and interpretation of enemy activities (i.e., recognizing sit-
uations before they occur, or determination of what the enemy can do in thefuture based on his current activities).
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s. AI technology can be used to analyze non-AI models and studies. The
use of an expert system to analyze patterns of software errors is possible.
Just giving present CAA programers more power (i.e., more machine memory
and cycle time) may not improve the quality of CAA's models. An expert
system to document, trace, and analyze software failure at CAA may be
needed. The determination of weak points in code would allow an
incremental improvement of software. A starting point in this effort could
be the detailed analysis of CAA software reliability. If software is
unreliable, it is probably in error.

t. Fuzzy set theory will allow simulation modeling logic to handle a
greater level of uncertainty. It will also allow relating statements of
probability (e.g., PKs) and expected value to uncertainty. The use of
fuzzy logic to understand the relationship of certainty to uncertainty maybe valuable in itself for the modeling community. Fuzzy set theory may

allow the modeler to deal with noise in the data and combine intelligence
about data with the data itself (i.e., merge information). The possibility
exists to use fuzzy reasoning techniques for control of deductions about
data. Intelligent front-ended, database systems or preprocessors can mergeand add uncertainty values to data and other model inputs.

u. A LISP-based FORCEM would allow systematic changes in the model to
be made in an orderly manner. FORCEM, like many large simulation systems,
is composed of many procedures that call each other in a complex way that
becomes more difficult to trace as the system grows. A modification of

procedure "A," for example, interferes with the optimal function of proce-
dure "B' when it is called by procedure "C." A LISP-based FORCEM would
allow programers and ptogram development teams to understand the
interaction of all FORCEM's pieces as they interact. LISP may provide a
simulation support system for documenting and understanding changes to
FORCEM.

3-4. DISCUSSION. The AI Study focused on AI technology and the process of
combat modeling and studies. This approach was taken for several reasons.
First, the distinction between AI software and Al hardware was blurred.
For example, the notion of the Symbolics LISP machine having the LISP soft-
ware pointers physically implemented in the hardware system made
nonoverlapping categorization difficult. The concept of wrapping a
specific problem around hardware and software applications appeared less
desirable than designing applications around CAA processes. Second, the
specific studies and analyses performed by CAA reflected changes in the
mission of the Army. Many of the major studies were continuous and were
only divided at a fiscal year for bookkeeping purposes. The most efficient
overview of the process appeared to be Vandiver's (1986) view of the CAA
study process. The following areas of application for the observations are
summarized from paragraph 3-3 and compared against the Vandiver notion of
the study process for long-term (greater than 60 months), medium-range
(36-60 months), and short-term (12-36 months) applications (Table 3-1).
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Table 3-1. Al Technologies and the CAA Study Process for
Long, Medium, and Short-term Application

sarvaiomslect AnalyzeObevtosstud Input Wode ipu Exercise model Pre;par reports/directive data data model output presentations

1. Apply At te,:hnology to preparation ofstudy reports and presentation S

2. Develop networked expert systems for
I/O data from models

3. Apply A! technology to upgrade C2
logic in Its models S

4. Use TRAODC for Al training (human
factors) S S S S S S

5. Develop LISP/SIMSCRIPT interpreter
for rapid program development M

6. Use LISP machines for software
development 1

7. Develop Al graphics applications S S M 14 S
8. Explore parallel Al technology 14 14 14

9. Explore Al technology for database
management M

10. Update FORCER code with LISP/SI1SCRIPT
translator/interpreter M

11. APRO continue short- and long-term
research S S M M S

12. Monitor Japanese PROLOG/PROLOG
machine L L L 14

13. Monitor DARPA efforts in AirLand
Battle management model M

14. Adapt CIA world data bank I and 11
for model terrain inputs 1

15. Research yoked symbolic and numeric
hardware and software M S L S
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APPENDIX B

STUDY DIRECTIVE

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
US ARMY CONCEMS ANALYSIS AGENCY

8120 WOODMONT AVENUE
UEIIrESOA. MARYLAND 20614-2797

ATI J&nO OP

CSCA-AST 19 SEP 1985

MEMORANDUM FOR ASSISTANT DIRECTOR, AS

SUBJECT: CAA Research into Artificial Intelligence Study

1. PURPOSE. This directive provides tasking for a study to adapt artificial
intelligence (AI) and expert systems technology to theater-level force
model I ng.

2. BACKGROUND

a. The computer simulation models at the U.S. Army Concepts Analysis
Agency (CAA) have been developed using higher order languages. Recent AI
technology points to the inclusion of object-oriented programing and rule-
based systems in computer simulation programs.

b. Representing knowledge of specialized fields of expertise may aid in
the analysis of complex simulation models. CAA's work in the development and
analysis of models and the analysis of model outputs may be aided by Al
technology. Portions of simulation models, such as command and control (C2),
may be enhanced by using expert systems techniques.

c. AI methods provide a means of developing systems of knowledge and
inference strategies to simulate a military expert's behavior within limited
domains. For example, an expert advisory system could assist analysts in
structuring the input in the COSAGE model. Some aspects of AI technology
could assist in making existing computer simulation models more user friendly.
A demonstration involving Al capabilities within current CAA work will provide
insight into how AI technology may be applied at CAA.

3. STUDY SPONSOR. U.S. Army Concepts Analysis Agency.

4. STUDY AGENCY. U.S. Army Concepts Analysis Agency.

S. TERNS OF REFERENCE

a. Scope. This study will assess hardware and software requirements
needed to use Al and expert system technology in accomplishing CAA's current
mission.

b. Objectives:

(1) Assess Al hardware, software, and tool kits that may be used to
enhance CAA's models, methodologies, and studies.
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(2) Assess CAA's current projects by study, model and/or methodology.

(3) Assess CMA skills, knowledge and abilities to determine what type
of Al equipment and training are most appropriate to accomplish CAA's mission.

(4) Propose ways to match AI technology with CAA models and studies to
achieve near term applications.

(5) Develop a small demonstration project which applies AI technology
to CA material using tools which are currently available or will be acquired
in the next 60 days.

c. Assumptions:

(1) A/expert system technology may be applicable to military
modeling.

(2) Rule based solutions may be implemented to support computer
simulation models used at CAA.

d. Essential Elements of Analysis:

(1) Do Al applications and technologies currently exist which may be
used in CAA's models or studies?

(2) Which of CAA's models or methodologies offer the highest potential
for an initial Al application?

(3) Which hardware/software and AI tools are available and suitable
for application to CAA's modeling and study effort?

6. RESPONSIBILITIES

a. Analysis Support Directorate (AS) has primary responsibility for
accomplishment of the objectives listed in paragraph Sb. It will provide a
full time study director.

b. Individual CAA directorates will be invited to participate and furnish
information as required; study team members will be selected on an Agency-wide
basis after consultation with the applicable Assistant Director.

7. LITERATURE SEARCH. A literature search of AI hardware, software, and
application tools will be conducted. AI hardware, supporting software, and
tool kits will be analyzed for the following systems and others which may
become known during the study:

(1) Fujitsu
(2) IBM (PC)
(3) LMI
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(4) Symbolics
5) Texas Instruments
6) Xerox

8. PROJECT MIAGMET RESOURCES

a. An estimated effort of 1.0 professional staff year will be required
for this study.

b. Some travel and training will be necessary to develop the skills
required to build an expert system prototype.

9. Administration

a. Milestones. (See attached Study Scheduling Report)

b. Products.

(1) A study report relating Al applications to CM. An assessment of
Al capabilities, CM's capabilities to do Al work, and the type of work which
CAA does to which Al technology is applicable will be developed in detail.

/ 
I

(2) A demonstration of CAA work using AI technology which uses
existing equipment and software.

Encl E. B. VANDIVER III
Director
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APPENDIX D

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE HARDWARE ANALYSIS

D-1. An analysis of artificial intelligence (AI) hardware was made during
fiscal year 1986. Only hardware that is currently available for purchase
and is configured for list operations was analyzed. Nine hardware bench-
marks were used in the analysis. The rationale for the criteria was to
compare high-speed list processing which is enabled by hardware designed
for list operations. Other features were described in the technical notes.
Software and tools for AI applications were also listed.

0-2. FUJITSU ALPHA LIST/PROLOG MACHINE

a. Hardware specifications

(1) Manufacturer: Fujitsu Electronics Company, Ltd.

(2) Machine: Fujitsu "ALPHA" LISP Machine

(3) Model: Alpha

(4) Micro instruction:

(a) Instruction length: 48 bits

(b) Instruction cycle: 160 nanoseconds

(c) Control storage size 16K words

(5) Main memory:

(a) Virtual memory 16 Megabytes

(b) Real memory 8 Megabytes

(c) Page size 4 Kilobytes

(6) Stack:

(a) Logical stack 64K words

(b) Hardware stack 8K words

(c) Swapping block size 2K words

(7) Other hardware features:

(a) Machine instruction prefetch circuit

(b) Hardware multiplier and divider

D-1
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b. Software Specifications:

(1) Languages

(a) UTILISP (University of Tokyo LISP)

(b) PROLOG

(2) Tools: Unknown

c. Note: The Alpha has no I/O devices. A host computer software must
control the I/O devices according to Alpha request. The Alpha is designed
as a backend processor for a large computer in a time-sharing system.

D-3. LMI LAMBDA LISP MACHINE

a. Hardware Specifications

(1) Manufacturer: LISP Machine Inc. (LMI)

(2) Machine: LAMBDA LISP Machine

(3) Models: LAMBDA, LAMBDA-Plus

(a) LAMBDA 32-bit processor, 515 Megabytes disk

(b) LAMBDA 32-bit processor, 470 Megabytes disk

(c) LAMBDA/E 32-bit processor, 140 Megabytes, 6 configurations
possible

(4) Microinstruction:

(a) Instruction length 32 bits (two 16-bit
macroinstructions pipelined)

(b) Instruction cycle 100-200 nanoseconds

(c) Control storage size 1,024 words (cache memory)

(5) Main memory:

(a) Virtual memory 146 Megabytes

(b) Real memory 4-32 Megabytes

(c) Page size 1,024 Bytes

(6) Stack Memory:

(a) Logical stack Up to 127 Megabytes
dynamically expandable

D-2
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(b) Hardware stack 2K

(c) Swapping block size N/A functional 128, 256, 512,
1,024 words/page

(7) Other hardware features:

(a) 64 Kilobytes by 64-bit virtual control store (programable)

(b) LISP microcompiler

(c) NUBUS (multibus: 32-bit device-independent bus)

(d) ETHERNET (10 Megabytes/sec local area network) (a star net)

(e) Tape ( -inch, 8)

(f) 474 Megabytes Winchester disk drive

(g) 515 Megabytes Winchester disk drive

(h) 300 Megabytes removable

(i) UNIX 68010 processor (FORTRAN)

(j) High-resolution color

b. Software:

(1) Languages

(a) ZetaLISP-Plus

(b) LISP

(c) Common LISP (DOD standard: allows interchange of programs)

(d) PROLOG

(e) UNIX (with C compiler, FORTRAN 77, Pascal)

(f) MACSYMA

(g) PICON

(h) RPME (UNIX)

() Al Base

(J) Flavors

(k) ObjectLISP

D-3
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(2) Tools

(a) FLAVORS (a way of constructing abstract objects that bundle up
procedural and declarative information and is similar to XEROX's SMALLTALK
OBJECT LISP).

(b) TRACE APROPOS, Memory Region 3, and single stepping are avail-
able for software debugging.

(Note: ART, KEE, SRL, etc., third party software.)

c. Notes:

(1) Two RS-232 ports in all models.

(2) NUBUS 32-bit synchronous bus with 37.5 Megabytes/sec transfer
rate.

(3) 4-gigabyte logical address space.

(4) 8088-base multitasking monitor serves as system diagnostic unit
for a smart diagnostic front end.

(5) LAMBDA 3 x 3 (3 work stations on one machine running LISP/PROLOG

concurrently).

(6) LAMBDA has a byte rotator, a 32-bit barrel shifter that allows a
string of any number of bits from one word to be inserted into any position
in another word. LISP uses this feature primarily to extract the data type
from a word and use it in dispatch instructions. It is also used in examin-
ing headers of packed data structures, for instance, array headers, and
compiled function descriptions.

(7) For debugging purposes, the LISP processor can be halted without
loss of information. At the time of the halt, the machine state is saved.
The timing microinstruction clock is stopped so that all latched information
is preserved. Spy logic circuitry can then be used for unclocked transac-
tions, finding information about the state of the halted machine to locate
the problem. The machine can also be single-stepped, vith the user genera-
ting clocks in order to track down a possible timing problem.

D-4. SYMBOLIC 3600 SERIES

a. Hardware Specifications

(1) Manufacturer: Symbolics, Inc.

(2) Machine: Symbolics 3600 Series
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(3) Models:

(a) 3620-190B, single drive, 2-24 Megabytes main memory

(b) 3640-1613, single drive, 8 Megabytes main memory

(c) 3640-2613, dual drive, 8 Megabytes main memory

(d) 345-3645-t, single drive, 2-16 Megabytes main memory (TEMPEST)

(e) 3650-368BASE, dual drive, 2-64 Megabytes main memory

(f) 3670-1113, 8-30 Megabytes main memory

(g) 3670-1313, 8-30 Megabytes main memory

(h) 3675-515 Base, 8-120 Megabytes main memory

(i) 3610-AE, 4 Megabytes main memory (Delivery System only)

(4) Microinstruction:

(a) Instruction length 112 bits

(b) Instruction cycle 180-250 nanoseconds

(c) Control storage size 1K word stack buffers (see
note)

-(5) Main memory:

(a) Virtual memory 1 Gigabytes virtual memory
address space

(b) Real memory 2-60 Megabytes

(c) Page size 256 36-bit words

(6) Stack Memory:

(a) Logical stack 2K words

(b) Hardware stack N/A (varies)

(c) Swapping block size N/A (grows as more swapping
space is used)

(7) Other machine features:

(a) Stack buffers

(b) 60 Megabytes -4 Gigabytes disk
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b. Software:

(1) Languages

(a) Zeta LISP

(b) Common LISP

(c) InterLISP-D (compatibility package)

(d) FORTRAN 77

(e) Pascal

(f) MACSYMA

(g) PROLOG

(h) Ada

() C

(2) Tools:

(a) FLAVORS: Language features to support object-oriented program-
ing style.

(b) ART, KEE, S.1, OPS-5e, Knowledge Craft, Hyper Calc

(c) Interactive debugging tools:

1. Trace facility: finds callers of a particular set of functions.

2. Apropos: finds all of the symbols whose name contains a given
substring (can use part of a name).

3. Memory regions: marking.

4. Single stepping.

c. Notes

(1) The 3600 is built to execute large programs that need high-speed
symbolic and numeric computation. Benchmarks with numeric simulations
(Mayaram & Pederson, 1985) indicate equal performance with general purpose
hardware.

(2) Hardware-assisted garbage collection uses garbage collection tables
for recovery of memory space.
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(3) Because the 3600 hardware has an organization of memory that is
stack-oriented, it has no general purpose register at the macroinstruction
level. Many instructions fetch their operands directly from the stack.

(4) Hardware does tag checking in parallel. This speeds up numeric
calculations.

*(5) Extensive color graphics system. Full window system functionality

support.

* ,D-5. TEKTRONIX MICRO LISP MACHINE

a. Hardware Specifications

(1) Manufacturer: Tektronix, Inc.

(2) Machine: 4404 Artificial Intelligence System

(3) Microinstruction:

(a) Instruction length 32 bits

(b) Instruction cycle Unknown nanoseconds

(c) Control storage size Not available

(4) Main memory:

(a) Virtual memory 32 Kilobytes

(b) Real memory 1-2 Megabytes

(c) Page size Not available

(5) Stack:

(a) Logical stack Not available

(b) Hardware stack Not available

(c) Swapping block size Not-available

(6) Other features:

(a) RS-232C interface

(b) 40 Megabytes 5 -inch hard disk

(c) 320 Kilobytes floppy disk
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(d) Ethernet interface

(e) M68010

b. Software:

(1) Smalltalk-80

(2) PROLOG

0-6. T. I. EXPLORER

a. Hardware Specifications

(1) Manufacturer: Texas Instruments, Inc.

(2) Machine: Explorer LISP Machine

(3) Model: Explorer, VLSI Chip version to be released 1987

(4) Microinstruction:

(a) Instruction length 56 bits

(b) Instruction cycle 300 nanoseconds; 137
nanoseconds

(c) Control storage size 16K words (56 bit x 16K)

(5) Main memory:

(a) Virtual memory 128 Megabytes

(b) Real memory 2-16 Megabytes

(c) Page size 1 Kilobytes (adjustable)

(6) Stack Memory:

(a) Logical stack 128 Megabytes

(b) Hardware stack 4 Kilobytes x (32 bit x 1K)

(c) Swapping block size 1 Kilobytes

.
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b. Software Specifications:

(1) Languages

(a) Zeta LISP

(b) Common LISP

(c) PROLOG

(2) Tools:

(a) FLAVORS

(b) Standard MIT packages for software development and debugging
such as TRACE, APROPOS, single stepping, and memory regions is also
available:

(c) MACSYMA

(d) KEE, SRL, ART

c. Notes:

(1) In August 1986, Texas Instruments delivered a VLSI LISP computer
to DARPA. The compact LISP machine consisted of four modules: CPU,
MAP/CACHE, 4 Megabytes in memory, and multibus I/O.

(2) The compact LISP machine will be 8 to 10 times faster than the
present Explorer LISP machine and will contain 144"256K dynamic RAM VLSI
chips (4 Megabytes). System developers can use VLSI custom chip in building
their own LISP machine.

D-7. XEROX D SERIES LISP 1MACHINES

a. Hardware Specifications

(1) Manufacturer: XEROX

(2) Machines:

(a) 1100 Series

(b) 6085 Series

(3) Models:

(a) Dandelion

(b) Dophin

(C) Dorado

D-9
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(4) Microinstruction:

(a) Instruction length 48 bits (12 bits is for
intermediate next instruction
address)

(b) Instruction cycle 137 nanoseconds

(c) Control storage size 4-12 Kilobytes

(5) Main memory:

(a) Virtual memory 32 Megabytes

(b) Real memory 1-3.5 Megabytes

(c) Page size 512 bytes (local disk)

(6) Stack Memory:

(a) Logical stack N/A

(b) Hardware stack 16 registers

(c) Swapping block size N/A (does not swap)

(7) Other features:

(a) 80 Megabytes rigid disk drive

(b) RS-232C serial port

(c) 10 MHz Ethernet

(d) 42 Megabytes rigid disk

(e) 1.2 Megabytes double sided, double density floppy disk drive

(f) 4K control store extension

b. Software Specifications:

(1) Languages

(a) InterLISP-D

(b) Common LISP

(2) Tools/Toolkits:

(a) Loops, a knowledge programing system
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(b) Notecards, an InterLISP-D environment for authoring information
structuring)

(c) Runs KEE, ART, SRL.

c. Notes:

(1) Transactional (interactive) garbage collection

(2) Has RS-232C serial port (9600 baud).

(3) Extended programing aids are available:

(4) The 1108 with 3.5 Megabytes of main memory is designed to avoid
swapping.

(5) Avoids swapping in the design of its main memory.

(6) Hardware called the spaghetti stack allocates memory contiguous
to main memory using 16 bit stack pointers to 64K byte blocks. Lots of
stacks may be allocated in main memory as part of the spaghetti. A stack.'s
128-byte length cannot be changed. Think of the stacks as a tree of linked
objects called frame extension.

(7) A TEMPEST version of the XEROX is available:

0-8. DARPA BUTTERFLY PARALLEL PROCESSOR

a. Hardware Specifications

(1) Manufacture: Bolt, Beranek, and Newman, Inc.

(2) Machine: Butterfly Parallel Processor

(3) Models 3 Node

4 Node

16 Node

32 Node

64 Node

128 Node

256 Node

(4) Microinstruction

(a) Instruction Length: 32 bits

lsk
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(b) Instruction cycle: 500K Instruction/sec/node

c) Control Storage Size: 16-bit (8-bit node specific
and 8-bit sequence number)(5) Main Memory

(a) Virtual Memory: N/A.

(b) Real Memory: 256 - 1024 Megabytes

(c) Paqe Size: N/A

(6) Stack Memory

(a) Logical Stack: Local to each node

(b) Hardware Stack: Local to each node

(c) Swapping Block Size: N/A

(7) Other Machine Features

(a) The Butterfly multiprocessor is a tightly coupled shared memory
machine where each of up to 256 processor nodes (with up to 4 Megabytes/node)
can work concurrently on a single algorithm. Each processor node adds proces-
sing power to the total architecture. For example, a near linear speedup
was demonstrated for matrix multiplication using 400 x 400 matrices for up
to 128 processor nodes. A single physical address (up to 16 Megabytes)
manages the memory for all processor nodes.

(b) All memory is local to the processor node. Each node can address
the memory of any other processor node.

(c) Each processor node executes its own sequence of instructions
on possibly different data without having to call another node. The Butter-
fly is therefore a multiple instruction stream, multiple data stream machine
(MIMD).

(d) An internal network of switches is used to communicate among
processor nodes. The switch design is congruent to the format of a fast
fourier transform. The switch design of the Butterfly allows fast access
to all the memory of tne machine.

(e) The physical switching configuration of the Butterfly is a 4 x
4 (4 input/4 output) crossbar switch node. The switch has a 32-megabit Der
second (32 Mbps) bandwidth.

(f) The butterfly was designed as a backend processor. A VAX, Sun,

or Symbolic/LMI LISP machine is required for a host.
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c. Notes

(1) The CHRYSALIS operating system is designed to distribute tasks
among the processors during program execution. This operating system is
based on UNIX with all objects using a 32 bit address. The operating system
uses an interactive garbage collector. The operating system also supports
communication and synchronization between the processor nodes of the
Butterfly.

(2) The Uniform System of storage management allows the distribution
of tasks to processors based on efficiency rather than physical location of
the processor nodes. This feature assists in loading balancing among the
processors and allows the total system of processor nodes to work together
in uniform efficiency.

(3) An extensive set of debugging tools for the Butterfly is
currently under development.

D-9. THE CONIECTION WHCHINE

a. Hardware Specifications

(1) Manufacturer: Thinking Machines Corporation

(2) Machine: The Connection Machine

(3) Model: CM-i

(4) Microinstruction

(a) Instruction Length: 32 bits

(b) Instruction Cycle: 1,000 MIPS

(c) Control Storage Size: 4 x 4 Kilobytes per cell

(5) Main Memory

(a) Virtual Memory: N/A

(b) Real Memory: 250 Megabytes

(c) Page Size: N/A

(6) Stack Memory

(a) Logical Stack: N/A

(b) Hardware Stack: N/A

(c) Swapping Block Size: N/A
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(7) Other Machine Features

(a) The Connection Machine (CM-1) contains 16,384 or 65,536 micro-
processor cells. Each cell contains 4 Kilobytes of memory and a
microprocessor.

(b) The Connection Machine architecture allows the microprocessor
cells to process data. The processing elements called cells are used to
represent and process data stored within them. Cells are connected by pro-
gramable communications networks. Multiple cells are used to represent and
process data. The network of data driven patterns of cells are called
ACTIVE DATA STRUCTURES. Computation proceeds by the interaction of the
cells in the data structures.

(c) Connections can be determined dynamically by external input or
by the machine itself. The Connection Machine's ability to dynamically
change its own connections implies that applications in self-modifying (e.g.,
self-learning) systems are possible.

(d) The Connection Machine can be customized by varying:

1. Number of processing/memory cells;

2. Memory per processor; and

3. Size of each processor.

(e) Connection machines can be built with several hundred Megabytes
of memory and several million processors. The trade-off of the three above
variables is important since Connection Machine data structures are built
up by linking multiple processors.

b. Software Specifications

(1) Languages

(a) Connection Machine LISP (CmLISP)

(b) C language

(c) FORTRAN

(2) Tools: Ext Kernel (EXT) Expert System Development Tools

c. Motes

(1) Connection Machine LISP (CmLISP) is based on Common LISP. The
programer uses simultaneous operations over composite data structures (i.e.,
sectors) to achieve parallel programs. This approach is called data-level
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parallelism. This methodology is different from conventional programing

approaches to parallelism which use concurrent control structures.

(2) The control structure of CmLISP is similar to APL.

(3) The Connection Machine can perform roughly 1 billion cell updates
per second. A simulation involving 100,000 steps can take less than 30
minutes.

(4) Traditional Operations Research techniques such as the simplex
algorithm and MAX/MIN in order one time have been prototyped on the Connec-
tion Machine. The machine allows data level simulation.

(5) The internal communications mechanism is called a router. It has
a total capacity of 3 billion bits/sec in passing data between processors.

D-1O. INTEL IPSC HYPERCUBE

Note: After the completion of the AI Study, the Intel Corporation
announced that their concurrent "personal supercomputer" had expanded its
parallel programing environment to include artificial intelligence applica-
tions. Intel and Gold Hill Common LISP are currently developing a concur-
rent Common LISP to run on the Intel Cube Machine. Technical information
on the nine hardware benchmarks used in the hardware analysis was requested

*from the company, but this information was not received in time for inclu-
sion in this appendix.

D-11. MITSUBISHI PERSONAL SEQUENTIAL INFERENCE (PSI) MACHINE

a. Hardware Specifications

(1) Manufacturer: MITSUBISHI ELECTRONICS

(2) Machine: MELCOM PSI Prolog Mainframe

(3) Model: PSI

(4) Microinstruction:

(a) Instruction length: 40 bits

(b) Instruction cycle: 30K LIPS

(c) Control storage size N/A

(5) Main Memory

(a) Virtual memory N/A
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(b) Real memory 40 bits x 16M words

(c) Page size 1024 words

(6) Stack

(a) Logical stack N/A

(b) Hardware stack N/A

(c) Swapping block size N/A

(7) Other hardware features:

(a) Standard IEEE-796 Bus is adopted for I/O interface.

(b) PSI is capable of 64 different internal data types that are
directly manipulated by hardware/firmware.

(c) PSI machine has a 32 bit logical address space. The logical
address space is divided into 256 independent areas which can be expanded
to maximum of 16M words.

(d) The memory management system uses a heap area of four stacks.
The interpretation of the kernal PROLOG requires all four stacks. This
limits the machine to a maximum of 63 processes at a given time.

(e) PROLOG unification and backtracking are performed by machine
hardware and firmware.

b. Software Specifications:

(1) Languages: Extended Self-contained PROLOG (ESP)

(2) Tools: Ext Kernel (EXT) Expert System Development Tools

c. Notes:

(1) The ESP language permits both object-oriented and predicate
expressions. It can also be called from the Expert System Development
Tools (EXT).

(2) The execution speed of a compiled PROLOG program is approximately
30,000 LIPS (Logical Inferences Per Second).

(3) The PSI has no operating system. Logic programing language is
considered undesirable for operating systems. PROLOG-like languages allow
programers to processes partial procedures. The machine derives an answer
by using hardware, firmware, and software to examine the possible alterna-
tives using fragmentary rules. This notion does not fit the deterministic
procedures found in most operating systems.
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(4) The local/global stacks are used for locating variable cells
dynamically. The scope of each variable is localized within the clause,
and its variable cell is allocated in the local/global stack areas when
that clause is called from some other clause. This interpretation mechanism
requires that several stack frame base addresses should be kept in working
registers. They are local stack frame base, global stack frame base, objec-
tive code address, etc.

(5) There are two methods of representing structured data, one is
structure sharing and the other is structure copying. Each method may be

.. used by the programer to enhance the characteristics of the program. Shar-
ing, for example, is not suitable for programs that frequently use large
structured data and infrequently access their elements. Typical copying
overhead might exceed the access overhead of shared structure elements. In
structure sharing the variable cells contain two pointers. One points to
the value area in the global stack and the other to the structure represent-
ations. The structured data are represented by actual values and its struc-
ture representation.

(6) Inference is defined by the system as the "mechanism that is used
to execute a program written in logic programing."

(1) In backtracking the machine holds the entire execution history.
This includes a record of each choice point and the binding environments of
the variables. No efficient algorithm has been developed.

(8) The PROLOG unification is performed by primitive operations in
the PSI machine that search for the called clause, fetch the arguments of
the caller and callee, and examine the equality Of the arguments. The use
of tagged data allows greater speed in the unification process.
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APPENDIX E

CAA MODELS

The following tabulation summarizes models of interest to the US Army
Concepts Analysis Agency (CAA). The spectrum of models reviewed reflects
the diverse analytic mission of the agency. The table can be interpreted
with the following code:

Code Interest Category

A Active - available in-house and used frequently or on a regularly
recurring basis:

Suffix G - computer graphics program
Suffix M - model or multimodel system
Suffix S - support routine
Suffix U - utility routine
Note (gi) - interactive graphics options(s) included
Note (go) - supplemental graphics options(s) included

B Conversion/Test - undergoing conversion or testing for in-house
use.

D Development - being developed by CAA and/or contractor.

I Interest - developed by other agencies or firms; potentially
useful to CAA.

0 Outside - used by CAA at facility outside CAA; not available
in-house.

S Stand-by - models available in-house; not currently in active
use.
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APPENDIX F

A TAXONOMY OF GUIDELINES FOR DEVELOPING EXPERT SYSTEM
SOFTWARE IN A MILITARY ENVIRONMENT

This taxonomy was developed by Kline and Dolins (1985). It outlines 47
guidelines with supporting details for developing Military Expert System
Software. This taxonomy is also applicable to general expert system
software development. Many of the details of the taxonomy are developed in
greater detail by Hayes-Roth, Waterman, and Lenat (1983) and Waterman
(1986). Examples of the successful applications of expert system software
may be found in Jackson (1986).
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A Taxonomy of Guidelines for Developing Expert
System Software in a Military Environment

A.0 General Description

B.0 Data

B.1 Description of data:
- population (from which samples are drawn)
- samples
- data points

B.2 Volume of data
- samples per unit time
- data points per sample

B.3 Uncertainty in population, samples, and data

B.3.1 Redundancy of data
- explicit (same data repeated)
- implicit (different data pointing to the same conclusions -
reasons repeated)

B.3.2 Conflicting data

B.3.3 Ambiguity in data

B.3.4 Erroneous data

B.3.5 Missing data

B.3.6 Reproducibility
- amount of noise introduced by reproduction
- system (in data collection and processing)
- environment

B.4 Overdetermined or underdetermined problem

B.5 Single set of data vs. multiple data inputs (overtime)

B.6 Continuous vs. discrete data

B.7 Level of input (signal/sensor data, message level or symbolic
inputs, English text, etc.)

F-2
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A Taxonomy of Guidelines for Developing Expert
System Software in a Military Environment

*B.8 Capabilities for experimentation (obtaining additional information)

B.8.1 Sample more data from current set

B.8.2 More processing of original data

B.8.3 More processing of new data

B.8.4 Request additional information

B.9 Nature of environment (cooperative, passive, hostile)

C.O Hypotheses

C.1 Requirements

C.1.1 General nature of hypothesis (use or purpose)

C.1.2 Is there a unique solution
- unique solution in nature
- unique solution exists from input data

C.1.3 Hypothesis nature
- best or satisfying answer required?
- one or many hypotheses formed?
- complete set of hypotheses generated or stop when good

enough (satisfying) answer found?
- are hypotheses ranked?

C.2 Specific characteristics

C.2.1 Type of hypothesis
- descriptive
- functional
- causal (strategic or tactical)
- teleological (purposeful or goal directed)

C.2.2 Form of primitives

C.2.3 Syntax of hypothesis

C.2.4 Complexity of hypothesis
- number of primitives, other elements
- hypothesis structure

F-3
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A Taxonomy of Guidelines for Developing Expert
System Software in a Military Environment

C.2.5 Number of hypotheses (multiple hypotheses)

C.2.6 Size of hypothesis space

C.2.7 Precision of satisfaction criteria

C.2.8 Uncertainty
- quantitative vs. categorical

D.0 Reasoning Process

D.1 Form of abstract reasoning model (high-level description of the
reasoning process)

D.1.1 Uncertainty

D.1.2 AI paradigm
- top-down vs. bottom-up (goal-directed vs. data or event

driven)
- search strategy (breadth first, depth first, etc.)
- confirmation strategy
- evidence gathering
- predictions

D.2 Specific reasoning (or control) structures

D.2.1 Hypothesis formation technique
- selected (from pre-stored list)
- instantiated (from template)
- generated (from primitives)
- analogy (abstracted from instances)

D.2.2 Size of space considered
- pruning or constraints needed
- generator vs. model based

D.2.3 Use of data
is all data considered

D.2.4 Type of constructs (intermediate level processing) in reasoning
process and their complexity

for support structure

F-4
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A Taxonomy of Guidelines for Developing Expert
.System Software in a Military Environment

0.2.5 Amount of support structure for hypothesis
- number of intermediate levels of hypotheses (depth of

reasoning chain)
- step size process

0.2.6 Error recovery techniques
- backtracking

0.2.7 Resource allocation
- external (cost model)

D.2.8 Focus of attention (ordering of tasks, agenda, planning)
- for tasks
- for data

D.2.9 Dealing with uncertainty (and propagation of uncertainty)

D.2.10 Stopping criteria

0.3 Knowledge base

D.3.1 Components of knowledge base (form and complexity)
- of inference rules, static knowledge, etc.

E.0 Other Requirements and Considerations for Design and Implementation

E.1 Input/Output
- natural language, graphics, etc.

E.2 Explanation capability
- reasoning process
- history list
- contents of knowledge base
- hypotheses
- data (summary, etc.)

E.3 Mode of operation
- batch vs. interactive
- volunteered information
- user interrupts
- multiple users
- real time

F-5
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A Taxonomy of Guidelines for Developing Expert
System Software in a Military Environment

.'

E.4 Operating environment
- hardware (computers, multiprocessors, etc.)
- operating system
- capability
- size (memory, disk)
- speed

E.5 System requirements and performance
- speed
- size
- memory, disk

E.6 Implementation language

E.7 Representation (data structures used, etc.)

E.8 Methods for validating system performance

F.O Problems

(Kline and Dolins, 1985 pp 116-119)
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APPENDIX G

CAA SKILL ASSESSMENT

G-1. INTRODUCTION. Training for new technology is like shooting at a
target with blurred edges. When target behaviors are unclear extensive
feedback and tuning must be used to hit the criterion behavior desired from
the training (i.e., process control). This appendix reviews the present
status of CAA's general skill level, reviews training system design, and
draws conclusions about integration of Al technology into the organization.

G-2. PRESENT SKILL LEVELS. CAA has a diverse and highly qualified staff
of 222 military and civilian personnel. At the end of Fiscal Year 1985 the
approximate technical and educational areas of the CAM staff were as fol-
lows:

Table G-1. Technical Speciality and Education of CAA

Technical Area Military Civilian

Operations Research 53 57
Military Operations 21 24
Math/Statistics 0 22
Computer Science 2 8
Logistics/Personnel 26 0
Science/Engineering 0 2
Threat 7 0

Total 109 113

Education

Phd 1% 15%
Masters 22% 37%
Bachelors 22% 37%

G-1
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The 113 military officers assigned to the CAA technical staff have a 18 to
36 month tours of duty. Their education and training is completed before
arrival at CAA. The officers present at CAA at the end of fiscal year 1985
have the following branch specialities.

Table G-2. CAA Officers by Branch

Branch Nunlber Group

FA 17
INF 15
ADA 12 Combat Arms - 58
AR 12
AV 2

ENG 9
SC 6
MI 4 Combat Support - 24
CM 3
MP 2

AG 9
TC 6
OD 4 Combat Service Support - 24
QM 3
FC 1
MSC 1

Total 106

The present skill level of the CAA staff appears to be varied. The common
denominator of the CAA staff is the rapid ability to learn (i.e., high
native intelligence) and adapt new knowledge to the study process. For
example, the use of microcomputers was integrated into the work program
within a few months. The use of Army training system design may decrease
the time and effort needed to rapidly adapt AI technology.

G-2
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G-3. TRAINING SYSTEM DESIGN. Training systems that allow feedback and
tuning need to avoid isolation from the work process at CAA. Bryan and
Regan (1972) suggested that developing training systems should include:

1. Describing the Job
2. Task Analysis
3. Functional Training Requirements
4. Trade-Off Analysis

This notion of relating training development to the work process was ex-
panded upon by the Army Combat Arms Training Board. The Instructional
Systems Development (ISD) model developed by Branson, Rayner, Cox, Furman,
King, and Hannom (1975) provided an 18 step sequence for developing inter-
service training. An agency-wide training effort in AI would appear to
profit from the ISD model. The current Army proponent for training develop-
ment using the ISD model is the Army's Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC)
schools. The use of TRADOC schools in developing a CA training program
for integration of AI technology into the work program would appear to save
time, effort, and cost in developing an AI training program. Winston (1985)
has suggested that an Army-wide analysis be conducted to assess which schools
within the Army currently teach AI.

G-4. CONCLUSION. The staff of CAA appears to be capable of using AI tech-
nology in the agencies models, methodologies, and studies. The goal of any
training program should be to get as many individuals within the agency
started on productive work on the CRT as soon as possible. The training of
CAA staff in Al hardware, software, toolkits and methodologies appears to
be an evolutionary effort. Training, plus experience working with AI may
be necessary to apply the technology to CAA missions. It would appear that
an AI training research effort internal to the Army and conducted by either
TRADOC schools or an organization like the US Army Research Institute's
Training Laboratory would have a great potential pay-off for CAA and the
Army. Two factors appear important in developing an AI technology training
program at CA. First, the analysis of the learning task and the definition
of the performance objective requires the participation of the management
and staff of CAA with the professional training developer. This will allow
the organizational goals and objective to be infused into the development
process and subsequently into the AI technology training program. Second,
an adequate resourcing of the effort is required. Al training is costly
and time consuming. it is estimated that a LISP programer using the LISP
machine at an expert level takes 24-36 months of training and experience.
Haas and Walleck (1986) have suggested that training costs in manfacturing
are related to industrial productivity:

... the cost of training a skilled Mexican engineer
is between $8 and $11 a year. The cost of training
a comparably skilled individual in Japan was between
$22,000 and $28,000 a year and between $27,000 and
$45,000 in the U.S.

(Haas and Walleck, 1986 p 28)
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If a similar relationship between training and productivity exists at CA
then it is strongly suggested that CAA budget training costs closer to that
of the U.S. and Japan than Mexico for training its professional staff in AI
technology.
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APPENDIX H

AI DEMO PROJECT: FORCEM COI MAND AND CONTROL

H-i. The screen display and LISP code on the following pages were developed
from the Command and Control (C2) logic in the CAA Force Evaluation Model
(FORCEM) developed by Metzger (1985). The program was designed by Drs.
William S. Faught and Richard B. Modjeski during the Ninth International
Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence, 18-23 August 1985, at the
University of California at Los Angeles. Mr. Amos Oshrin, of Intellicorp,
coded the project using the Intellicorp Knowledge Engineering Environment
(KEE) software. Mr. Ronald Rockwell, Intellicorp, Washington, D.C. was
also instrumental in demonstrating the prototype to the staff of CAA and
the US Army Artificial Intelligence Center.

H-2. The FORCEM Model is a fully automated theater-level combat simulation
model. It is used by CAA as an analytic tool in the study of theater-level
issues for the Army. The simulation is time-stepped. Each model cycle
represents 12 hours of real time. The model represents the functional areas
of communications, command-and-control, division level force attrition,
fire support, and combat service support. The basic element in the model
is the unit. Units such as Corps or Division Headquarters contain assets
that can be destroyed or consumed during the simulation. Units can own
subordinate units in a hierarchical structure within the model logic.

H-3. The smallest self-contained unit in the FORCEM Model is the division.
The model concepts used to move the division and corps provide a necessary
but not sufficient condition for defining command and control logic. Metgzer
(1985) summarized the following FORCEM Model concepts:

A division can move about the battlefield, and engage
in combat with enemy divisions. Movement of a division
takes account of terrain and intensity of combat, and
is controlled through the mechanism of a list of
"objective points." At any given time, a division has
a list of objective points; it move toward the second
point. Movement of a division ceases when the last
objective point has been reached....
The movement of a division subordinate to a corps com-
mand and control headquarters is managed through two
mechanisms: "corps boundaries" and "corps control phase
lines." ... A corps boundary is a continuous piecewise
linear curve; two such boundaries constrain the lateral

5. movement of divisions subordinate to the corps.
IControl phase lines are lines orthogonal to, and joining,

the corps boundaries. Three such lines exist for the
corps at a given time, and contain the most current
objective points for subordinate divisions. The first
(most forward) phase line contains the most current
objective points for those divisions that are

H-1
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assigned to the first echelon (i.e., committed to
combat); the second contains the most current objective
points for those divisions that are assigned to the
second echelon (i.e., ready for combat but not
committed); and the third contains the most current
objective points for those divisions; that are assigned
to the third echelon (i.e., being refurbished) ....
The 'organization for combat' of a corps specifies how
many subordinate divisions, and which ones, are
assigned to each of the three echelons .... FORCEM also
treats reserve corps'. The movement of the reserve
corps is controlled by assigning it the same lateral
boundaries as the online corps, and lockstepping the
movement (forward or backward) of the control phase
lines of the reserve corps to the movement of the
control phase lines of the online corps....'Type of
operation' is a model parameter applicable to a corps
headquarters; it determines conditions that are applied
in deciding whether, and in which direction, to move
the corps control phase lines....'posture' ...denotes
the intensity with which the unit is to pursue its
objective. Providing the framework for FORCEM command
and control decisionmaking is the concept of an
'operations order' (OPORDER). It contains two kinds of
information: directions (e.g., posture) to the given
unit from its parent command and control headquarters
and priorities for the given unit--as specified by the
parent .... The model use can influence and direct
command and control decisionmaking through two
mechanisms: the 'master plan' and the 'knowledge
base' .... The knowledge base is composed of a set of
rules built into the model, and a set of input
threshold parameters .... Decisions are made in FORCEM by
applying the knowledge base and the state of variables
in the perceived data base. Because the rules are
written into the model the variables in the perceived
data base to be accessed for command and control
decisions have been preselected.

(Metzger, 1985, pp 2-11)

H-4. The FORCEM command and control demonstration model used the following
decision criteria from the CAA FORCEM Model:

a. Assignment of new corps
b. Commitment of reserve corps
c. Corps posture
d. Corps movement

H-2
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The decision criteria by Metzger (1985) were checked against the program
references in the FORCEM Model. The IF-THEN-ELSE statements from the
Simscript code were extracted and analyzed against the decision criteria
for clarity and completeness. The KEE Rulesystem2 software (version 2.0)
was used to specify the FORCEM rule premises in the software and allow
centralization of the model reasoning process. In effect this created a
KEE knowledge base of FORCEM rules. The object-oriented programing style

Sof using LISP code to call methods through an object by messages was used
to tie the FORCEM rules together. The active images function in KEE was
used to represent values of the FORCEM command and control knowledge base
and to show the relations between objects in the code. For example, the
FORCEM Simscript subroutine to assign postures from an Army to a
subordinate Corps was taken from subroutine CAC.MISSION.DESIGNATION and
reformatted into (ASSIGN-CORPS-POSTURE-RULES) found in section H-3 with
monitoring images. An example of the graphic representation and the LISP
code for the FORCEM command and control decision logic is given in the
following pages. Please note that this rapid prototype was accomplished in
36 hours of coding using the KEE software toolkit on a Symbolics LISP
Machine Model 3670.

H-3
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'~~1 -a- lMode:LISP; Package:I(EE; 343e:10.--

(CAADEMO
("I 12-ov8 17:57:49" AUGUSTE" *23-Nov-85 19:48:06")
NIL
(KNOWLEDGEBASES)
NIL

"S ((KBCOPY ((BEFORE (BEFOREKBCOPYIMAGE SELF KB NEWKB)) (AFTER C AFTERKBCOPYIMAGE SELF
a (B

METHO
METHOD
NIL
NIL)

(KUDELETE ((BEFORE (BEFOREKBCELETE IMAGE SELF ~ %A.?:
P. METHOD

METHOD
NIL

* NIL)
(KBLOAD ((AFTER (AFTERKBLOADIMAGE SELF KBSTREAM QUIETP NORELINKP KB))

METHOD
METHOD
NIL
NIL)

(KBMETH0DFILE (CAADEMO))
(KBSAVE ((BEFORE (BEFOREKBSAVEIMAGE SELF KB QUIETP MAKEMOCE NElWOIRECTORY)))

METHOD
METHOD
NIL
NIL)

- - (KBSIZE 59)
(KEE.OEVELOPMENT.VERSION.NLI4BER 0)
(KEE.MAJOR.VERSION.NINMgER 2)
(KEE.mrNoR.VERSION.NUMEER 1)

* (KEE.PATCH.VERSION.NLM4ER 3)
(KEEVERSION KEE2.1)))

(ACPR1 -WITHDRAW
("AUGUSTE" "24-Nov-85 1:10:16")
NIL
(ASSIGN-CORPS-POSTURE-RULES)
NIL

((ASSERTION (#Wf? (A POSTURE OF ?CORPS IS WITHDRAW)))
(EXTERNAL. FORM (IF (< (THE ECHELON-SPACES-TO-ARMY-OBJECTIVE OF ?CORPS)1 0)

THEN
(THE POSTURE OF ?CORPS IS WITHDRAW)))

(PREMISE (#Wff (AN ECHELON-SPACES-TO-AR4Y-OBJECTIVE OF ?CORPS IS VAR35) #W? f (< 'VAR35 0)))))

(ACPR2-AT-OBJECTIVE-.ATTACX
("AUGUSTEl "24-Nov-85 1:34:10")
NIL
(ASSIGN-CORPS-POSTURE-RULES)

% NIL

IF((ASSERTION (#W?? (A POSTURE OF ?CORPS IS 'VAR44)))
.f (EXTERMAL.FOR4 (IF (AND (- (THE ECHELON-SPACES-TO-ARMY-OBJECTIVE OF 'CORPS) 0)

d (THE ARMY OF 'CORPS IS 'ARMY)
(ATTACK (THE POSTURE OF ?ARM4Y))

(. ?THRESHOLD (THE AT-OSJECTIVE-ATTACK-POSTURE-THRESHOLD OF 'ARMY)
?" RATIO (THE F-TO-E-FORCE-RATIO OF 'CORPS)))

THEN
*(THE POSTURE OF 'CORPS IS (IF (> ?RATIO 'THRESHOLD) 'DEFEND 'DELAY))))

(PREMISE
*(Ad?? ((AN ECHELON-SPACES-TO-ARMY-OBJECT:VE OF 'CORPS) -0)

41. #W?? (AN ARMY OF 'CORPS IS 'ARMY)
4 Adf (ATTACK - (A POSTURE OF 'ARMY))

#W?? ('THRESHOLD - (AN AT-OBJECTIVE-ATTACK-7:'URE-THRESHOLD) CF '"AR~m)
-P, #W?? ('RATIO - (A F-TO-E-FORCE-RATIO OF 'CORPS))

1Wff ('VARAS - (> 'RqATIO 'THRESHOLD))
wp, fdf? ('VAR44 - (IF 'VAR45 DEFEND DELAY))))))
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(ACPR2-AT-OBJECTIVE-OEFEND
(*AUGUSTE" "24-Nov-85 2:29:18")
NIL
(ASSIGN-CORPS-POSTURE-RULES)
NIL
)
((ASSERTION (Aiff (A POSTURE OF 'CORPS IS ?VAR48)))
(EXTERNAL.FORM (IF (AND (- (THE ECHELON-SPACES-TO-ARMY-OBJECTIVE OF 'CORPS) 0)

(THE ARMY OF 'CORPS IS ?ARMY)
(. DEFEND (THE POSTURE OF ?ARMY))
(. ?THRESHOLD (THE AT-OBJECTIVE-DEFENO-POSTURE-THRESHOLD OF ?ARMY))
(- ?RATIO (THE F-TO-E-FORCE-RATIO OF ?CORPS)))

THEN

(PREMISE (THE POSTURE OF 'CORPS IS (IF () ?RATIO 'THRESHOLD) 'DEFEND 'DELAY))))

(#wff ((AN ECHELON-SPACES-TO-AWMY-OaJECTIVE OF ?CORPS) - 0)
#Wff (AN ARMY OF ?CORPS IS ?ARMY)
#wff (DEFEND - (A POSTURE OF ?ARMY))
#Wff (?THRESHOLD - (AN AT-OSJECTIVE-DEFEND-POSTURE-THRESHOLD OF ?ARMY))
#Wff (?RATIO - (A F-TO-E-FORCE-RATIO OF ?CORPS))
#Wff (?VAR49 - () 'RATIO ?THRESHOL))
#Wff (?VAR&a - (IF ?VAR49 DEFENO DELAY))))))

(ACPR2 -AT-OBJECTIVE-DELAY
("AUGUSTE' 24-Nov-85 2:29:25)
NIL
(ASSIGN-CORPS-POSTURE-RULES)
NIL
()
((ASSERTION (#Wff (A POSTURE OF ?CORPS IS ?VAR52)))

(EXTERNAL.FO0 (IF (AND (- (THE ECHELON-SPACES-TO-ARMY-OBJECTIVE OF ?CORPS) 0)
,, (THE ARMY OF ?CORPS IS ?ARMY)
,, C- DELAY (THE POSTURE OF ?ARMY))

(= ?THRESHOLD (THE AT-OBJECTIVE-DELAY-POSTURE-THRESHOLD OF 'ARMY))
(- ?RATIO (THE F-TO-E-FORCE-RATIO OF 'CORPS)))

THEN
(THE POSTURE OF 'CORPS IS (IF (> ?RATIO ?THRESHOLD) 'DEFEND 'DELAY))))(PREMISE

(#Wff ((AN ECHELON-SPACES-TO-ARMY-OBJECTIVE OF ?CORPS) • 0)
#Wff (AN ARMY OF ?CORPS IS ?ARMY)
#Wff (DELAY - (A POSTURE OF 'ARMY))
#ff (?THRESHOLD -- (AN AT-OBJECTIVE-DELAY-POSTURE-THRESHOLD OF -'ARMY))
#Wff ('RATIO - (A F-TO-E-FORCE-RATIO OF 'CORPS))
#Wff (?VAR53 - (> ?RATIO ?THRESHOLD))
#Dff (PVAR52 a (IF ?VAR53 DEFEND DELAY))))))

(ACPR3-BEHIND-OBJECTIVE-ATTACK
("AUGUSTE "24-Nov-85 2:46:53")
NIL
(ASSIGN-CORPS-POSTURE-RULES)
NIL
()
((ASSERTION (DWff (A POSTURE OF 'CORPS IS 'VAR99)))

(EXTERNAL.FORM (IF (AND (> (THE ECHELON-SPACES-TO-ARMY-OBJECTIE OF 'CORPS) 0)
(THE ARMY OF 'CORPS IS ?ARMY)
(o ATTACK (THE POSTURE OF ?ARMY))
(?A-THRESHOLD

(THE BEHIND-OBJECTIVE-ATTACK-POSTURE-ATTACK-THRESHOLD OF ?ARMY))
(- '0-THRESHOLD

(THE BEHIND-O8JECTIVE-ATTACK-POSTURE-DEFEND-THRESHOLD OF 'ARMY))
(?EN 'RATIO (THE F-TO-E-FORCE-RATIO OF 'CORPS)))

14 THEN

(THE POSTURE
OF
'CORPS
IS

(IF (> 'RATIO 'A-THRESHOLD)
'ATTACK
(IF (> 'RATIO 'D-THRESHOLD) 'DEFEND 'DELAY)))))( PREMISE

(#Wff (AN ECHELON-SPACES-TO-ARMY-OBJECTIvE OF 'CORPS IS ')VAR98)
#Dff () 'VAR98 0)
#Wff (AN ARMY OF 'CORPS IS 'ARMY)
#Wff (ATTACK (A POSTURE OF IARMY))
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#Wff (?A-THRESHOLD - (A BEHIND-OB.JECTIVE-ATTACK-POSTURE-ATACK-THRESHOLD OF '7ARMY))
#Wff (?O-THRESHOLD - (A BEHINO-OB.JECTIVE-ATTACK-POSTURE-OEFEND-THRESHOLD OF ?ARMY))
IWff (?RATIO - (A F-TO-E-FORCE-RATIO OF 'CORPS))
#WfI' (?VAR1O2 - (> ?RATIO '0-THRESHOLD))
#WI'P (?VARiai - (IF 'VAR1O2 DEFEND DELAY))
#Wff (?VAR100 - (> ?RATIO ?A-THRESHOLD))
#Wff (?VAR99 - (IF ?VAR1OO ATTACK ?VAR101))))))

(ACPR3-BEHIND-08.JECTIVE-OEFEND
("AUGUSTE' "24-Nov-85 2:47:00")
NIL
(ASSIGN-CORPS-POSTURE-RULES)
NIL

((ASSERTION (#Wff (A POSTURE OF ?CORPS IS ?VAR1O9)))
(EXTERNAL.FORM (IF (AND (> (THE ECHELON-SPACES-TO-ARMY-08.JECTIVE OF ?CORPS) 0)

(THE ARMY OF ?CORPS IS ?ARMY )
(DEFEND (THE POSTURE OF ?ARMY)
(. A-THRESHOLD

(THE BEHIND-OLECTIVE-DEFEND-POSTURE-ATTACK-THRESHOLD OF 'ARMY))

(THE BEHIND-OBJECTIVE-OEFENO-POSTURE-OEFEN-THRESHOLD OF 'ARMY))
(?RATIO (THE F-TO-E-FORCE-RATIO OF ?CORPS)))

THEN
(THE POSTURE

OF
?CORPS
is
(IF (> ?RATIO ?A-THRESHOLD)

ATTACK
(IF (> ?RATIO ?D-THRESHOLD)'DEFEND 'DELAY)))))

(PREMISE
(#Wff (AN ECHELON-SPACES-TO-ARMY-OBJECTIVE OF 'CORPS IS ?VAR108)

A#iff (AN ARMY OF ?CORPS IS ?ARMY)
#Wf'7 (DEFEND - (A POSTURE OF ?ARMY))
#Wff ('A-THRESHOLD x (A BEHIND-O8JECTIVE-DEFEND-POSTURE-ATTACK-THRESHOLD OF 'ARMY))
#W~ff (?D-THRESHOLD - (A BEHIND-OBJECTIVE-DEFEND-POSTURE-DEFED-THRESHOLD OF 'ARMY))
#WfI' ('RATIO *(A F-TO-E-FORCE-RATIO OF ?CORPS))
#Wff (?VARI12 =(> 'RATIO ?D-THRESHOLD))
#Wff (?VARI11 * (IF 'VAR112 DEFEND DELAY))
#Wff (?VAR1O () ?PATIO 'A-THRESHOLD))
#Wfl' ('VAR10S (IF 'VAR11O ATTACK 'VARlil))))))

(ACPR3-BEHIND-OBJECTIVE-DELAY
("AUGUSTE' "24-Nov-85 2:47:03")
NIL
(ASSIGN-CORPS-POSTURE-RULES)
NIL

((ASSERTION (#Wff (A POSTURE OF 'CORPS IS ?VARII9)))
(EXTERNAL.FORM (IF (AND (> (THE ECHELON-SPACES-TO-ARMY-OBJECTIVE OF 'CORPS) 0)

(THE ARMY OF 'CORPS IS 'ARMY)
(DELAY (THE POSTURE OF 'ARMY))
(= A-THRESHOLD
(THE BEHIND-OaJECTIVE-OELAY-POSTURE-AT-TACK-THRESHOLO OF 'ARMY))
70 '-THRESHOLD
(THE BEHIND-OBJECTIVE-DELAY-POSTURE-DEFEND-THRESHOL OF 'ARMY))

THE 'RZATIO (THE F-TO-E-FORCE-RATIO OF 'CORPS)))

(THE POSTURE
OF
'CORPS
is
(IF (> 'RATIO 'A-THRESHOLD)

'ATTACK
(IF (> 'RATIO '0-THRESHOLD) 'DEFEND 'DELAY)))))

(PREMISE
(#Wff (AN ECHELON-SPACLS-TO-ARMY-OBJECTIVE OF 'CORPS IS 'VAR118)
#Wff (> 'VAR118 0)
#Wff' (AN ARMY OF ?CORPS IS 'ARMY)
#Wff (DELAY - (A POSTURE OF !ARMY))
#Wff (IA-THRESHOLD (A BEHIND-OB jECTIVE-OELAY-POSTURE-ATTACK-THRESHOLO OF 'ARMY))
#Wff ('D0-THRESHOLD - (A 6EHINO-OBJECTIVE-OELAY-POSTURE-DEFENO-T RESHOLD OF 'ARMY:)
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#Wf(?RATIO - (A F-TO-E-FORCE-RATIO OF ?CORPS))
#Wf? (?VAR122 - (> ?RATIO ?O-THRESHOLD))
#W?? (?VAR121 - (IF ?VAR122 DEFEND DELAY))
#W?? (?VAR12O a (> ?RATIO ?A-ThRESHOLD))
#W?? (?VAR119 - (IF ?VAA12O ATTACK ?VAR121))))))

A (AONCR1 -GET-POSSIBLE-ASSIGNMENTS-ALL
("AUGUSTE* "23-Nov-85 20:26:58')

NIL
(ASSIGNMENT-OF-NEV-CORPS-RULES)
NIL

((ACTION
((PUT.VALUES ?CORPS 'POSSIBLE-RESERVE-ASSIGIE'ENT (UNIT.ALLCHILDREM 'CORPS 'MEMBER))))

(ASSERTION NIL)
(EXTERNAL.FORM (IF (AND (THE CORPS-TO-BE-ASSIGNED OF CORPS IS 'CORPS)

(NOT (QUERY '(THE ARMY OF .?CORPS IS 'ARK))))
DO
(PUT.VALUES ?CORPS

'POSSIBLE-RESERVE-ASSIG*MENT
(UNIT.ALLCHILDREN 'CORPS 'MEMBER))))

(PREMISE
(1Wf? (THE CORPS-TO-SE-ASSIGNED OF CORPS IS ?CORPS)

t. 1W?? (?VAR13 - (SI:XR-BQ-LISTs THE ARMY OF ?CORPS (QUOTE (IS 'ARMY))))
1'~ 1W?? (NOT (QUERY ?VAR13))))

(WEIGHT (1))))

(AON:R1 -GET-POSSIBLE-ASSIGWENTS-ARMY
("AUGUSTE- '23-Nov-85 20:28:59')
NIL
(ASSIGNMENT-OF-NEV-CORPS-RULES)
NIL

((ACTION ((PUT.VALUES ?CORPS 'POSSIBLE-ESERVE-ASSIGNMENT (GET.VALUES 'ARMY 'OWNS))))
(ASSERTION NIL)
(EXTERNAL.FORM (IF (AND (THE CORPS-TO-BE-ASSIGNED OF CORPS IS 'CORPS)

(THE ARK? OF 'CORPS IS ?ARMY))
DO
(PUT.VALUES 'CORPS

'POSSIBLE-RESERVE-SSIGNMENT
(GET.VALUES 7ARMY 'OWNS))))

(PREMISE
(0W?? (THE CORPS-TO-8E-ASSIGNED OF CORPS IS ?COPPS) #W?? (AN ARMY OF 'CORPS IS 'ARMY)))

(WEIGHT (1))))

(AONCR2-ELIMINATE-NON-ONLINE
"""23-Nov-85 19:23:26")

NIL
(ASSIGNMENT-OF-NEV-CORPS-RULES)

* NIL

((ACTION ((RETRACT '(A POSSIBLE-RESERVE-ASSIGNMENT OF ,?CORPS IS ,'CORPS2)) )
(ASSERTION NIL)
(EXTERNAL.FORM (IF (AND (THE CORPS-TO-SE-ASSIGNED OF CORPS IS 'CORPS)

(A POSSIBLE-RESERVE-ASSIGNMENT OF 'CORPS IS ?CORPS2)
(NOT (- ONLINE (THE ASSIGNMENT-STATUS OF 'CORPS2))))

DO
(RETRACT '(A POSSIBLE-RESERVE-ASSIGNMENT OF *7CORPS IS 7'CORPS2))))

(PREMISE
(#W?? (THE CORPS-TO-BE-ASSIGNED OF CORPS IS ?CORPS)
1W?? (A POSSIBLE-RESERVE-ASSIGNMENT OF 'CORPS IS 'CORPS2)
1W?? (NOT (ONLINE *(AN ASSIGNMENT-STATUS OF 'CORPS2)))))

(WEIGHT (2))))

"C CAONCR3-ELIMINATE-HEAVILY-RESERVED
C""23-Nov-85 19:25:22")

A NIL
t (ASSIGNMENT-OF-NEW-CORPS-RULES)

NIL

((ACTION ((RETRACT '(A POSSIBLE-RESERVE-ASSIGNMENT OF 7'COPPS IS ,'CORPS2)) )
(ASSERTION NIL)
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(EXTERNAL.FORM (IF (AND (THE CORPS-TO-BE-ASSIGNED OF CORPS IS ?CORPS)
(A POSSIBLE-RESERVE-ASSIGNMENT OF 'CORPS IS ?CORPS2)
(A POSSIBLE-RESERVE-ASSIGNMENT OF ?CORPS IS ?CORPS3)
(NOT (- ?CORPS2 ?CORPS3))
(> (THE NUMBER-OF-RESERVE-CORPS OF 'CORPS2)

(THE NUMER-OF-RESERVE-CORPS OF ?CORPS3)))
DO
(RETRACT *(A POSSIBLE-RESERVE-ASSIGNMENT OF *'CORPS IS .?CORPS2))))

(PREMISE
(#Wff (THE CORPS-TO-BE-ASSIGNED OF CORPS IS ?CORPS)
#Wff (A POSSIBLE-RESERVE-ASSIGNMENT OF ?CORPS IS 7CORPS2)
#Wff (A POSSIBLE-RESERVE-ASSIGNMENT OF ?CORPS IS 'CORPS3)
IWff (NOT ('CORPS2 - ?CORPS3))
#Wff (A NUMER-OF-RESERVE-CORPS OF ?CORPS3 IS 'VARi 1)
#Wff (A NUMBER-OF-RESERVE-CORPS OF 'CORPS? IS ?VAR1O)
#Wff (> ?VAR1O 7VAR11)))

(WEIGHT (3))))

(AONCR4-ELIMINATE-NOT-ENGAGED
(*' *23-Nov-85 19:27:11*)
NIL
(ASSIGNMENT-OF-NEW-CORPS-RULES)
NIL

((ACTION ((RETRACT '(A POSSIBLE-RESERVE-ASSIGNMENT OF .?CORPS IS *'CORPS3)) )
(ASSERTION NIL)
(EXTERNAL.FORM (IF (AND (THE CORPS-TO-BE-ASSIGNED OF CORPS IS 'CORPS)

(A POSSIBLE-RESERVE-ASSIGNMENT OF ?CORPS IS 'CORPS?)
(A POSSIBLE-RESERVE-ASSIGNMENT OF ?CORPS IS ?CORPS3)
(NOT (- 'CORPS? ?CORPS3))

(ENGAGED (THE ENGAGEMENT-STATUS OF ?CORPS2))
(NOT-ENGAGED (THE ENGAGEMENT-STATUS OF 'CORPS3)))

DO
(RETRACT '(A POSSIBLE-RESERVE-ASSIGNMENT OF ?'CORPS IS *?CORPS3f))

(PREMISE
(#Wff (THE CORPS-TO-BE-ASSIGNED OF CORPS IS 'CORPS)
#Wff (A POSSIBLE-RESERVE-ASSIGNMENT OF 'CORPS IS 'CORPS?)
#Wff (A POSSIBLE-RESERVE-ASSIGNMENT OF 'CORPS IS 'CORP53)
#Wff (NOT (7CORPS2 - ?CORPS3))
*W?? (ENGAGED - (AN ENGAGEMENT-STATUS OF 'CORPS?))
#Wf? (NOT-ENGAGED - (AN ENGAGEMENT-STATUS OF ?CORPS3))))

(WEIGHT (4))))

(AONCR5-ELIMINATi-NEARER-TO-ARMY-OBJEC.TIVE
("" "23-Nov-85 19:31:39")
NIL
(ASSIGNMENT-OF-NEW-CORPS-RULES)
NIL

((ACTION ((RETRACT '(A POSSIBLE-RESERVE-ASSIGNMENT OF ?'CORPS IS ?'CORPS2)) )
(ASSERTION NIL)
(EXTERNAL.FORM (IF (AND (THE CORPS-TO-BE-ASSIGNED OF CORPS IS 'CORPS)

(A POSSIBLE-RESERVE-ASSIGNMENT OF ?CORPS IS 'CORPS?)
(A POSSIBLE-RESERVE-ASSIGNMENT OF 'CORPS IS ?CORPS3)
(NOT (- ?CORPS2 'CORPS3))
(< (THE ECHELON-SPACES-TO-ARMY-OBJECTIVE OF 'CORPS?)

(THE ECHELON-SPACES-TO-ARMY-OBJECTIVE OF ')CORPS3)))
DO
(RETRACT '(A POSSIBLE-RESERVE-ASSIGNMENT OF l'CORPS IS ?'CORPS2))))

(PREMISE
(#Wff (THE CORPS-TO-BE-ASSIGNED OF CORPS IS 'CORPS)
fW?? (A POSSIBLE-RESERVE-ASSIGNMENT OF 'CORPS IS ?CORPS?)
#Wf? (A POSSIBLE-RESERVE-ASSIGNMENT OF 'CORPS IS 7CORPS3)
#W?? (NOT (?CORPS2 - 'CORPS3))
#Wf? (AN ECHELON-SPACES-TO-ARMY-OBJECTIVE OF ?CORPS3 IS 'VAR21)
#Wff (AN ECHELON-SPACES-TO-ARMY-OBJECTIVE OF 'CORPS? IS 7VAR2O)
#Wff (< 7VAR20 ?VAR21)))

(WEIGHT (5))))

(AONCR6-ELimINATE-ACCOROING-TO-WB-POSTJRE
("AUGUSTE" "23-Nov-85 21:21:00")
NIL
(ASSIGNMENT-OF-NEW-CORPS-RULES)
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NIL

((ACTION ((RETRACT t(A POSSIBLE-RESERVE-ASSIGNMENT OF .?CORPS IS *?CORPS3)) )
(EXTERNAL.FORM (IF (AND (THE CORPS-TO-BE-ASSIGNED OF CORPS IS ?CORPS)

(A POSSIBLE-RESERVE-ASSIGNMENT OF ?CORPS IS 'CORPS?)
(A POSSIBLE-RESERVE-ASSIGNMENT OF 'CORPS IS ?CORPS3)
(NOT (- 'CORPS2 ?CORPS3);
(ALPHALESSP (THE WOULD-BE-POSTURE OF 'CORPS?)

(THE WOULD-BE-POSTURE OF 'CORPS3))
DO
(RETRACT '(A POSSIBLE-RESERVE-ASSIGNMENT OF .?CORPS IS ,'CORPS3))))

(PREMISE
(#Wff (THE CORPS-TO-SE-ASSIGNED OF CORPS IS ?CORPS)
#Wff (A POSSIBLE-RESERVE-ASSIGMENT OF ?CORPS IS ?CORPS2)
#Wff (A POSSIBLE-RESERVE-ASSIGNMENT OF ?CORPS IS ?CORPS3)
#Wff (NOT (7CORPS2 - ?CORPS3))
#Wff (A WOULD-SE-POSTURE OF 7CORPS3 IS ?VAR33)
#Wff (A WOULD-SE-POSTURE OF 'CORPS? IS ?VAR32)
#Wff (ALPHALESSP ?VAR32 ?VAR33)))

(WEIGHT (6))))

(AOtdcR7-ELIMINATE-HIGM-WS-FTE-FORCE-RATIO
(*AUGUSTE' *23-Nov-85 21:21:03')
NIL
(ASSIGNMENT-OF-NEW-CORPS-RULES)
NIL

((ACTION ((RETRACT '(A POSSIBL-RESERVE-ASSIGNMENT OF ?'CORPS IS ?'CORPS2)) )
(EXTERNAL.F004 (IF (AND (THE CORPS-TO-SE-ASSIGNED OF CORPS IS ?CORPS)

(A POSSIBLE-RESERVE-ASSIGNMENT OF ?CORPS IS ?CORPS2)
(A POSSIBLE-RESERVE-ASSIGNMENT OF ?CORPS IS ?CORPS3)
(NOT (- ?CORPS2 ?CORPS3))
(> (THE WOULD-E-F-TO-E-FORCE-RATIO OF ?CORPS2)

(THE WOULD-SE-F-TO-E-FORCE-RATIO OF ?CORPS3)))
DO

4- (RETRACT ' (A POSSIBLE-RESERVE-ASSIGNMENT OF .?'CORPS IS ,'CORPS2))))
(PREMISE
(#Wff (THE CORPS-TO-SE-ASSIGNED OF CORPS IS 'CORPS)
N??f (A POSSIBLE-RESERVE-ASSIGNMENT OF 'CORPS IS 'CORPS?)
fW?? (A POSSIBLE-RESERVE-ASSIGNMENT OF ?CORPS IS 7CORPS3)
#Wff (NOT ('CORPS? - ?CORPS3))
#Wf? (A WOULD-BE-F-TO-E-FORCE-RATIO OF 7CORPS3 IS ?VAR29)
#Wff (A WOULD-BE-F-TO-E-FORCE-RATIO OF 'CORPS2 IS ?VAR28)
#W?? (> ?VAR28 ?VAR29)))

(WEIGHT (7))))

(ARM4IES
("* "23-Nov-85 18:02:09*)
(MILITARY-UNITS)

p ((CLASSES GENERICUNITS))
NIL
((AT-OBJECTIVE-ATTACK-POSTURE-THRESHOLD (2) NIL (NUMBSER) NIL ((CARDINALITY.MAX (1))
(AT-OBJECTIVE-DEFEND-POSTURE-THRESHOLD (2) NIL (NUMBER) NIL ((CARDINALITY.MAX (1))
(AT-OBJECTIVE-DELAY-POSTURE-THRESHOLD (1) NIL (NUMBER) NIL ((CARDINALITY.MAX (I)
(BEHIND-OSJECTIVE-ATTACK-POSTURE-ATTACK-THRESHOLD (5)

NIL
% (NUMBER)

NIL
((CARDINALITY.MAX (1))

-'(BEHIND-OBJECTIVE-ATTACK-POSTURE-DEFEND-THRESHOLD (2)
NIL
(NUMBER)
NIL
((CARDINALITY.MAX (1))))

(BEHIND-OBJECTIVE-DEFEND-POSTURE-ATTACK-THRESHOLD (5)
NIL
(NUMBER)
NIL
((CARDINALITY.MAX (1))))

(BEHINO-OBJECTIVE-DEFEND-POSTURE-OEFEND-THRESHOLD (2)
NIL
(NUMBER)
NIL
((CARDINALITY.MAX (1))))
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(BEHrND-O8JECTVE-ELAY-POSTURE-ATTACK-TRESOLD ( 4)
NIL
(NUMBER)
NIL
((CARDIWALITY.MAX (I)

(BEMINO-OSJECTIVE-OELAY-POSTUE-EFENO-TRES40L0 (1)
NIL
(NUMBER)
NIL
((CARDINALITY.MAX MM))

(MAXIMiUM-OISTAWcE-8ET'WEEN-NEIGHM8S (2) NIL (NUMBSER) NIL ((CARDINALITY.MAX ()
(OBJECTIVE-P4ASE-LINE NIL NIL (NUMBER) NIL ((CAROINALITY.MAX MM))
(OWNS NIL NIL (CORPS))
(POSTURE (DEFEND) NIL ((ONE.OF ATTACK DEFEND DELAY))))

((\MAE.PANEL (#Unit (IMAGE.PANELO17O9 CAAOEMD) #Unit (IMAGE.PANEL01708 CAAOEMO)))))

(ARM-1
("AUGUST' '23-Nov-85 20:33:26')
NIL
(ARMIES)
NIL

((OWNS (CORPS-1-1 CORPS-1-2))))

(ARMY-2
(*AUGUST!' '23-Nov-85 20:33:28')
NIL
(ARM4IES)
NIL

((OWNS (CORPS-2-1 CORPS-2-2 CORPS-2-4 CORPS-2-3))))

(ASSIGN-CORPS-POSTURE-RULES
("AUGUSTE" '24-Nov-85 0:55:21')
(CAA-RULES (RULES RZJLESYSTEM2))
((RULE. CLASSES RULESYSTEM?))
NIL
((ASSERTION)

C EXTERNAL .FORM)
(PREMISE))
((ANO.TRACE)
(FC.TRACE)
(UIMEDIATE. RULE. APPLICATION. MODE)
C OR.TRACE)
(PANEL. TRACE)
(STEPPER. MODE)
TEXT. TRACE))

(ASSIGE4ENT-OF-NEW-CORPS-RULES
(*" "23-Nov-85 19:19:19')
(CMA-RULES (RULES RULESYSTEM2))
((RULE. CLASSES RULESYSTEM2))
NIL
((ASSERTION)

(EXTERNAL.FORM)
(PREMISE)
(WEIGHT NIL NIL (NUMBER) NIL ((CAROINALITY.MAX (1))
((ANO.TRACE (OFF))
(FC.TRACE (OFF))
(I?4EDIATE.RULE.APPLICATION.MDOE)
(OR.TRACE (OFF))
(PANEL. TRACE)
(RESOLVE .CONFLICT LEAST.WEIGHT)
(STEPPER.MOOE (OFF))
(TEXT.TRACE (OFF))))

(CMA-RULES
("' 23-Nov-85 19:21:24")
((ENTITIES GENERICUNITS))
((CLASSES GENERICUNITS))
NIL
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0)

(CORPS
(- "23-Nov-85 18:02:091)
(MILITARY-UNITS)
((CLASSES GENERICUNITS))
NIL

% ((ARMY NIL NIL (ARMIES) NIL ((CARDINALITY.MAX (I)
(ASSIGN-CORPS (LAMDA (SELF &AUX RESERVE-FOR)

(PUT.VALUE 'CORPS 'CORPS-TO-BE-ASSIGNED SELF) -

(FORWARD. CHAIN * ASSIGNMENT-OF-NEW-CORPS-RULES)
(PUT.VALUE SELF 'ASSIGNMENT-STATUS 'RESERVE)

* (SETO RESERVE-FOR (GET.VALUE SELF 'POSSIBLE-PESERVE-ASSIGNMENT))
(PUT.VALUIE SELF 'RESERVE-FOR RESERVE-FOR)
(PUT.VALUE SELF 'ARMY (GET.VALUE RESERVE-FOR 'ARMY)))

METHOD
(M'ETHOD))

(ASSIGN-CORPS-POSTURE (LAMBDA (SELF)
(REM VE ALL.LOCAL.VALUES SELF 'POSTURE)
(QUERY '(THlE POSTURE OF *SELF IS 7POSTURE)

'ASSIGN-CORPS-POSTURE-RULES))
C' METHOD
C' (METHOD))

C' (ASSIGNM'ENT-STATUS NIL NIL ((ONE.OF RESERVE ONLINE)) NIL ((CAROINALITY.MAX (1))))
(IXV941T-RESERVE -CORPS
(LAMBDA

C' (SELF)
(PROG

((ASSIGMENT-STATUS (GET. VALUE SELF 'ASSIGNMENT-STATUS))
(SUPPORT-STATUS (GET.VALUE SELF 'SUPPORT-STATUS))
(NUPEER-OF-CaEAT-REAOY-OIVISIONS (GET. VALUE SELF 'NL*EER-OF-COMBAT-REAOY-IVISIONS))
(MIN-NUj4BER-OF-CG48AT-R EAD Y-OIVISIONS

(GET.VALUE SELF 'MIN-NUMBER-OF-COM4AT-REAY-OIVISIONS))
(ARMY (GET.VALUE SELF 'ARMY))
MAXIP4JM-OISTAAICE -BETWEEN-NEIGHBORS
ONLINE-CORPS
OC-SPACES-TO-ARNY-OBJECTIVE
ONLINE-CORPS-POSTURE
NEIGHBORS

'p. COWITTED-TO)
(REMOVE .ALL. LOCAL. VALUES SELF 'CommITTED-TO)
(COND ((NOT (EQUAL ASSIGNMIENT- STATUS 'RESERVE))

* ~(PRINTOUT T T *This is not a reserve unit')
(RETURN 'FAIL-i))

((NOT (EQUAL SUPPORT-STATUS 'OKAY))
(PRINTOUT T T "The support status of this unit is not 'okay')
(RETURN 'FAIL-2))
((NP*'6ER-OF-COMBAT-REAOY-OIVISIONS MIN-NL*eER-OF-COaSAT-READY-OIVISIONS)

(PRINTOUT T T 'There are not enough Combat ready divisions in this corps ''

(RETURN 'FAIL-3)))
(SETO

MAXIM4.M-OISTANCE-BETWEEN-NEIGHBORS
(GET.VALUE ARMY IMXIMKf4-ISTANCE-BETWEEN-NEIGHORS

(SETO ONLINE-CORPS (GET.VALUE SELF 'RESERVE-FOR))
(SETO OC-SPACES-TO-ARNY-OBJECTIVE (GET. VALUE ONLINE-CORPS

' ECHELON-SPACES -TO- ARM-OBJECTIVE))
(SETO ONLINE-CORPS-POSTURE (GET.VALUE ONLINE-CORPS 'POSTURE))
(SETO NEIGHBORS (GET.VALUES ONLINE-CORPS 'NEIGHBOR))
(COND ((AND (> OC-SPACES-TO-ARMY-OaJECTIVE 0)

(NOT (EQUAL 'ATTACK ONLINE-CORPS-POSTURE))
(LOOP FOR

NEIGHBOR
IN
NEIGHBORS
WHEN
(> (- OC-SPACES-TO-ARMY-OaJECTIVE

(GET.VALUE NEIGHBOR 'ECHELON-SPACES-TO-ARMY-OB JECTIVE))
MAXIHUM-OISTAN4CE-BETWEEN-NEIGHBORS)

COLLECT
NEIGHBOR))

(PUT.VALUE SELF 'COP44ITTED-TO ONLINE-CORPS)
(PRINTOUT T T "Connltted to *(UNIT.NAME ONLINE-CORPS))
(RETURN ONLINE-CORPS)))
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(CONO
((SETO
COMMITTED-TO
(CAR (LOOP FOR

NEIGHBOR
IN
NEIGHBORS
WHEN
(AND (> (GET.VALUE NEIGHBOR 'ECHELON-SPACES-TO-ARWY-OBJECTIVE) 0)

(NOT (EQUAL 'ATTACK (GET.VALUE NEIGHBOR 'POSTURE)))
() (- (GET.VALUE NEIGHBOR 'ECHELON-SPACES-TO-ARMY-OSJECTIVE)

OC-SPACES-TO-ARMY-O&JECTIVE)
MAXIMUM-OISTANCE-BETWEEN-NEIGHBORS))

COLLECT
NEIGHBOR)))

(PUT. VALUE SELF 'CMMITTED-TO COM4MITTED-TO)
(PRINTOUT T T "Committed to I (UNIT.NAME C IrTTED-TO))
(RETURN COMMITTED-TO)))

(PRINTOUT T T "Guess nobody needs my help '')
(RETURN 'FAIL-5)))

METHOD
(METHOD)
NIL
NIL)
(ECHELON-SPACES-TO-ARMY-OSJECTIVE NIL NIL (NUMBER) NIL ((CARDINALITY.MAX (1))))
(ENGAGEMENT-STATUS NIL NIL ((ONE.OF ENGAGED NOT-ENGAGED)) NIL ((CARDINALITY.MAX (1))))
(F-TO-E-FORCE-RATIO NIL NIL (NtUBER) NIL ((CAROINALITY.MAX (1))))
(MIN-NLMSER-OF-COMBAT-READY-OIVISIONS (3) NIL (NUMBER) NIL ((CARDINALITY.MAX (1))))
(NEIGHBOR NIL NIL (CORPS) NIL ((CARDINALITY.MAX (2))))
(NLHBER-OF-COMBAT-READY-OIVISIOWS NIL NIL (NUMBER) NIL ((CARDINALITY.MAX (1))))
(NUMBER-OF-RESERVE-CORPS NIL NIL (NUMBER) NIL ((CARDINALITY.MAX (1))))
(OWNS NIL NIL (DIVISIONS))
(POSSIBLE-RESERVE-ASSIGNMENT N4IL NIL (CORPS))
(RESERVE-FOR NIL NIL (CORPS) NIL ((CARDINALITY.MAX (1))))
(SUPPORT-STATUS NIL NIL ((ONE.OF OKAY POOR DESPERATE)) NIL ((CARDINALITY.MAX (1))))
(WOULD-SE-F-TO-E-FORCE-RATIO NIL NIL (NUMBER) NIL ((CARDINALITY.MAX (1))))
(WOULD-SE-POSTURE NIL

NIL
((ONE.OF ATTACK DEFEND DELAY wITHORAW))
NIL
((CARDINALITY.MAX (1)))))

((ASSIGN-CORPS-POSTURES (LAMBDA (SELF &AUX (CORPS (UNIT.ALLCHILDREN SELF 'MEM)ER))
(LOOP FOR CORP IN CORPS DO (UNITMSG CORP 'ASSIGN-CORPS-POSTURE)))

METHOD
(METHOD))

(CORPS-TO-SE-ASSIGNED (#Unit (NEW-CORPS CAADEMO)) NIL (CORPS) NIL ((CARDINALITY.14AX (1))))))

(CORPS-i -
("AUGUSTE" "23-Nov-85 20:34:29")
NIL
(CORPS)
NIL
()

((ARMY (ARMY-I))
(ASSIGNMENT-STATUS (ONLINE))
(ECHELON-SPACES-TO-ARMY-OBJECTIVE (3))
(ENGAGEMENT-STATUS (ENGAGED))
(NEIGHBOR (CORPS-1-2))
(NUMBER-OF-RESERVE-CORPS (3))
(WOULD-SE-F-TO-E-FORCE-RATIO (5))
(WOULD-SE-POSTURE (ATTACK))))

(CORPS-I-2
("AUGUSTE" "23-Nov-85 20:34:29")
NIL
(CORPS)
NIL
()

((ARMY (ARMY-i))
(ASSIGNMENT-STATUS (ONLINE))
(ECHELON-SPACES-TO-ARMY-OBJECTIVE (4))
(ENGAGEMENT-STATUS (ENGAGED))
(NEIGHBOR (CORPS-I-i))
(NUMBER-OF-RESERVE-CORPS (3))
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*(WOULD-BE -F- TO-E -FORCE -RATIO (5))
(WOULO-BE-POSTURE (WITHDRAW))))

(CORPS-2-I
(*AUGUSTE* '23-Nov-85 20:34:29')
NIL
(CORPS)
NIL

((ARMY (ARMY-2))
(ASSIGNMENT-STATUS (ONLINE))
(ECHELON-SPACES-TO-ARM4Y-OSJECTIVE (4))
(ENGAGEMENT-STATUS (ENGAGED))
(NL*EER-OF-RESERVE-CORPS (3))
(WOULD-BE-F-TO-E-FORCE-RATIO (10))

* (WOULD-BE-POSTURE (AtTAC))))

(CORPS-?-?
('AUGUSTE* '23-Nov-85 20:34:30')
NIL
(CORPS)
NIL

((ARMY (ARmy-2))
(ASSIGNMENT-STATUS (ONLINE))
(ECXELON-SPACES-TO-ARMqY-OSJECTIVE (4))
(ENG.AGEMENT-STATUS (ENGAGED))
(NEIGHBOR (CORPS-2-1 CORPS-2-3))

.1 (NUMSER-OF-RESERVE-CORPS (3))
(WOILD-SE-F-TO-E-FORCE-RATIO (5))
(WOULD-BE-POSTURE (ArTAC))))

(CORPS-? -3
("AUGUSTE" '23-Nov-85 22:45:00")
NIL

S.. (CORPS)
NIL

((ARMY (ARMY-?))
(ASSIGNMENT-STATUS (ONLINE))
(ECHELON-SPACES-TO-ARMY-OSJECTIVE (1))
(ENGAGEMENT-STATUS (ENGAGED))
(NUMBER-OF-RESERVE-CORPS (5))
(WOILD-E-F-TO-E-FORCE-RATIO (5))
(WOULD-BE-POSTURE (ATTACK))))

'S (CORPS-2-4
(*AUGUSTE* '23-Nov-85 22:48:32')
NIL
(CORPS)
NIL

((ARMY (ARMY-2))
(ASSIGNMENT-STATUS (ONLINE))
(ECHELON-SPACES-TO-ARW4-OBJECTIVE (4))
(ENGAGEMENT-STATUS (ENGAGED))
(NUMBER-OF-RESERVE-CORPS (3))

(WOULD-BE-F-TO-E-FORCE-RATIO (5))
(WOULD-BE-POSTURE (ATTACK))))

(DIGIACTUATORO1651
("AUGUSTE* '24-Nov-85 0:03:05")
NIL
((DIGIACTUATOR ACTIVEIMAGES) IMAGES)
NIL

((BORDER 4)
(FONT *ONrS:METSI)
(HEIGHT 57)
(IMAGE.,WAS.PAINTED NIL)
(CL.ECT. 0I1SPLAYED #Slot (AT -OB.JECTIVE -ATTACK -POSTURE -THRESHOLD ARMIES CAACEME -'EMBER')

H-14
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(REGION (785 198 97 57)
NIL
NIL
NIL
((ICON.REGION (734 270 357 48)) (EXPANO.REGION (785 198 97 57))))

(SAVED.VALUES 2)
(SUPER. IMAGE #Unlt (IMAGE.PANEL01709 CAADEMO))
(TITLE "Attack*)
(TITLEFONT FONTS:HL108)
(TOPUNIT (NIL))
(VALUE.WAS.SAVED T)
(WIDTH 97)
(WINDOW "A Flavor Instance-

NIL
NIL
NIL
((ICON.WINDOW NIL) (EXPAND.WINDOW NIL) (CURRENT.WINDOW (EXPAND))))))

(DIGIACTUAT0R01678
("AUGUSTE" "24-Nov-85 0:04:30")
NIL
((DIGIACTUATOR ACTIVEIMAGES) IMAGES)
NIL
()

((BORDER 4)
(FONT FONTS:METSI)
(HEIGHT 56)
(IMAGE.WAS.PAINTED NIL)
(O&JECT.DISPLAYED #Slot (AT-O, JECTIVE-DEFENO-POSTURE-THRESHOLD ARMIES CAAOE MEMBER))
(REGION (881 199 64 56)

NIL
NIL
NIL
((ICON.REGION (734 246 351 48)) (EXPAND.REGION (881 199 84 56))))

(SAVED.VALUES 2)
(SUPER.IMAGE #Unit (IMAGE.PANEL01709 CAADEMO))
(TITLE "Defend")
(YITLEFONT FONTS:HL108)
(TOPUNIT (NIL))
(VALUE.WAS.SAVED T)
(WIDTH 84)
(WINDOW "A Flavor Instance"

NIL
NIL
NIL
((ICON.WINDOW NIL) (EXPAND.WINDOW NIL) (CURRENT.WINDOW (EXPAND))))))

(DIGIACTUATORO 1679
("AUGUSTE" "24-Nov-85 0:04:48")
NIL
( (DIGIACTUATOR ACTIVEIMAGES) IMAGES)
NIL()
((BORDER 4)
(FONT FONTS:METSI)
(HEIGHT 56)
(IMAGE.WAS.PAINTED NIL)
(OBJECT.DISPLAYED #Slot (AT-OBJECTIVE-DELAY-POSTURE-THRESHOLD ARMIES CAADEMO MEMBER))
(REGION (966 199 84 56)

NIL
NIL
NIL
((ICON.REGION (741 246 350 48)) (EXPAND.REGION (966 199 84 56))))

(SAVED.VALUES 1)
(SUPER.IMAGE #Unit (IMAGE.PANEL01709 CAADEHO))
(TITLE "Delay')
(TITLEFONT FONTS:HL108)
(TOPUNIT (NIL))
(VALUE.WAS.SAVED T)
(WIDTH 84)
(WINDOW "A Flavor Instance"

NIL
NIL
NIL
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((ICON.WINDOW NIL) (EXPAND-WINDOW NIL) (CURRENT.WINDOd (EXPAND))))))

(OIGI.ACTUATOR01 741
(*AUGUSTE* '24-Nov-85 0:24:27*)
NIL
((DIGIACTUATDB ACTIVEI?4AGES) IMAGES)
NIL

((BORDER 4)
(FONT FONTS:NETSI)
(HEIGHT 59)
(IMAGE.WAS.PAINTED NIL)

(OBJECT. DISPLAYED
#Slot (B3EHIND-OeJECTIVE-ATTACK-POSTURE-ATACX-THRESHOLO ARMIES CAADE1O MEMBER))

d (REGION (721 101 116 59)
NIL
NIL
NIL

%- ((ICON.REGION (654 102 437 48)) (EXPANO.REGION (721 101 116 59)
(SAVEO. VALUES 5)
(SUPER.IMAGE #Unit (IMAGE.PANEL01740 CAAOE1O))
(TITLE 'Attack-Attack')

P (TITLEFONT FONTS: HLl 09)
(TOPUNIT (NIL))
(VALUE.WAS.SAVED T)

-' (WIDTH 116)
(WINDOW 'A Flavor Instance*

NIL
4 NIL

NIL
((ICON.WINDOW NIL) (EXPANO.WINDOW NIL) (CURRENT.WINDOW (EXPAND)))

4- (DIGIACTUATCR01742
("AUGUSTE* '24-Nov-85 0:24:52*)

-. NIL
((DIGIACTUATOR ACTIVEIMAGES) IMAGES)
NIL

(BORDER 4)
(FONT FONTS:tETSI)
(HEIGHT 68)
(IMAGE.WAS.PAINTED NIL)
(OBJECT. DISPLAYED
#Slot (BEHIND-OBJECTIVE-ATTACX-POSTURE-EFENO-THRESHOLD ARMIES CAADEMO MEMBER)'

(REGION (721 33 115 68)
NIL
NIL
NIL
((ICON.REGION (654 44 437 48)) (EXPANO.REGION (721 33 115 68))))

(SAVED.VALUES 2)
(SUPER. IMAGE #Unit (IMAGE.PANEL01740 CAADE?40))
(TITLE "Attack-Oefend*)
(TITLEFONT FONTS: HLI 09)
(TOPUNIT (NIL))
(VALUE.WAS.SAVED T)
(WIDTH 115)
(WINDOW "A Flavor Instance'

NIL
NIL
NIL

4- ((ICON.WINOOW NIL) (EXPAND.WINDOW NIL) (CURRENT.WINDOW (EXPAND))))))

(DIGIACTUATOR0l 743
("AUGUSTE- "24-Nov-85 0:25:16")
NIL
((DIGIACTUATOR ACTIVEIMAGES) IMAGES)
NIL

((BORDER 4)
(FONT FONTS:METSI)
(HEIGHT 61)
(IMAGE.WAS.PAINTED NIL)
(OBJECT.DISPLAYED
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# Sl1ot (BEN INO-OSJECT IVE -DEFEND- POSTURE - ATTACX - THRESHOLD APS41ES CAAOEMO MEBR))
* (RANGE.:NcR 0.1)

(REGION (838 99 118 81)
NIL
NIL
NIL
((ICON.REGION (654 10? 437 48)) (EXPANO.REGION (836 99 116 61)

(SAVED.VALUES 5)
(SUPER.IMAGE "AIit (IMAGE.PAMiEL0174O CAADE1C))

% ~(TITLE 'Ofend-AtItack4)
(TITLEFONT FONTS:HL1OU)
(TOPUNIT (NIL))
(VALUE.WAS.SAVED T)
(WIDTH 116)

* (WINOW 'A Flavor Instance'
* NIL

NIL
NIL
((ICON.WINO NIL) (EXPAND-WINOW NIL) (CURRENT.WINO (EXPAND))))

(DIGIACTUArOROI 744
('AUGUSTE* *24-Mav-65 0:25:38")
NIL
,(IGIACTUATOR ACTIVEIP4AGES) IMAGES)
NIL

* ((BORDER 4)
(FONT FONTS:MET3I)
(HEIGHT 67)
(fl4DGE.WAS.PAINTED NIL)
(OBJECT.OISPLAYED

*Slot (BENI NO-O6&JECTTYE- DEFEND- POSTURE EFEN- TRESHIOLD ARMIES CAAOEIV MEMBER))
* (REGION (837 32 115 67)

NIL
NIL
NIL
((ICON.REGION (654 43 437 4)) (EXPANO.REGION (837 32 115 67))2)

(SAVED.VALUES 2)
(SUPER.IMAGE #Unit (IIAGE.PANEL0174O CAACEI4O))
1717LE *Defend-Defe')
'ITLEFONT FONTS:HL1OB)

)TOPqJNIT (NIL) )
'VALUE.WAS.SAVED T)
(WIDTH 115)

4 WINO "A Flavor Instance*

14IL
N4IL
((:CON.WINDOW NIL) (EXPANO.WINO NIL) (CURRENT.WIOW (EXPAN)')>)

OIGIAC-UATOR01 745
"AUGUSTE1 24Nmov-5 0:25:56')

NIL
(DIGIACTUATOR ACTIVEIMAGES) IMAGES)

4IL

1'8ORDER 4)
FONT rONTS:METSI)
'HEIGHT 60)
:NAGE.wAS.PAINTED NIL)
OL8,ECT. DISPLAYED
OIlot (BEHINO-OSJECTIVE-0EAY-OSTURE-ATAC-THRES4OLD ARM4IES CAAOEMO MEO6ER>

'REGION (951 102 '03 60)
NIL
NIL
NIL

( :CON.REGION (661 '03 430 -8)) (EXPANO.REGION (951 '02 '03 601)Y,
SAVF0.VALUES 4)
SUPER. :MAGE #Unit '2MAGE.PANEL01740 CAAOEMO))
"T' E "Oelay-Attack")

T:TLEFONT rONTS:HL108)
'OPUNIT NIL.))
VAL.EWAS. SAVED
dIDTM '03)

C-le A _.e ?
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(WINOW "A Flavor Instance'
NIL

N1IL
NIL
((ICON.WINO NIL) (EXPANC.WINDDW NIL) (OJRRENT.WINDOW (EXPAND))))))

(DIGIACTUATOR01746
(*AUGUSTE* ?4-Mov-85 0:28:13*)
NIL
((DIGIACTUATOR ACTIVEIMAGES) IMAGES)
NIL

((BORDER 4)
(FONT FONTS:METSI)
(HEIGHT 70)
(IMAGE.WAS.PAINTED NIL)
(OS.JECT. DISPt.AYED
#S lot (SEHIND-OSJECTIVE -OELAY-POSTURE-OEFENO- TNRESHOt.D ARMIES CAAOE4O MEMBER))
(REGION (953 32 104 70)

NIL
NIL
NIL
((ICON.REGION (681 42 430 48)) (EXPANO.REGION (953 32 104 70))))

(SAVED.VALUES 1)
(SUPER.IMAGE #Unit (IMAGE.PANEL0174O CAADOC))
(TITLE *Oelay-0.Vald-)
(TITLEFONT FONTS:HLIOB)
(TOPUNIT (NIL))
(VALUE.WAS.SAVED T)
(WIDTH 104)
(WINOW *A Flavor Instance*

NIL
NIL
NIL
((ICON.WINO NIL) (EXPANDO.WINOOW NIL) ),CURRENT.WINO (EXPAND)))

,DIGIACTUATOROZZ89
'"AUGUSTE' '24-Nov-65 2:06:29')

NIL
)ODIGIACI'UATOR ACTIVE!I4AGES) IMAGES)

J NIL

' BORDER 4)
'FONT7 'ONTS:METSI)
'HEIGHT 77)
:MGE..wAS.PAINTED NIL)
O&.ECT.OISPLAYED #Slot (NUMBER-OF-RESERVE-CORPS NEW-CORPS CAADOEP OWN))
(REGION (668 344 238 77)

NIL
NIL
N1L
(:ICON.REGION (636 484 289 48)) (EXPAND.REGION (668 344 238 77))))

(SAVED.VALUES 3)
(SUPER. :MAGE #Unit (IMAGE.PANEL02283 CAADEMO))
''TILE "Nuneer of Reserve Cos')
(r:TLEFONT rONS:HLI08)
'OPUNIT (NIL)
VALUE.WAS.SAVED

B,'WIDTH 238)
(WINDOW 'A Flavor instance'

NIL
NIL
NIL

a o21CON.WINC0W NIL) (EXPANO.WINOOW NIL) (CURRENT.WINDOW EXPANO'

SB ZIGIACTUATOR02290
('AuGUSTE* 21-Nov-85 2:06:52')

')IGIACTUATOR AC7IVEIMAGES) MRAGES)
NIL

,(@ORDER 4)
r)NT r-ONTS:.METSI),
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(HEIGHT 58)
(:MAGE.WAS.PAINTED NIL)
(08J.ECT.DISPLAYED #Slot (NUMBER-OF-COM8AT-REAOY-OIVISlON4S NEW-CORPS CAADEEO OWN))
(REGION (831 440 256 58)

NIL
NIL

((ICN.RGIN 62 0232 8) EXR.EGION (831 440 256 58))))

(VALUE.WAS.SAVED T)
(WIDTH 256)
(WINOW *A Flavor Instance'

d NIL
* NIL

NIL
((ICON.WINOW NIL) (EXPAND.WINDOW NIL) (CIRRENT.WINDOW (EXPAND))))))

(DIGIACT1JATORO2292
(*AUGUSTE* '24-Nov-85 2:07:53')
NIL
((DIGIACTUATOR ACTIVEIMAGES) IMAGES)
NIL

* ((BORDER 4)
(FONT FONTS:METSI)
(HEIGHT 72)
(IMAGE.WAS.PAINTED NIL)
OBJECT. DISPLAYED #Sl ot (ECHELON-SPACES- TO-ARM4Y-OSJECTIVE NEW-CORPS CAAOEIV OWN))

(REGION (511 426 257 72)
NIL
NIL
NIL
((ICON.REGION (507 640 355 48)) (EXPANO.REGION (511 426 257 72))))

'SAVED. VALUES 1)
SUPE. :MGE#Unit (IMAGE.PANELO2283 CAAOE1MV))

'71TLE 'Ecmlelon Soaces to Army Objective')
(7VLEFONT FONTS:HL10B)
(JOPUNIT (NIL))
VALUE.dAS.SAVED T)
,oIDT4 257)
,OINDW "A Flavor Instance'

NIL

N4IL
((:CON.WINDOW NIL) (EXPAND.WINOOW NIL) (CURRENT.WINOW (EXPAN)))(

ODIGIACTUATORa3185
AUGUSTE" '24-Nov-85 3:28:.36*)

NIL
(SOIGIACTUATOR ACTIVEIMAGES) :MAGES)

NIL

2 BORDER 4)
'FONT ONTS:METST)
H1EIGHT 59)

(:1MAGE.dAS.;-,"1TED NIL)
'OBJECT. OISPLAYED *Slot Ax IMJ?4-0:S-ANCE- ETEEN- NEIGHBORS ARMaIES :AADEO IME' &R '
REGION (616 126 30 59)

* NIL
NIL
NIL
'(:CON.REGION 629 '29 341 48. EIPANO.REG:3N :66 '25 30 9.

'SAVED. JAL.IS 2,
q 'SUPER,:MAGE fUn't 2h4AGE.PANE0''08 -.AADEMOVl

* LE 'ma 1tarnce*'
* '-:"LEF(ONT IONTS:'4L'O8)
C 2' OPJ.NIT 'NIL;)

14 ''JAL.AS.SAVEO
010-4 30 )

WINDOW 'A r'avo- :-stance"
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NI

NIL
NIL

((ICON.WINDOW NIL) (EXPANO.WINDOWd NIL) (CURRENT.WINDOW1 (EXPAND))),))

(0!Gfl'ETER02285
%~(1AUGUSTE, '24-Nov-85 2:03:54')

NIL
(IOIGIMETER ACTIVEIMAGES) IMAGES)
NIL

((BORDER 4)
(FONT FONTS:METSI)
( HEIGHT 64)
(IMAG.WAS.PAINTED NIL)
(OBJECT.OISPLAYED #Slot (F.?O.E-FORCE-RATIO NEW~-CORPS CAADEMO OWN))
(REGION (746 637 168 64)

NIL
NIL
NIL
((ICON.REGICN (730 564 244 48)) (EXPANO.REGION (746 637 !68 64))))

(SAVED.VALUES 1.5)

d (SUPER.IMAGE #Ulnit (IAGE.PANEL02283 CAAOE1O))
(TITLE *F-to-E Force Ratio)
(TITLEFONT FONTS:HL10OB)
(TOPUNIT (NIL))
(VALUE.WAS.SAVEO T)
'WIDTH 168)
(WINDOW *A Flavor Instance"

NIL
NIL

% NIL
((ICON.WINDOW NIL) (EXPAN0.WINDOW NIL) (OJRRENT.WINO (EXPAND)))))

:)IGIMETER02287

("AUGUSTE" *24-Nov-85 2:05:13*)
NIL
((OlGIMETER ACTIVE11MAGES) IMAGES)
NIL

((BORDER 4)
(FONT FONTS:METSI)
(HEIGHT 72)
(:MAGE.WAS.PAINTED NIL)

OBJECT. 0 1SPLAYED #Slot (WOULD-BE -F -TO -E ORCE -RATIO NEW-CORPS CAAOEEK) OWN))
'REGION (640 510 266 72)

NIL
NIL

NIL
((ICON.REGION (637 545 315 48)) 'EXPAND.REGION (640 510 266 72))))

(SAVED.VALUES 5)
(SUPER.:MAGE ftnit (IMAGE.PANEL02283 CAADEP'O))
(7ITLE "Would-Doe F-to-E Force Ratio-)

%4 (T1TLEFONT FONTS:HLIOS)
(TOP JNIT (NIL))
(VALUE.WAS.SAVED T)
(WIDTHI 266)

'4(WINDOW "A Flavor Instance*
NIL
NIL
NIL

'4 o))CON.WINCJOW NIL) (EXPAND.WINDOW NIL) (CURRENT.WINDOW 'EXPAND))))))

DIVISIONS
(- *23-4ow-'35 '8:02:09*
(MILITARY-UNITS)
f(CLASSE; GENERICUNI'S))

:MAGE.PANEL01708
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(*AUGUSTE" *24-Nov-85 0:05:35')
NIL
((IMAGE.PANEL ACTIVEIMAGES) IMAGES)
NIL

d ((BORDER 12)
(HEIGHT 296)
(IMAGE.WAS.PAINTED (NIL))
(IMAGES (#Unit (DIGIACTUATORO3185 CAADEM'O) #Unit (IMAGE.PANEL0174O CAADEMO)

* #Unit (IMAGE.PANEL01709 CAADEMO)
* ~#Un it (VERTICAL. TRAFFIC. LIGHT0l 625 CAAOE14O)))

(OBJECT.DISPLAYED #1(8 (CAAOE?'O))
(REGION (603 5 480 296)

* NIL
NIL
NIL
((ICON.REGION (537 570 269 48)) (EXPAND.REGION (603 5 480 296))))

% ~(TITLE "Aries ActiveImage Panel*)
(TITLEFONT FONTS:HL108)
(TOPUNIT #Unit (ARMIES CAAOEI4O))
(WIDTH 480)
(WINDOW 'A Flavor Instance*

NIL
NIL
NIL
((ICON.WINDW T) (EXPANO.WINDOW1 NIL) (CURRENT.WINDOWd (ICON))))

(\IMAGE.PANEL (#Unit (IMAGE.PANEL01740 CAADEMO)f))

(IMAGE.PANEL0t 709
('AUGUSTE" "24-Nov-85 0:07:34")
NIL
((IMAGE.PANEL ACTIVEIMAGES) IMAGES)
NIL

d ((BORDER !2)
'HEIGHT 85)
:MAGE.WAS.PAINTED (NIL))

(IMAGES (#Unit (DIGIACTUATOR01679 CAADEMO) #Unit (DIGIACTUATOR01678 CAADEMO)

OELET. ISPAYE #K (CADEO))#Unit (DIGIACT1JATORQ1651 CAADEMO)))

REGION (777 189 286 85)
NIL
NIL
NIL
((ICON.REGION (751 217 269 48)) (EXPAND.REGION (777 189 286 85))))

SUPER.:MAGE #Unit (IMAGE.PANELC1708 CAADEMO))
:T7LE "At Object,,ve Thr-esmolds')
7:LEFONT FONTS:HL108)
-OPUNIT (ARMIES CAADEI'O))

(wIDTH 286)
WINDOW *A Flavor Instance*

NIL
NIL
NIL
((ICON.WINDOW NIL) (EXPAND.WIN~DO NIL) (CtRRENT.WINDOW! (EXPAND))))))

MAGE.PANE L0ll40
("UGUSTE, '24-Nov-85 0:22:36")
NIL
((:MAGE.PANEL ACTIVEIMAGES) IMAGES)
NIL

'(BORDER 12)
(HEIGHT 164)
:MAGE.WAS.PAINTED (NIL))
:MAGEs (#Unit (DIGIACTUATORO1746 CAAOEMO) #Unit (DIGIACTUATOR01745 CAAOEME)

#Unit (DIGIACTUATOR01744 CAAOEMO)
#Unit (DIGIAC7UATOR01743 CAADEM3)
OUnit (DIGIACTUATOR01742 CAADEMO)
#Unit (DIGIACTUATORO1741 CAADEM))

rO8. ECT.DISPLAYED OKB (CAADEMO))
REGC0N (709 21 360 164)

NIL
NIL
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NIL
((ICON.REGION (746 43 345 48)) (EXPAND.aEGION (709 21 360 164))))

(SUPER.IMAGE #Unit (IMAGE.PANELO1708 CAAOEIIO))
(TITLE "Behind Objective Pasture Thresholds")
(TITLEFONT FONTS: HL1 05)

% (TOPUNIT #Unit (IMAGE.PANELO1708 CAADEMO))
(WIDTH 360)

N. (WINDOW "A Flavor Instance'
"N. NIL
'N. NIL

NIL
((ICON.WINDOW NIL) (EXPAND.WINDOW NIL) (CURRENT.WINDOW (EXPAND))))))

(IMAGE.PANEL02283
("AUGUSTE" '24-Nov-85 2:02:10")
NIL
((IMAGE.PANEL ACTIVEIMAGES) IMAGES)
NIL

((BORDER 12)
(HEIGHT 416)
(IMAGE.WAS.PAINTED (NIL))
(IMAGES
(fUnit (SIMPLE.VALUE.DISPLAY03313 CMDEMO) #Unit (SIMPLE.VALUE.DISPL.AY02294 CAADEMO)

#Unit (VERTICAL.TRAFFIC.LIGHT02293 CAMOEO)
#Unit (DIGIACTUATOR02292 CAADE4O)

% #Unit (VERTICAL.TRAFFIC.LIGHT02291 CAADEMO)
#Unit (DIGIACTUATORO2290 CAADE4O)
fUnit (DIGIACTUATOR02289 CAADEMO)
AUmlt (VERTICAL.TRAFFIC.LIGHT0228S CAADEMO)
#Unit (DIGIMETER02287 CAADEM))
fUni t (VERTICAL.TRAFFIC. LIGHT02286 CAADEMO)
#Unit (DIGI?'ETER02285 CAADEMO)
#Unit (VERTICAL.TRAFFIC.LIGHT02284 CAADE1"O)))

(OBJECT.OISPLAYED #KB (CAADEMO))
(REGION (301 311 802 415)

NIL
NIL
NIL
((ICON.REGION (506 624 299 48)) (EXPAND.REGION (301 311 802 416))))

(TITLE " Newv-Coi-P3 Activelmage-Panell)
(TITLEFONT FONTS:HL108)
(TOPUNIT #Un it (NEW-CORPS CAADEMO))
(WIDTH 802)
(WINDOW "A Flavor Instance"

NIL
NIL
NIL
((ICON.WINDOW T) (EXPAND.WINOOW NIL) (CtRRENT.WINDOW1 (ICON))))))

(IMAGES
("AUGUSTE- "23-Nov-85 23:23:54")
((ENTITIES GENERICUNITS))
((CLASSES GENERICUNITS))
"Dummwyy parent unit for gauges."

((DELETE DELETE.ALL. IMAGES METHOD METHOD)
(DELETE.ALL. IMAGES DELETE.ALL. IMAGES METHOD METHOD)
(DONT.RECREATE.IMAGES.AFTER.KBLOAD ASKUSER NIL (ONE.OF T NIL ASKUSER))
(RECREATE.ALL. IMAGES RECREATE.ALL. IMAGES METHOD METHOD)
SAVE.ALL.IMAGES SAVE.ALL.IMAGES METHOD METHOD)
uSER.DELETE.ALL. IMAGES USER.DELETE.ALL.IMAGES METHOD METHOD)
.SER.RECREATE.ALL. IMAGES USER.RECREATE.ALL. IMAGES METHOD METHOD)))

'?3-Nov-85 17:58:37")
!-:sENERICUNITS))

, 'ES !ENERICUNITS))

- -. AILI-ARY-UNITS) NIL NIL)
4:_ 4 .> :, 'ZNE.OF ATTACK DEFEND DELAY WiITHORAWI) NIL ((CARDINALITY.MAX (1)))))
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(NEW-CORPS
("AUGUSTE" "23-Nov-85 20:37:291)
NIL
(CORPS)
NIL

((ARMY (#Unit (ARMY-2 CAADEMO)))
(ASSIGNMENT-STATUS (RESERVE))
(COMM4ITTED-TO NIL)
(ECHELON-SPACES-TO-ARMY-OBJECTIVE (1))

(ENGAGEMENT-STATUS (ENGAGED))
(F-TO-E-FORCE-RATIO (1.5))
(NEIGHBOR NIL)
(NUMBER-OF-COMBAT-READY-OIVIS IONS (4))
(NUMBER-OF-RESERVE-CORPS (3))
(POSSIBLE-RESERVE-ASSIGNMENT (#Unit (CORPS-2-2 CAAODt'O) #Unit (CORPS-2-4 CAAOE?'O)))
(POSTURE (DELAY))
(RESERVE-FOR (#Unit (CORPS-2-2 CAADEM)))
(SUPPORT-STATUS (OKAY))
(WOULD-E-F-TO-E-FORCE-RZATIO (5))
(WOULD-BE-POSTURE (ATTACK))
(\IMAGE.PANEL (#Unit (IMAGE.PANEL02283 CAAOElO)))))

(SIMPLE. VALUE. DISPLAYO 2294
("AUGUSTE' "24-Nov-85 2:08:39")
NIL
((SIMPLE.VALUE.DISPLAY ACTIVEIMAGES) IMAGES)
NIL

((BORDER 4)
(FONT FONTS:HL7)
(HEIGHT 55)
(IMAGE.WAS.PAINTED NIL)
(OBJECT.DISPLAYED #Slot (ARMY NEW-CORPS CAADEMO OWN))
(REGION (326 524 126 55)

NIL
NIL
NIL
((ICON.REGION (508 508 151 48)) (EXPAND.REGION (326 524 126 55))))

(SAVED.VALUES #Unit (ARMY-2 CAADEMO))
(SUPER.IMAGE #Unit (IMAGE.PANEL022B3 CAADE?'O))
(TITLE "Army")
(TITLEFONT FONTS:HL105)
(TOPUNIT (NIL))
(VALUE.WAS.SAVED T)
(WIDTH 126)
(WINDOW "A Flavor Instaunce'

NIL

NIL
NIL
((ICDN.WINDOW NIL) (EXPAND.WINDOW NIL) (CURRENT.WINDOW (EXPAND))))))

(SIMPLE. VALUE. DISPLAY0331 3
("AUGUSTE-"'24-Nov-85 7:08:33")
NIL
((SIMPLE.VALUE.OISPLAY ACTIVEIMAGES) IMAGES)
NIL

((BORDER 4)
* (FONT FONTS:HL7)

(HEIGHT 58)
(IMAGE.WAS.PAINTED NIL)
(OBJECT.OISPLAYED #Slot (RESERVE-FOR NEW-CORPS CADEMO~ OWN))
(REGION (326 458 128 58)

NIL
NIL
NIL
((ICON.REGION (326 458 197 48)) (EXPANO.REGION (326 458 128 58))))

(SAVED.VALUES #Unit (CORPS-2-2 CAADEMO))
(SUPER. IMAGE #Unit (IMAGE.PANELO2283 CAAOE?'O))
(TITLE "Reserve-For")
(TITLEFONT FONTS:HLIOB)
(TOPUNIT (NIL))
(VALUE.WA.S.SAVED T)
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(WIDTH 128)
(WINDOW "A Flavor Instance'

NIL
NIL
NIL
((ICON.WINDOW NIL) (EXPAND.WINDOW NIL) (CURRENT.WINDOW (EXPAND))))))

(VERTICAL.TRAFFIC. LIGHT01625
("AUGUSTE" "23-Nov-85 23:23:58")
NIL
((VERTICAL. TRAFFIC. LIGHT ACTIVEIMAGES) IMAGES)
NIL
()
((BORDER 4)
(FONT FONTS:TR188)
(HEIGHT 89)
(IMAGE.WAS.PAINTED NIL)
(LAST.VALUE.DISPLAYED (DEFEND))
(OBJECT.DISPLAYED #Slot (POSTURE ARMIES CAADEMO MEMBER))
(REGION (643 186 13(f 89)

NIL
NIL
NIL
((ICON.REGION (627 213 138 48)) (EXPAND.REGION (643 186 130 89))))

(RELAY.REGIONS.ALIST (((ATTACK 0 0 120 22) (DEFEND 0 22 120 22) (DELAY 0 44 120 22))))
(SAVED.VALUES DEFEND)
(SUPER.IMAGE #Unit (IMAGE.PANEL01708 CAAOEM))
(TITLE "ARMIES's POSTURE")
(TITLEFONT FONTS: HL108)
(TOPUNIT (NIL)).
(VALUE.WAS.SAVED T)
(WIDTH 130)
(WINDOW "A Flavor Instance"

NIL
NIL
NIL
((ICON.WINDOW NIL) (EXPAND.WINDOW NIL) (CURRENT.WINDOW (EXPAND))))))

(VERTICAL.TRAFFIC. LIGHT02284
("AUGUSTE" "24-Nov-85 2:03:17")
NIL
((VERTICAL.TRAFFIC.LIGHT ACTIVEIMAGES) IMAGES)
NIL
()
((BORDER 4)
(FONT FONTS:TR18B)
(HEIGHT 95)
(IMAGE.WAS.PAINTED NIL)
(LAST. VALUE.DISPLAYED (OKAY))
(OBJECT.DISPLAYED #Slot (SUPPORT-STATUS NEW-CORPS CAADEMO OWN))
(REGION (921 607 166 95)

NIL
NIL
NIL
((ICON.REGION (755 609 219 48)) (EXPAND.REGION (921 607 166 95))))

(RELAY.REGIONS.ALIST (((OKAY 0 0 156 24) (POOR 0 24 156 24) (DESPERATE 0 48 156 24))))
(SAVED. VALUES OKAY)
(SUPER.IMAGE #Unit (IMAGE.PANEL02283 CAADEMO))
(TITLE "Support Status")
(TITLEFONT FONTS:HL108)

% -(TOPUNIT (NIL))
(VALUE.WAS.SAVED T)
(WIDTH 166)
(WINDOW -A Flavor Instance"

NIL
NIL
NIL
((ICON.WINDOW NIL) (EXPAND.WINDOW NIL) (CURRENT.WINDOW (EXPAND))))))

(VERTICAL. TRAFFIC. LIGHT02286
('AUGUSTE- "24-Nov-85 2:04:56")
NIL
((VERTICAL.TRAFFIC. LIGHT ACTIVEIMAGES) IMAGES)
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NIL

((BORDER 4)
(FONT FONTS:TR12B)
(HEIGHT 96)
(IMAGE.WAS.PAINTEO NIL)
(LAST.VALUE.DISPLAYED (ATTACK))
(OB..JECT.DISPLAYED #Slot (WOULD-BE-POSTURE NEW-CORPS CAAOE1O OWN))
(REGION (510 594 153 96)

NIL
NIL
NIL
((ICON.REGION (837 810 239 48)) (EXPAND.PEGION (510 594 153 96)

(RELAY.REGIONS.ALIST (((ATTACK 0 0 143 18) (DEFEND 0 18 143 18)
(DELAY 0 36 143 18)
(WITHDRAW 0 54 143 18))

(SAVED. VALUES ATTACK)
(SUPER.IMAGE #Unit (II4AG!.PANEL02283 CAADE?'O))
(TITLE 'Would-be Posture")
(TITLEFONT FONTS: HL1 08)
(TOPUNIT (NIL))
(VALUE.WAS.SAVED T)

* (WIDTH 153)
(WINDOW *A Flavor Instance"

NIL
NIL
NIL
((ICON.WINOOW NIL) (EXPAND.WINDOW NIL) (CURRENT.WINDOW (EXPAND))))))

(VERTICAL. TRAFFIC. LIGHTO2288
("AUGUSTE" "24-Nov-85 2:05:491)
NIL
((VERTICAL.TRAFFIC.LIGHT ACTIVEIMAGES) IMAGES)
NIL

10)
((BORDER 4)

(FONT FONTS:HL128)
(HEIGHT 89)
(IMAGE.WAS.PAINTED NIL)
(LAST.VALUE.DISPLAYED (DELAY))
(O&.JECT. DISPLAYED #Sl ot (POSTURE NEW-CORPS CAADEMO OWN))
(REGION (921 509 166 89)

* NIL
NIL
NIL
((ICON.REGION (791 455 168 48)) (EXPAND.REGION (921 509 166 89))))

(RELAY.REGIONS.ALIST (((ATTACK 0 0 156 16) (DEFEND 0 16 156 16)
(DELAY 0 32 156 16)
(WITHDRAW 0 48 156 16))

(SAVED. VALUES DELAY)
(SUPER.IMAGE #Unit (IMAGE.PANELO2283 CAADEMO))

J (TITLE "Posture")
J (TITLEFONT FONTS: HL10B)

(TOPUNIT (NIL))
(VALUE.WAS.SAVED T)
(WIDTH 166)

% (WINDOW "A Flavor Instance"
NIL
NIL
NIL
((ICON.WINDOW NIL) (EXPAND.WINDOW NIL) (CURRENT.WINDOW (EXPAND))))))

(VERTICAL. TRAFFIC.LIGHT0229l
("AUGUSTE- "24-Nov-85 2:07:28")
NIL
((VERTICAL.TRAFFIC.LIGHT ACTIVEIMAGES) IMAGES)
NIL

((BORDER 4)
(FONT FONTS:SIGFNT)
(HEIGHT 79)
(IMAGE.WAS.PAINTED NIL)
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(LAST.VALUE.DISPLAYED (ENGAGED))
(OBJECT. DISPLAYED #Slot (ENGAGEMENT-STATUS NEW-CORPS CAADEMO OWN))
(REGION (931 345 156 79)

NIL
NIL
NIL
((ICON.REGION (638 404 248 48)) (EXPANO.REGION (931 345 156 79))))

(RELAY.REGIONS.ALIST M(ENGAGED 0 0 146 28) (NOT-ENGAGED 0 28 146 28))))
P (SAVED. VALUES ENGAGED)

(SUPER.IMAGE #Unit (IMAGE.PANELO2283 CAADf1O))
(TITLE "Engagement Status")
(TITLEFONT FONTS:HL10B)
(TOPUNIT (NIL))
(VALUE.WAS.SAVEO T)
(WIDTH 156)
(WINDOW "A Flavor Instance*

NIL
NIL
NIL
((ICON.WINOOW NIL) (EXPANO.WINDOW NIL) (CURRENT.WINDOW (EXPAND))))))

(VERTICAL. TRAFFIC. LIGHT02293
('AUGUSTE" 124-Nov-85 2:08:15")
NIL
((VERTICAL.TRAFFIC. LIGHT ACTIVEIMAGES) IMAGES)
NIL

((BORDER 4)
(FONT FONTS:TR1SB)
(HEIGHT 73)
(IMAGE.WAS.PAINTED NIL)
(LAST.VALUE.DISPLAYED (RESERVE))
(OBJECT. DISPLAYED fSlot (ASSIGNM4ENT-STATUJS NEW-CORPS CAADEP4O OWN))
(REGION (515 347 130 73)

NIL
NIL
NIL
((ICON.REGION (508 565 243 48)) (EXPANO.REGION (516 347 130 73))))

(RELAY.REGIONS.ALIST (((RESERVE 0 0 120 25) (ONLINE 0 25 120 25))))
(SAVED. VALUES RESERVE)
(SUPER.IMAGE ftnlt (IMAGE.PANELO2283 CAADE1O))

J (TITLE "Assignment Status")
(TITLEFONT FONTS: HL1 08)

S (TOPUNIT (NIL))
(VALUE.WAS.SAVED T)
(WIDTH 130)
(WINDOW *A Flavor Instance"

NIL
NIL
NIL
((ICON.WINDOW NIL) (EXPANO.WINDOW NIL) (CURRENT.WINDOW (EXPAND))))))

K8End
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-8- Mode:LISP; PaCkage:KEE; Bas:10.--

(DEFJN ICAAOE14O)CORPS: ASSIGN-CORPS! method I (SELF &AUX RESERVE -FOR)
(PUT.VALUE 'CORPS 'CORPS-TO-BE-ASSIGNED SELF)
(FORWARD. CHAIN 'ASSIGNMENT-OF-NEWd-CORPS-RULES)
(PUT. VALUE SELF ' ASSIGNMENT-STATUS 'RESERVE)
(SETQ RESERVE-FOR (GET.VALUE SELF 'POSSIBLE-RESERVE-ASSIGNMENT))
(PUT. VALUE SELF 'RESERVE-FOR RESERVE-FOR)
(PUT.VALUE SELF 'ARMY (GET.VALUE RESERVE-FOR 'ARMY)))

(DEFIJN I CAAOEMO)CORPS: :ASSIGN-CORPS-POSTURES' method I (SELF &AUX
(CORPS (UNIT.ALLCHILOREN SELF 'MEMBER)))

(LOOP FOR CORP IN CORPS DO (UNITMSG CORP 'ASSIGN-CORPS-POSTURE)))

(DEFUN I CAAOE?40>CORPS:ASSIGN-CORPS-POSTURE method I (SELF)
(REP4OVE.ALL.LOCAL.VALUES SELF 'POSTURE)
(QUERY '(THE POSTURE OF .SELF IS 'POSTURE)

' ASSIGN-CORPS-POSTURE-RULES))

(DEFUN ICAADE1O>CORPS:C"4IT-RESERVE-CORPS!MethodI (SELF)
(PROG

((ASS IGNMENT-STATUS (GET. VALUE SELF 'ASS IGNMENT-STATUS))
(SUPPORT-STATUS (GET.VALUE SELF 'SUPPORT-STATUS))
(NUMBER-OF-CONBAT-READY-DIVISIONS (GET.VALUE SELF 'NtUfl'ER-OF-COMBAT-READY-orvisiONS))
(MIN-NW4SER-OF-CCSEAT-REAOY-DIVISIONS (GET. VALUE SELF

't4IN-NLI4BER-OF-COaAT-READY-orvisioNs))
(ARM'Y (GET.VALUE SELF 'ARKY))
mAxfl4JM-DIsTANcE-BETWEEN-NEIGHBOR
ONLINE-CORPS
OC-SPACES-TO-ARMY-OBJECTIVE
ONLINE-CORPS-POSTURE
NEIGHBORS
COMITTED-TO)

(REMOVE.ALL.LOCAL.VALUES SELF 'COMMITTED-TO)
(COND ((NOT (EQUAL ASSIGNMENT-STATUS 'RESERVE))

(PRINTOUT T T *This is not a reserve unit l!")
(RETURN 'FAIL-i))

((NOT (EQUAL SUPPORT-STATUS 'OKAY))
(PRINTOUT T T 'The support status Of this unit is not 'okay '
(RETURN 'FAIL-2))

((< NUMBER-OF-COMBAT-READY-OIVISIONS MIN-NUMEER-OF-COMBAT-REAOY-DIVISIONS)
(PRINTOUT T T "There are not enough combat ready divisions In this Cor-ps l!")
(RETURN 'FAIL-3)))

N (SETO MAXItRJM-DISTANCE-SETWEEN-NEIGHBORS (GET.VALUE ARMY
% -MAXIMUM-OISTANCE-BETWEEN-NEIGHBORS))

(SETO ONLINE-CORPS (GET.VALUE SELF 'RESERVE-FOR))
(SETO OC-SPACES-TO-ARMY-OBJECTIVE (GET. VALUE ONLINE-CORPS

'ECHELON-SPACES-TO-ARMY-OBJECTIVE))
(SETO ONLINE-CORPS-POSTURE (GET.VALUE ONLINE-CORPS 'POSTURE))
(SETO NEIGHBORS (GET.VALUES ONLINE-CORPS 'NEIGHBOR))
(COND ((AND (> OC-SPACES-TO-ARMY-OBJECTIVE 0)

(NOT (EQUAL 'ATTACK ONLINE-CORPS-POSTURE))
(LOOP FOR

NEIGHBOR
IN
NEIGHBORS
WHEN
(> (- OC-SPACES-TO-ARMY-OBJECTIVE

(GET. VALUE NEIGHBOR 'ECHELON-SPACES-TO-ARMY-OBJECTIVE))
MAXIMUIM-OISTANCE-ET'.EEN-NEIGHBORS)

d COLLECT
4 NEIGHBOR))

(PUT.VALUE SELF 'COMMITTED-TO ONLINE-CORPS)
(PRINTOUT T T "Commnitted to " (UNIT.NAME ONLINE-CORPS))
(RETURN ONLINE-CORPS)))

(COND
((SETO

Cot44ITTED-TO
(CAR (LOOP FOR

NEIGHBOR
IN
NEIGHBORS

* WHEN
(AND (> (CET.VALUE NEIGHBOR 'ECHELON-SPACES -TO-ARMY -OBJECTIVE) 0)

(NOT (EQUAL 'ATTACK (GET.VALUE NEIGHBOR 'POSTURE)))
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(> (- (GET.VALUE NEIGHBUOR 'EC4ELON-SPACES-TO-ARMY-O&JECTIVE)
OC-SPACES-TO-ARI4-OBJECTIVE)

MAkXIML4-OISTANCE-BSfl'EEN-NEIGHEOS)
COLLECT
NEIGHIOR))

(PUT. VALUE SELF ' COMMITTED-TO COMMI~rED-TO)
(PRINTOUT T T "Comintted to * (UNIT.NAME COMMITTED-TO))

* (RETURN COMMITTED-TO))
(PRINTOUT T T *Guess nobody needs MY helpI"
(RETURN 'FAIL-5)))

.e
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GLOSSARY

1. ABBREVIATIONS, ACRONYMS, AND SHORT TERMS

AI artificial intelligence

ALBM Air Land Battle Management Model

ALU Arithmetic Logic Unit

AMIP Army Model Improvement Program

CAA US Army Concepts Analysis Agency

C2  command and control

C3  command, control, and communications

C31 command, control, communications, and intelligence

DARPA Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency

ISD Instructional Systems Development Model

MIMD multiple instruction multiple data computer hardware

MIPS millions of instructions per second

SIMD single instruction multiple data computer hardware

VHSIC very high speed integrated circuit

VLSI very large-scale integration

2. DEFINITIONS

active values
A knowledge representation methodology which allows values in the
knowledge base to be tied to graphic icons. These graphic images allow
the user to change the value of the knowledge base by changing the icon
on the computer screen display Active values are frequently used to
drive graphics in AI programs in the form of gauges which show the
value of the program variable.

algorithm
A step-by-step list of instruction for solving a particular problem. A
well-defining beginning and end point is assumed. The scope of the
problem is also assumed to be finite and amenable to mathematical
optimization techniques.

Glossary-1
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applicative programing
A style of problem solving and programing characterized by LISP.

architecture
The organization of a large system of hardware, software, or both. In
AI software, the term refers to the application program or the language
used to develop the application.

artificial intelligence
A subarea of computer science which studies symbolic (i.e., nonnumerical)
processes in computers. AI uses programing techniques to represent
knowledge that is used by the computer to make an inference. The computer,
its programs, and the user achieve a limited type of intelligence behavior
in a narrow domain (e.g., decisionmaking, problem solving). The
underlying technical issues in developing AI systems are representing
knowledge, controlling search, and inference.

Audit trail (Software)
A systematic documentation of software code and logic that support
decisions about implementation of a computer program. Maintenance of a
complete audit trail enables software modifications in a logical,
coordinated, and systematic manner.

automatic programing
An AI technique that allows programs to reason about themselves.
Automatic programing helps programers manage large programs or can
produce small programs from a natural (i.e., noncoded) description of
what a program is to do. An automatic program can produce code and
verify it in a high level language such as PL-1 or FORTRAN (called the
target language) from a programer's English input of examples of the
program's I/O pairs or output.

backward chaining
An inference method that starts with what it wants to prove and then
establishes evidence of facts needed to support that inference (i.e.,
top-down processing). Backward chaining is used by programers as a
control strategy to order chains of inference in a knowledge base. The
chaining mechanism proves a tentative goal by backing up to the "if"
part of a rule to determine its correctness. This leads to searching
for other rules that confirm the "if" part of the rule. For example,
to prove C, the program starts with the rule "If A and B, then C." A
and B are proven by establishing additional facts (as determined by
other rules). The process continues recursively, expanding backward
until a solution is reached (see forward chaining).

bitblt
Bit boundary block transfer

bit-mapped displays
Computer screen displays where each pixel is tied to a memory cell.
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blackboard
A modular system architecture (i.e., AI control strategy) that employs
a global data base memory that can be called by several processes
called knowledge sources. The memory that is common to all processes
serves as a basis for communication of intermediate results among rules
or knowledge sources. The blackboard methodology provides a means for
rules to be tied together to produce some tentative inferences. The
blackboard is like the physical blackboard that crimesolvers use to
list clues and tentative solutions. This design allows many separate
knowledge bases to each examine a common working memory.

CDR codingIt is sometime possible to economize storage requirements or shrink the

working-set size by changing the implementation strategy for data
structures. The primary compound data structure (sic in LISP) is the
CONS cell, which is simply a pair of pointers to other objects.
Typically these CONS cells are used to represent lists and for that
case, it has been observed that the CDR part of the CONS cell often
happens to be allocated sequentially after the CONS. As a compaction
scheme and as a strategy for increasing the locality (and hence
reducing the working-set), a method called CDR-coding was developed
that allows a CONS cell to efficiently state that the CDR is the next
cell in memory. (Gabriel, 1985, p. 14)

class variable
A variable shared by an entire class of objects. Class variables share
their values with all instances of a class of objects.

cognition (also Cognitive Process)
1. A generic term for any process whereby an organism becomes aware or
obtains knowledge of an object. Although it is part of the traditional
terminology and has subjective connotations, many neobehaviorists use
the term. It includes perceiving, recognizing, conceiving, judging,
reasoning. Some older authorities held that sensing was not strictly
cognitive (holding that a distinct cognizing process followed upon
sensing), but in modern usage sensing is usually included under
cognition. In most systems, cognition, affection, and conation are the
three categories under which all mental processes are classified. 2.
The product cognizing; the knowledge obtained (not recommended). 3.
The awareness of objects. This usage usually results from failure to
distinguish (1) from (2). 4. (Behavioral) a hypothetical stimulus-
stimulus association or perceptual organization inferred to account for
expectancies. (English and English, 1958, pp. 92-93).

command and control
A system that connects a commander to many sensor, support, and
effector elements in order to have all these elements work together in
a unified, integrated, and controlled manner toward some otherwise
unattainable goal. Human decisionmaking is assumed to take place
within the structure of command and control.
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COSAGE
Combat Sample Generator. A high-resolution, division-level simulation
model which simulates a day's combat activity to generate ammunition
consumption and equipment and personnel loss data. COSAGE is a two-
sided, stochastic model written in the SIMSCRIPT 11.5 programing
language. The determining factor for the core requirements is the
number of concurrent small unit battles which occur, the total number
of units played (from platoon to division level), and the number of
orders for-these units. Orders are given for maneuver units, and if
given at the battalion level, for example, will be executed by every
maneuver platoon under that battalion. The gamer can direct a maneuver
unit to do one of three things: (1) move; (2) attack; (3) defend.
Indirect fire units act and react dynamically. In addition to combined
arms ground combat, COSAGE can simulate attack helicopters, mines,
visibility restrictions, weather conditions, smoke, illumination,
tactical aircraft, and air defense.

data abstraction
A principle of object oriented programing. Data types are
characterized by operation on their values. Programing the operations
are methods of a class. This is representative of a data type, and the
values are instances of the data type.

data sets
Unique combinations of aggregations of data elements. Examples are the
sales order, accounts receivable ledger card, sales summary report,
payroll register, etc. It should be noted that a data set is a
potential combination of data elements. Not all data elements need be
present at one time. For example, a payroll register entry for a given
employee may contain only one or two of several possible deductions.
(Sippl, 1985, p. 118)

data structure
A structure for organizing information within a computer and giving the
data significance beyond the binary numeric value held by the bits
which make up the structure. A character string for example, is a data
structure and signifies that a set of bytes represents a string of
ASCII characters rather than a sequence of integers. (Sippl, 1985,
p. 119)

data type
The set of attributes that determine how the data in a given location
is organized and treated. In low level programing--the machine and

assembly levels--data has no type, and a programer must be aware of any
details of any data structuring in order to use it. In higher level
languages, data typing is enforced by both the compiler and by run time
constraints. The internal structure of data objects may remain
transparent to the programer. At the highest level, data may be
entirely abstract, being restricted not only in terms of structure but
by a range of applicable operations as well. (Sippl, 1985, p. 120)
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demon (also demon)
A LISP language control structure that suspends processes until an
event occurs. The deamon is turned on, performs its job, and waits for
the next event or termination. Demons are used to make inferences
about new information, perform system housekeeping functions, or flag
significant occurrences.

declarative knowledge
Facts representing knowledge. An AI knowledge representation
methodology that tells a computer memory representing human knowledge
what to know.

domain
A class of tasks within a field of knowledge. A domain narrows the
scope of problem solving in an expert system.

dynamic scoping
Dynamic scoping means that any procedure can call any other, and
variable values are passed down the control chain rather than being
determined by the static block structure. Once a variable is declared
or otherwise allocated during procedure A, it can be accessed from
within any procedure B that A calls, or any procedure C that B calls,
etc. This flow of variables occurs without reference to where
procedures A, B, or C appear in the actual program text (Cohen and
Feigenbaum, Vol II, p. 33).

expert system
A subfield of artificial intelligence programing. Software is
developed that mimics the reasoning process of human experts in limited
topics. Expert systems perform such taskS as problem solving in
specialized areas of expertise called a domain. The domain knowledge
is called a knowledge base. The knowledge of multiple human experts
can be programed into the problem solving software. Expertise involves
the representation of knowledge plus the domain-specific strategies for
using the knowledge flexibly to produce a correct result (process
control). Expert system programs have (1) a knowledge base to store
facts and heuristics; (2) an inference engine to process the knowledge
base and draw an inference; and (3) interfaces to explain how the
inference was made and then acquire new knowledge.

Fifth Generation Project
A research project sponsored by the Government of Japan to develop
advanced hardware and software for AI applications. The project
currently is exploring AI applications on parallel processing
computers.

*flavors
An object-oriented extension of the LISP language which allows
programer defined data types. Flavors allow the construction of
structured abstract objects that bundle up procedural and declarative
information about the thing represented by the object. Each flavor is
a generic operator. A flavor contains data (numbers or symbols) and
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operations on the data (methods). The objects are flavor instances
that can be manipulated by sending messages, which are requests for
specific operations. Flavors also allow property lists to become
associated with objects (see object-oriented programing).

forward chaining
A problem solving methodology used in AI. It is characterized by
working forward from known facts (rules) toward a conclusion. This
inference methodology is used to control searching of the knowledge
base. The software looks for all the "if" statements that are true in
a global data base (i.e., knowledge base) of "if-then" rules. The "if"
portion of the rules is compared to facts and new rules are added. The
process continues until a goal is reached and no further inference can
be made (see backward chaining).

frame
An object-oriented knowledge representation methodology. Defines a
concept or object in terms of its attributes or properties (i.e.,
property lists). The property is called a slot. Each slot can have
procedures attached to the slot that allow computation of its value.
Self-contained pieces of code are attached to the slots. A frame is a
data structure that includes declarative and procedural information jn
predefined internal relations (Cohen and Feigenbaum, 1981, Vol II,
p 158). Frames serve to partition knowledge into discrete structures
which are described by slots. Multiple frames are joined together in
an inheritance hierarchy which transmits slot values among interrelated
frames without multiple specification in the programing of each frame.

fuzzy reasoning
A multivalued, syllogistic reasoning scheme derived from Boolean set
theory. Fuzzy logic allows the major and minor premise to contain
probabilistic quantifiers (e.g., 80 percent, most, few) rather than the
two valued quantifiers of all or some found in classic logic. The
result is a syllogism that allows transitivity of set containment and
is used to represent uncertain knowledge. Arbitrary predicates in this
type of reasoning allow greater flexibility in programing.

garbage collection
The reclamation of unreferenced objects in the memory storage of a LISP
machine.

graphic icons
A bit-mapped display of an image on a computer screen. This graphic
image is a graphic representation of a LISP object which resides inside
the machine. LISP objects may be viewed and modified with these
graphic representation. Complex graphics may be easily incorporated in
the LISP program with graphic icons.

heuristic
Rules of thumb that help experts use domain-specific knowledge.
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IF-THEN rule
A structural statement of relationship between facts. IF-THEN rules
may structure defining relationship (IF it moves toward you and fires
on you and is not identified as Blue, THEN Red). IF-THEN rules may
also structure heuristics (IF fired upon, THEN take cover).

inheritance
A knowledge representation methodology based on associative memory
research in cognitive psychology. Structure of a data base (i.e.,
knowledge base) will create a semantic network (a model of human
memory) from which the inference engine subroutine of an expert system
program can make an inference. Inheritance is also called property
inheritance. In programing, inheritance allows an object to be placed
into a class matrix. Variables and methods are inherited from a larger
class of objects. Any variable defined in the larger class will appear
in objects that are instances of the larger class.

inference
The derivation of a proposition from other propositions. A complex
series of inferences can be organized to proceed from antecedent
propositions that are given to whatever consequent propositions are
justified, in which case, the forward chaining process is called data-
driven inference; or it can start from a specification of the desired
consequences and proceed by training to prove antecedents that will
justify concluding the consequent, in which case the backward chaining
process is called model-directed or goal-directed inference (Brownston,
Farrell, Kant, and Martin, 1985, p. 448). For example,.if an artillery
piece fires short of its target, then the barrel is cold can be
combined with a rule of inference (i.e., if A implies B and we know A
for a fact, then we can assume B (modus ponens)). We are now given the
fact that rounds fired from artillery land short, and we can infer a
new fact (i.e., the gun is cold). Software using inferences can use
thousands of rules to infer a new fact.

inference engine
The portion of an expert system software that has the inference and
control strategies. As an application program, it can perform
inferences to yield new knowledge in the knowledge domain. In some
software, the inference engine also contains utilities for user
interface and explanations. Inference engines contain different
control methodologies such as forward and/or backward chaining,
blackboards, production systems, etc. Given many alternative problem
solving steps, an inference engine will choose the next action.

instance variable
A slot (see slots)

instantiation
In object-oriented programing instantiation is allowing objects to take
on specific properties (i.e., replacing variables with constants). A
generic tank becomes an M1 with a serial number of 12286 and a crew of

three. Instance variables can be called slots.
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intelligence (human)
I. There is more agreement on the behaviors referred by the term than
there is on how to interpret or catigorize them. Three concepts recur
frequently in attempts to state its connotations: that of ability to
deal effectively with tasks involving abstractions; that of ability to
learn; and that of ability to deal with new situations. Popular
opinion assumes that "real intelligence" is innate, but this is
rejected from professional use of the term. The first two of the
following definitions limit themselves to stating operations by which
intelligence is to be distinguished from other constructs; the third is
widely accepted description. 1. That hypothetical construct which is
measured by a properly standardized intelligence test. This definition
sounds circular but is not: intelligence tests can be--and in fact
have been--devised and standardized without having any particular or
clear definition of intelligence. 2. (H. English) The individual's
total repertory of those problem-solving and cognitive-discrimination
responses that are usual and expected at a given level and in the large
population unit to which he belongs. The usual and expected response
has been defined by implication of test standardization as one of which
65 percent to 75 percent of the given population are capable. What is
thus usual and expected changes qualitatively as well as quantitatively
with age and with the population; intelligence tests, regarded as
samplings of the total repertory, must reflect these changes. The
intelligence level is measured by the proportion of the responses,
usual and expected in the population, that an individual manifests in a
standardized sample of task-demand situations. This definition leaves
open the question of the organization of these responses--CP
factor/general and factor theory. 3. (G. Stoddard) The ability to
undertake activities that are characterized by difficulty, complexity,
abstractness, economy, adaptiveness to a goal, social value, and the
emergence of originals. 4. (popular) The rating a person obtains on
an intelligence test; or, more loosely, the intelligence level. 5.
(historical) Intellect. 6. (historical and popular) The capacity to
profit by experience. (English and English, 1958, p 268). II.
Through contact and interaction with the environment people acquire
knowledge and skills which then manifest themselves in subsequent
behavior. What a person knows and knows how to do at any point in time
is a major dimension or property of behavior which enters importantly
into descriptions and explanations of human activities. While there
are many ways to elaborate and to categorize the different
manifestations of this property it is known collectively as
intelligence (i.e., intelligent behavior). (Bourne, Ekstrand, and
Dominowski, 1971, p. 242)

intelligence (machine)
The developed capability of a device to perform functions that are
normally associated with human intelligence, such as reasoning,
learning, and self-improvement. (Related to machine learning.) Machine
intelligence uses steps in developing real-world systems concerning
identifying the problem and goals; acquiring the knowledge base;
selecting a knowledge system structure and development tools;
implementing the problem/inference subsystem; developing an intelligent
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interface; and testing, evaluating, and refining systems. Also Machine
Learning: concerns the ability of a device to improve its performance
based on its past performance. (Related to artificial intelligence.)
(Sippl, 1985, pp. 230 and 266)

knowledge
1. The result of knowing. Simple knowledge is called apprehension
(which includes perceiving); more complex is called comprehension or
understanding (which includes awareness of relations, meaning, etc.).
2. The body of understood information possessed by an individual or by
a culture. 3. That part of a person's information which is in accord
with established fact. (English & English, 1958, p. 284)

knowledge base
A highly structured data base that interrelates all of its elements.
Facts and heuristics about a domain are coded into the knowledge base.
These facts and heuristics may take the form of rules, objects, logic,
or working memory elements. Elements of the knowledge base may be used
as data or programs in expert system software. The knowledge base may
also be used to answer questions about the domain represented as well
as providing access to the data.

knowledge representation
The methodology used to encode and store facts and relationships. It
is a combination of data structures and interpretive procedures in a
program that leads to knowledgeable behavior. List-and-pointer data
structures can represent facts or rules in programing languages such as
LISP. Knowledge is structured in the computer software by layering in
rule memory, procedural rules, and functions and procedures (i.e.,
rules for conflict resolution). A domain (e.g., command and control

- problem solving based on sensor reports) is in the rule memory.

LIPS
Logical inference per second; a benchmark for measuring the speed of AI
hardware.

LISP
List Processing computer programing language. LISP is a flexible,
indefinitely extensible programing language that is used in many AI
programing tasks. LISP is used for symbolic processing application
programs.

logic
A formal system of rules used to manipulate symbols to yield an
inference.

logic programing
A style of problem solving and programing characterized by the use of
PROLOG.
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4ACSYNA
A symbolic computer program with procedures for helping people perform
complex applied mathematics. MACSYMA can be considered an AI software
toolkit.

message
A technique used in object-oriented programing to specify operations on
an object. It is similar to a procedure call. Operations to be
performed are named indirectly. Different objects can respond
differently to the same message. Objects send other objects messages
to cause a behavior to occur in a simulation.

metaknowledge
Interrelated multilevel knowledge.

methodology (analysis research)
Acquiring the necessary supporting and background technical information
(forces, financial, logistical, concept, etc.) necessary for
accomplishment of a given task, including model development when
needed.

model development
The creation of a new computer system production support model or
modification of an existing production support model. Model
development involves a computer system program development effort and
consideration of the research information and sponsor requirements.

model driven expert system
A type of expert system used for diagnostic purposes. It is usually
driven by a backward chaining mechanism in its inference engine.
Conceptually, it uses a model of the structure and behavior of the
entity it is trying to understand.

model evaluation
The computer analysis of the production support model which provides
the conceptual output for the sponsor. Model evaluation also required
preparation of reports and studies to support the computer analysis.

object
The most primitive element used in object-oriented programing style.
Objects are used to store program procedures and data. Objects store
data in the form of variables. Objects respond to messages with
behaviors (i.e., carrying out procedures).

object-oriented programing
A style of problem solving and programing characterized by the use of
objects.

parallel processing
An advanced computer hardware design which allows the computation of
multiple processes at the same time.
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pattern-directed inference system
Any system composed of several Pattern-Directed Modules (PDMs), one or
more data structures that may be examined and modified by the pattern-
directed modules, and executive program to schedule and run the
Pattern-Directed Modules is called a pattern-directed inference system
(PDIS). In effect, a PDIS factors complex problems into manageable,
largely independent subproblems. (Sippl, 1985, p. 344)

pattern-directed modules
The type of computer program that is used to develop an expert system
cannot have its flow of control and data utilization rigidly fixed
because such a structure is ill-adapted for simulating a human's
responses to a complex, rapidly changing unfamiliar environment.
Instead, such a program must examine the state of the world at each
step of the decision process and react appropriately because new
stimuli continually arise. The type of program that has been delivered
to cope with this constant change is a loosely organized collection of
POMs that detect situations and respond to them. (Sippi, 1985, p. 344)

pattern matching
The process of comparing string patterns to locate matching or nearly
matching strings. Pattern matching is used in text processing software
and is especially important in artificial intelligence, where pattern
matching and parallel processing are used to simulate thinking behavior
of the human brain. (Sippl, 1985, p. 344) In expert system using
production rules the matching operator searches for equivalence between
left-hand sides of rules (i.e., the "IF" portions of a "IF-THEN"
statement) within the data memory to find all the combinations where
rules can be satisficed (i.e., meets the minimal criteria of
acceptability to solve a problem) with consistent binding (i.e.,
instantiations). The pattern matching process provides pattern-
directed inference systems with an organizational scheme to use
pattern-directed modules (i.e., program modules) on data memory (i.e.,
global memory).

* pattern systems
These are systems or antecedent-driven systems. A consequent-driven
(backward-chaining) system uses rule consequents (which represent
goals) to guide the search for rules to "fire." The system collects
those rules that can satisfy the goal in question and tries to satisfy
the consequents of those rules, which usually represent the values of
variables. In order to find these values, the values of the rule
antecedent must be found. To satisfy each antecedent which represents
a subgoal, the system collects those rules whose consequents satisfy
its value. (Sippl, 1985, p. 344)

personnel training
Determining, arranging for, scheduling, and/or approval of education
and training for assigned civilian and military personnel.
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pixel
A term for picture element. Pixels are dots on a computer screen. In
many AI machines one memory cell is tied to one pixel on the computer
screen. Images called graphic icons are constructed by having the
computer software write into the appropriate group of memory cells.
This software output causes an image (also called bit-mapped display in
many AI machines) to appear on the computer screen. In many AI
graphics systems the bit-mapped pixel images are data structures.

procedural knowledge
An AI knowledge representation methodology that tells a computer memory
what to do.

procedural programing
A problem solving and programing method which uses nested subroutines
to organize and control program execution. PASCAL and APL are examples
or procedural programing languages.

production system
A system containing IF-THEN statements (i.e., production rules) with
conditions that may be satisfied in a data base and actions that may
change the data base. A control mechanism selects usable production
rules in an effort to reach a goal state (problem solution). The
production rules are stored in a global data base (data memory) and are
used by an inference engine to control the selection of the rules.
This style of problem solving and program uses IF-THEN rules to
represent symbolic notions that characterize situations and their
related actions (i.e., IF (condition), THEN (action)). IF conditions
may be satisfied in a data base and THEN actions may change that data
base.

PROLOG
PROgraming language for LOGic. An AI programing language based on
predicate calculus. The Japanese have chosen PROLOG for their Fifth
Generation AI Project.

property list
Since its inception, LISP has associated with each symbol a kind of
tabular data structure called a property list (plist for short). A
property list contains zero or more entries; each entry associates with
a key (called the indicator), which is typically a symbol, an arbitrary
LISP object (called the value or, sometimes, the property). There are
no duplications among the indicators; a property list may only have one
property at a time with a given name. In this way, given a symbol and
an indicator (another symbol), an associated value can be retrieved. A
property list is very similar in purpose to an association list. The
difference is that a property list is an object with a unique identity;
the operations for adding and removing property list entries are
destructive operations that alter the property list rather than making
a new one. Association lists on the other hand, are normally augmented
nondestructively (without side effects) by adding new entries to the
front.. .A property list is implemented as a memory cell containing a
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list with an even number (possible zero) of elements. (Usually this
memory cell is the.property list cell of a symbol, but any memory cell
acceptable to setf can be used if getf and remf are used). Each pair
of elements in the list constitutes an entry; the first item is the
indicator, and the second is the value. Because property list
functions are given the symbol and not the list itself, modifications
to the property list can be recorded by sorting back into the property-
list cell of the symbol. (Steele, et al., 1984, pp. 163-164)

Recursive-decent compiler
A local optimization for stack-based LISP machines. The compiler reads
through the execution-order treewalk of a program, examines LISP
expressions and determines the proper runtime code to execute. Gabriel
(1985) has suggested that the speed at which a LISP compiler optimizes
code is a separate issue from the speed: Simple compilers essentially
eliminate the dispatching routine and generate calls to the correct
routines, with some bookkeeping for values in between. Fancier
compilers do a lot of open-coding, generating the body of a routine in-
line with the code that calls the body of a routine in-line with the
code that calls it...further optimization involves delaying the boxing
or number CONSing of numbers in a numeric computation. Some compilers
also rearrange the order of evaluation, do constant-folding, loop-
unwinding, common-subexpression elimination, register optimization,
cross optimizations (between functions), peephole optimization, and
many of the other classical compiler techniques...when evaluating a
compiler, it is important to know what the compiler in question can do.
Often looking at some sample code produced by the compiler for an
interesting piece of code is worthwhile evaluation technique for an
expert. Knowing what is open-coded, what constructs are optimized, and
how to declare facts to the complier in order to help it produce code
are the most important things for a user to know. A separate issue is
"How fast is the compiler?" In some case the compiler is slow even if
the code it generates is fast; for instance, it can spend a lot of time
doing optimization. (Gabriel, 1985, pp. 22-23)

recursion
1. A property of computer software that allows procedures to call
themselves. Recursion is like a FORTRAN loop. 2. Recursion allows
you to return to a statement, function, or process again and again. 3.
If you do not understand the concept of recursion, GO TO 1.

representation
The way in which a system stores knowledge about a domain. Knowledge
consists of facts and the relationship between facts.

rule (IF-THEN rule)
A conditional statement of two parts. The first part (the IF clause)
establishes necessary conditions that must be met if a second part (the
THEN or multiple (THENs) is to be acted upon. Given evidence, the
inference engine of an expert system software system builds on the rule
base and reasons through it in order to reach a conclusion. Rules are
the data of an expert system that are manipulated by an inference
engine in order to yield an inference.
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rule based expert system
An expert system which uses a knowledge base programed as production
rules.

satisficing
A problem solving methodology where the minimal criteria provides a
cutoff value for a set of solutions, each of which is equally
acceptable. Satisficing provides a necessary and sufficient condition
for problem resolution. It is more cost effective than optimization in
most problems.

schema
A methodology for representation of a single concept. Schema allows
properties to be used as the defining attributes of a concept. Schemas
are used in frame or procedural methodologies for knowledge
representation in AI software. A production rule methodology of
knowledge representation can also use schema by attaching them to slots
without properties.

search
The process in running AI software where the knowledge base is searched
systematically for a solution path. The program starts with an initial
state and works its way toward a satisficing solution called a goal
state.

semantic
Dealing with meaning in AI software.

semantic network
A knowledge representation methodology used in AI programing. The
methodology is used to create a network of nodes. Each node can
represent an object and its values. The nodes are linked in the

.I. network by their interrelationship (i.e., function).

Semantic Node
An object in a semantic network used in knowledge representation.

Semantic Node Methodology (also Semantic Network)
A class of knowledge representation formalism that uses objects and
values as nodes in a tree-like structure. The nodes are linked with
arcs or links that indicate the relationships between the various
nodes. For example to link a fact like all 155SP howitzers are cannons
we create two nodes 155SP howitzer and cannon and connect them with a
"isa" linkage. The knowledge representation that would result would be
"A 155SP howitzer isa cannon." Very complicated taxonomies of
knowledge with inheritance can be structured with semantic node
methodology.

simulation
A technique in AI software that models human behavior in an attempt to
achieve intelligent behavior from the computer.
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slot
An attribute associated by a node in a frame methodology. Slots are
used in knowledge representation for AI software. Slots contain
descriptive attributes of objects. Facts typically known about generic
objects can be placed in slots. Slots also serve as a knowledge hook
for specifying relationship between defining attributes of an object.
The slot can serve as the place where knowledge fits within the frame.
For example, the generic object "cat" may have slots for its name and
breed, and a procedural slot for findings its mother and father. Slots
may also contain pointers to other frames. Slots are used for
variables that are stored locally (see class variable).

stack-oriented hardware
A stack is a list such that additions and deletions can only be made at
the front of the list. As objects are "pushed" onto the stack, the
stack pointer is incremented. As objects are "popped" from the stack
the stack pointer is decremented. In many LISP machines special high-
speed memories are served as stack buffers, and stacks are manipulated
by stack pointers in hardware. In LISP machines stacks are used in
three kind of operations that are needed throughout the LISP
implementation: 1. evaluation of nested expressions (outer
expressions are pushed onto the stack until the inner expression is
evaluated; 2. interrupts (the current environment is pushed onto the
stack until the interrupt service routine is done); 3. function calls
(function arguments and temporary local storage are saved on the
stack). Since every LISP expression is, in effect, a functional call,
multiple stacks and multiple stack buffers are implemented in the
hardware of the LISP machine. A stack on the 3600 (LISP machine) is
managed by the processor hardware, which maintains various pointers to
the stack. Stack-buffer manipulations such as push or pop are carried
out by the processor and occur in one machine cycle. Fast function
calling is critical to the performance of processor-bound programs.
(Symbolics, 1984)

subgoal
A hierarchy of goals structured to satisfice another goal in a
hierarchy of goals. Inference engines in expert system software use
backward chaining systems where unmet goals are decomposed into
subgoals. Problem solving proceeds to solve the simpler subgoals in an
attempt to satisfice the goal.

symbolic processing
Adapting computer hardware to manipulate symbols.
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symbolic reasoning
A type of reasoning similar to human thought processes. For example,
the cognitive process of concept formation uses symbolic reasoning. A
concept can be described by identifying the characteristics of the
objects or events to which is applies. It can also specify measurable
relations between the characteristics or features of the concept.
Symbolic reasoning involves problem solving based on the application of
strategies and heuristics (rules of thumb) used to manipulate the
symbolic representations of the problem.

syntactic
Dealing with form or structure in AI software.

thinking
I. Thinking is a complex multifacted process. It is essentially
internal (and possibly nonbehavioral), involving symbolic
representations of events and objects not immediately present, but is
initiated by some external event (stimulus). Its function is to
generate and to control overt behavior. (Bourne, Ekstrand, and
Dominowski, 1971, p 4) II. 1. Any process or activity not
predominantly perceptual by which one apprehends an object or some
aspect of an object or situation. This implies judging, abstracting,
conceiving, reasoning, and (in a somewhat extended sense) imagining,
remembering, and anticipating are forms of thinking. Although thinking

=is thus negatively defined by reference to perceiving, the two
processes are not antagonistic but supplemental. Either may merely
predominate in any given cognitive process. 2. Problem solving that
involves primarily ideas rather than perceiving and overt manipulation.
3. Meditating or- reflecting upon a problem in order to understand the
relationships involved...(English and English, 1958, p. 553)

toolkit
Computer programs that are used to build AI software. Toolkit software
typically contains an inference engine, knowledge acquisition aids, and
user/programer interfaces. Toolkit software evolved from expert
systems where the knowledge base has been removed. Toolkits are
recommended for scoping the construction of a large, high resolution
expert system.

toy problem
A simplified adaptation of AI to solve complex problems for
demonstration purposes. Toy problems often hide the difficulty in
adapting AI techniques to solve real-world problems.
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uncertainty
A value that cannot be determined in an expert system program. A
representation of uncertainty is used to describe a belief (or
disbelief) in symbolic or numeric data. For example, the numerical
representation of scalars on an interval (i.e., the Bayesian approach
to statistics), or in logic a distribution on a universe of discourse
(i.e., the extension of necessity and possibility), or as points in
space (evidence space). AI programing deals with uncertainty with such
techniques as fuzzy reasoning.

user interface
The component of an expert system that allows bidirectional linkages
between the software, hardware, programer, and user.

VLSI
Very large scale integration. The process of producing integrated
circuits containing many thousands of electronic devices.

I
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THE REASON FOR PERFORMING THE STUDY was to gain a preliminary overview of
adapting artificial intelligence (Al) and expert system technology to the
theater-level for modeling and for the CAA study process.

THE PRINCIPAL ACCOWLISIWENTS of the study are:

(1) AI software, hardware, and toolkits were surveyed for their applic-
ability to CAA's study and analysis processes.

(2) AI techniques and methodologies were surveyed to determine their
application to CAA study process.

(3) A mall demonstration project was developed using the Command and
Control (Cz) logic from CAA's FORCEM simulation model. The code was devel-
oped using the Knowledge Engineering Enviornment (KEE) toolkit on a Symbolics
3670 Lisp Machine.
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(1) AI/expert system technology may be applicable to military modeling.

(2) Rule-based solutions may be implemented to support computer simula-
tion models used at CAA.
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THE STUDY EFFORT was directed by Dr. Richard B. Modjeski. Advanced Research
Projects Office of the US Army Concepts Analysis Agency.
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Analysis Agency, ATTN: CSCA-RSR, 8120 Woodmont Avenue, Bethesda, MD
20814-2797.
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